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Introduction Go programming language

Go is a general-purpose programming language. Go language is also referred to as Golang because of its website domain name golang.org, but its proper name is Go. Go

was named after its mascot “gopher”.

Go is developed by Google. The development of Go began in the year 2007 as an internal Google project. The original designers of Go are Robert Griesemer, Rob Pike, and

Ken Thompson.  

The designing of Go began with the purpose of avoiding problems, difficulties, and drawbacks of already existing programming languages at that time. Go is inspired by

other various popular languages like C, C++, Python, Smalltalk, Pascal, etc.  

The popularity of Go is increasing every day. The reason behind it is that Go can be used as an alternative to popular and complicated programming languages like Java,

C++, C, etc. for the development of web applications, databases, network programming, etc.

The development of Go began in 2007 at Google as an internal project. The original designers of Go were Robert Griesemer, Rob Pike, and Ken Thompson. Robert

Griesemer is a Swiss computer scientist working at Google. Rob Pike is a Canadian programmer and author. He is also a member of the UNIX team and works for Google.

Ken Thompson is an American pioneer of computer science. Also, he is the designer and creator of Unix, B programming language, C, Go, inferno, etc. Other than the

original designers, Go has a team at Google that includes Russ Cox, Ian Lance Taylor, Andrew Gerrand, and many others for the development of Go.  

Go was publicly announced and became open-sourced in the year 2009. The initial release of Go was in March 2012. The first version is Go version 1 or Go 1. The latest

version of Go is Go 1.16 released in February 2021. 

●     Strongly Statically-Typed Language :

Go is a strongly statically typed programming language that means type checking is done at its compile-time. Many programmers may consider this difficult for

writing large programs, but Go's syntaxes are short. Also, Go provides a convenient version of duck typing (duck typing is a system for invoking an existing method

on an object without a type, if the method is already defined then it can be invoked).

●     Open-Source License : 

Go has had a liberal open-source license since 2009. The software which has an open-source license is not proprietary, source code can be used, modified, and

distributed to the public for free. It is a large community of programmers to provide support like developments, new solutions for the problems, etc. 

Many developers from around the world have contributed to Go's open development model. Also, many third-party Go packages are available in the Go Dashboard.

●     Memory Management :

At the time of program execution, they write objects into the memory, but sometimes these objects have to be removed when they are no longer needed. This

process of removing these unwanted objects is called memory management. 

Go provides automatic dynamic memory management known as garbage collection. So, there is no need for manually freeing memory. Garbage collection can

provide various benefits like more security, better portability, reduced code length, etc.

●     Goroutines : 

In Go language, every activity (methods or functions) that are executed at the same time (concurrently) is known as Goroutines. Every program has at least one

goroutine known as the main Goroutine. If the main Goroutine is terminated then all the goroutines in it are also terminated.

●     High-Level Concurrency :   

Large programs are made from combining smaller sub-programs. The process of executing these smaller sub-programs simultaneously and independently is

known as concurrency. Go has a high level of concurrency by using goroutines and channels.

●     “C” inspired : 

Go language is syntactically similar to "C" which makes it easier to learn for those who have basic knowledge about programming languages. Go uses a very easy-

to-understand syntax which can avoid complexity and verbosity.

●     Procedural Programming Language :

Go is a procedural programming language. Procedural programming is a programming model based on the concept of calling procedure also known as functions,

routine, or subroutines

●     Multi-Paradigm :

Go allows using the paradigm most suitable to solve the problem. Go is a purely procedural language, but also supports object-oriented programming. Go’s an

approach to object-orientation is radically different from other popular languages such as C++, Java, or Python, and compared to these languages Go is much easier

to use and more flexible.

●     Standard Library :

Go has a standard library that consists of a set of core packages. These packages can be added to various kinds of programs to enhance and extend the language.

So that it is not necessary to build your own packages or download packages that others created or published.

●     Go is simple and easy to learn:

Go has a simple syntax that makes it easy for beginners. In addition, various types of tutorials are available on the internet.

●     Go is simple and short:

Go has simple and short number lines of code which help to save time. This is very important because reading and understanding large programs is time-

consuming.

●     Go has syntaxes similar to the C programming language:

Go is easier to understand for those who have basic knowledge about programming languages.

●     Fast compile-time and run-time:

The code written in Go is translated directly into formats that a processor can understand. So, it does not require more time for its execution.

●     Potability: 

Go can work on different operating systems (platform-independent) such as Windows, Linux, Mac, etc.

●     Many integrated development environments (IDEs) and editors such as Emacs, VSCode, Eclipse, etc support Go.

●     Efficient memory management using a garbage collector.

●     Built-in concurrency.

●     It is an open-source programming language.

●     Go is a very young language that is still under development.

●     Lack of libraries.

●     No manual memory management.

●     Go has less online help or support compared to other programming languages.

●     Go is used to create high-performance system programming.

●     Go is widely used for the development of web applications.

●     Go is popular in the development of network-based programs.

●     Go can be used for applications like cloud and server-side applications.

●     Various command-line tools are written in the Go language.

●     Go is used in AI and data science.

●     Go is also used in microcontroller programming, games, and robotics. 

 

●     Google

●     Facebook

●     Twitter

●     IBM

●     BBC

●     Dropbox

●     SOUNDCLOUD

●     Dailymotion

●     Uber

●     YouTube
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Installation of Go in Windows

From this tutorial, you will learn topics that are related to the environment setup of Go programming.

Since Go has an open-source software license, there is no need to spend money to buy Go. Its source code is freely available to anyone. Go can be used for personal or

commercial purposes without paying anyone. The libraries, compiler, and tools of Go are free to everyone everywhere. 

A software license is a contract that is a text document between the developer or organization that created and distributed an application, source code, or related product

and its end-user. A software license has the right to protect the intellectual property of the developer or organization and to restrict any claims against them. It also

provides legal statements for the installation, warranties, liabilities, distribution, and use of the software.

The software licenses are categorized mainly into two, they are:

Go has a BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution) style license. This license is also referred to as “Permissive” or “Apache”. BSD is a popular open-source software license.

BSD is a simple license that only requires that all code keep the BSD license notice if re-distributed in source code format or reproduce the notice if re-distributed in binary

format. The BSD license does not require that source code be distributed at all. 

Visit this link to see the original license of Go:

https://golang.org/LICENSE

Go is a portable software which means that it does not depend on a single operating system. Hence, "Go" can be installed on several operating systems like Windows,

Linux, macOS/iOS, Solaris, etc.

You are advised to check if this software is already installed on your system because it will save you valuable time and effort from the installation process. 

Follow the instructions and corresponding pictures given below to check if Go is already installed on your system or not.

If Go is already installed on your system, you can skip the installation process and if Go is not installed on your system, then let’s start the installation of Go:

Follow the steps and corresponding pictures given below to install Go in your system:

Follow the steps and corresponding pictures given below to create and execute a simple Go program: 

We will use Notepad as the text editor. You can use other text editors as well.

Related Programs VIEW ALL
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Need to spend money to buy GO?

What is a software license?

Proprietary (or Closed-source): 

The software which has a proprietary license is restricted for its code duplication, modification, reuse, or distribution. This type of software’s operational

code is only provided not the source code.

1

Free and Open-Source Software (FOSS): 

It is also referred to as “open-source”. This license gives permission to the end-user for software modification, reuse of the software code, and also

provides the actual source code with the software products.

2

What type of license does Go have?

On which operating system can Go be installed?

Check if Go is installed on your system or not

Open the Command Prompt by typing “cmd” in the search bar of your system. 1

Type “go version” in the Command Prompt and press Enter. 

● If Go is not installed on your system, then a message will be displayed as shown in the screenshot below:

● If "Go" is already installed on your system, then the version of Go that is currently available on your system will be displayed as shown in the

screenshot below:

2

Installation of Go:

Go to website https://golang.org/1

Click on the link: “Download Go”.2

Download the corresponding Go installer for your operating system.

(Other versions of Golang for different operating systems are available on the same page. You can also download the older version of Golang but, advised

to use the latest one)

3

Run the downloaded Go installer from the download folder.4

Then a dialogue box as shown below will appear and click the “Next” button to continue the installation process.5

In the next window, accept the end-user license agreement, then click the “Next” button. 6

The next step is to select the folder where you would like to install Go in your system.

● To proceed with the installation in the default destination folder, click the “Next” button.

● But if you want to install Go in another folder, then click on the “change…” button and then set the location.

7

Click the “Install” button to start the installation. 8

Now the installation process will begin, and the window will show the current status of the installation of Go. Wait for the installation to complete.9

Once the installation is complete, a window as shown below will appear to inform you that the Go installation is completed successfully in your system.

Click the “Finish” button to complete the installation.

10

To ensure the proper installation of Go, open the Command Prompt again and type the following command:  

go version

11

If the command prints the currently installed version of Go as shown in the screenshot below, then the installation of Go is successful.12

Basic Program to Print “Hello World” Using Text Editor and Command Prompt:

    First, let’s create a Go file for that open Notepad by typing “Notepad” in the search bar of your system1

   Type or copy and paste the Go commands below into the Notepad.

 

package main   

import ("fmt")   

func main(){   

   fmt.Println("Hello, World!")   

} 

2

    Save the file by pressing Ctrl + S or selecting the Save option from the File menu.3

    The Save As window will appear. In the window, set the location to save the Go file, and type Filename as HelloWorld and type extension as “.GO”. Then

set Save as type as “All Files” as shown in the screenshot below. Then click on the “Save” button:

4

    Now open the Command Prompt by typing “cmd” in the search bar. Open the folder where the Go file is saved using the “cd” (change directory)

command. If your Go file is saved in a subfolder then open each subfolder using the “cd” command as shown in the screenshot below:

5

    Now type the following command in the Command Prompt and press Enter to run the program.

go run HelloWorld.go

6

    To save the same program as an executable file, type the following command and press Enter: Go build HelloWorld.go7

    To see the executable file just created, open the folder where the Helloworld (your Go file) file is saved. 

This executable file can be accessed in the Command Prompt as shown in the screenshot below:

8
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 Home / GO / Set Up an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) for Go:

Set Up an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) for Go:

IDEs are the applications used to assist the programmers in the development of other applications. They are designed to enclose almost every programming task in a

single application. IDEs increase the productivity of programmers and speed up the development of software products. 

There are free IDEs available on the internet, including Visual Studio Code (VS Code), Eclipse, etc. Some of the IDEs that require payments to use them are Goland and

IntelliJ IDEA. These IDEs can be used for both editors and debugging of the Go commands.

Web-based (online) IDE’s can also be used for the development of software, but they provide limited functionality. The main advantages of web-based IDEs are that it

requires less setup effort, reduce personal hardware requirements, etc. 

Some of the free web-based IDE’s URLs are given below: 

https://play.golang.org 

https://www.onlinegdb.com

In this tutorial, we will use VS Code as the IDE for Go.

VS Code is a free IDE used in operating systems such as Windows, macOS, and Linux. VS Code developed by Microsoft. VS Code supports many other programming

languages like HTML, JavaScript, Java, CSS, etc. 

Follow the steps below to install VS Code:

Now the installation of VS Code is successfully completed on your system.

Now it is required to configure VS Code to use Go in it. While doing the configuration, make sure to enable the internet connection on your system.  

Follow the steps and corresponding pictures given below to configure the VS Code:

Creating and executing a go program using a text editor and command prompt is the same as creating and executing a go program in the VS Code. 

Now follow the steps to run a simple basic Go program in VS Code:

Related Programs VIEW ALL

Delete the Kth Node from a Linked List Implement Interpolation Search

check palindrome number Implement Binary Search

  Previous

What is an IDE?

Installation of Visual Studio Code (VS Code):

    Visit the link below: 

https://code.visualstudio.com/

1

    Click on the “download” option to download the VS Code installer for your corresponding operating system.2

    Run the installer when downloading completes. It will only take less than a minute.3

    Then accept the license agreement and click the “Next” button.4

    Set the destination location to install VS Code.

(A default destination location will be given, but if you want to install VS Code on a different location, then click the “Browse…” button to select another

destination location.)

5

    The next window is to set up a Start Menu folder. If you want to select a different folder, click on the “Browse…” button, and if you don’t want to create

any Start Menu folder, click on the given check box below. Then click the “Next” button.

6

     The next window will provide additional tasks to perform while installing the VS Code. Select the additional tasks you would like to set up to perform,

then click on the “Next” button.

7

    Click on the “Install” button to begin the installation of VS Code and wait until the installation is completed.8

    Once the installation is completed, click on the “Finish” button, and the VS Code will get open.9

Configure VS Code to Use Go 

    Launch VS Code.1

    Open the extension manager from the activity bar, or press Ctrl + Shift + x.2

    Type “go” in the search box and press Enter.3

    From the search result, install the Go extension by the “Go Team at Google”.4

    Once the installation of the Go extension is completed, open the command palette from the View menu or press Ctrl + Shift + p.5

    Type “Go: Install/Update Tools” in the command palette and press Enter.6

   Select all the tools in the list and click OK.

The status of the installation will be displayed in the OUTPUT window as shown below:

7

    Now follow the sub-steps to check if Go is installed successfully or not. 

● Open the Terminal from the View menu or press Ctrl + `.

● Type “go version” on the Terminal as shown in the screenshot, and press Enter:

● If the installation is successful, then the Terminal will display the current version of Go as shown in the screenshot below:

Now, VS Code is ready to use Go in it.

8

Basic Program to Print “Hello World” Using VS Code:

    First, create a new file in VS Code by pressing Ctrl + N or selecting “New File” from the File menu.  

File >> New File

1

    Type or copy and paste the following Go commands into the new file just created:

 

package main   

import ("fmt")   

func main(){   

   fmt.Println("Hello, World!")   

} 

2

    Now save the file by pressing Ctrl + S or select the Save option from the File menu.3

    The Save As window will appear. In the window, set the location to save the Go file, and type Filename as helloworld and Save as type as GO, then click

on the “Save” button: 

File >> Save As >> helloworld (Filename) >> Go (Save as type)

4

    Follow the sub-steps to run/execute the Go program:

● Open the Terminal in VS Code by pressing Ctrl + ` or select the Terminal option from the View menu: 

View >> Terminal

● In the Terminal, open the folder where the Go file is saved using the “cd” (change directory) command. If your Go file is saved in a subfolder,

then open each subfolder using the “cd” command as shown in the screenshot below:

● Now type the following command in the terminal to run the program. 

go run helloworld.go

● The program can also be saved as an executable by the following command: 

Go build helloworld.go

Open the folder where helloworld (your Go file) file is saved to see the executable file.

This executable file can be accessed in the VS Code as shown in the screenshot below:

5
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Syntax and Comments in Go Program

Comments are the text in the program which are ignored during the program execution. The compiler considers a comment as a non-executable command. Comments

are used for program documentation. It can provide information, description, or an explanation about the source codes or any statements used in the program.

Comments are human-readable information. 

Comments are also used to hide some codes for a specific time or to prevent the execution of certain codes or a block of codes in a program during the program testing.

● It will improve the quality and efficiency of the source codes.

● Writing good comments will increase the readability of the commands and logic used in the programs.

● Proper use of comments can help the developer with code maintenance.

● Comments are very helpful to find errors faster.

Go provides two forms of comments, they are:

Single-line comments are used to comment on a single line of statements in the program. They are used to describe a single line of code.  

Two forward slashes ( // ) are used for single-line comment. Anything written after // to the end of the line is ignored by the compiler which means that this text will not be

executed. 

A single-line comment can be placed before the line or at the end of the code.

 

// type the comments here 

 

// This is a single-line comment before the line of code 

package main 

import ("fmt")// This is a single-line comment at the end of the code 

func main() { 

  fmt.Println("Hello World!")  

}   

Multi-line comments are also known as block comments. They are used to comment on multiple lines of statements in the program. Multi-line comments start with /*

and end with */. The text/statements/codes written between /* and */ will not be executed during the execution of the program. 

Single-line comments can also be written in multi-line comment format. 

 

/* type multiple lines of statements here*/ 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

  /* this is a multi-line comment 

it contains multiple lines of comments */ 

  fmt.Println("Hello World!") 

} 

The comment feature is also widely used by programmers in many programming languages to prevent the source code from being executed. A single line of source code

or a block of source code can be commented on. This feature will help the programmers to find errors in the program. Go language also supports this feature. 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

   //fmt.Println("Hello World!") 

 /**/ 

} 

A Go program is mainly constructed using the following parts:

To understand the structure of a basic Go program, an example program is given below:

Let’s learn each part of the Go program…

Related Programs VIEW ALL

Implement Interpolation Search check Leap year

Implement Deletion of the Last Node from a Linked List find power of a number

Next   

Comments in Go

The major benefits of using proper comments in the programs are:

Single-line Comments

Syntax of single-line comment:

Example for single-line comment:

Multi-line Comments

Syntax of Multi-line comment:

Example for Multi-line comment:

Source code as Comment

Example

Structure of a Basic Go Program

    Package declaration1

    Import packages2

    Functions3

    Statements and expressions4

Example program to display a message on the screen

Package declaration: 

It is compulsory to start every Go program with a package declaration because every Go program is a part of a package. The packages are used to reuse

and organize the code. In the Go programming language, the keyword "package" is used to define the packages. In the above example, the program

belongs to the "main" package. The "main" package tells the compiler that the package must compile in the executable program. An executable program

is a program that can run directly from the terminal. The “main” package also contains the main() function in it.

1

Import packages:

This part is used to import various packages into your Go program. Go programming language provides various built-in packages with pre-defined basic

functionalities to help the programmers to ease the coding. The "fmt" (fmt stands for Format package) is one such package, and it is used to format input

and output with functions. In the above example program, the files in the "fmt" package are included in this program.

2

Functions:

The execution of a Go program begins from the main() function. The main package contains the main() function, and every executable program in the Go

programming language must contain a single main package and main() function. There is no need to call the main() function to execute the codes inside

it because this function is invoked automatically. The main() function does not allow any arguments and does not return anything. In the Go programming

language, the keyword "func" is used to create a function.

3

Statements and expressions:    

The statements and expressions of the program are written in this part. In the above example program, the statement fmt.Println("Hello World!") is

used to display the "Hello World" string on the screen. Here, Println() is a method of the fmt package.

4
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Tokens in Go

In programming languages, tokens are the basic components of the source code. Tokens make the vocabulary for a programming language. 

For example, the following Go statement consists of 6 tokens –

 

fmt.Println("Welcome to Learn eTutorials!!") 

The individual tokens are −

In the Go programming language, tokens are classified into five. They are…

Related Programs VIEW ALL

Generate Multiplication Table print ASCII value of each string character

find the length of the string Implement Linear Search
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    Keywords:

In a programming language, a keyword is a predefined word that has some special meaning. Keywords are used to perform some predefined actions.

Keywords are not allowed to be used as an identifier. Go programming language supports 25 keywords. They are:

   Learn more about Keywords in Golang.

1

    Identifiers: 

In programming languages, identifiers are the user-defined names or entities of the components in the program. An identifier is a sequence of one or

more letters and digits that are used to identify the components. In Go language, an identifier can be a constant, function name, variable name, package

name, types, or statement labels.

Learn more about Identifiers in Golang.

2

    Operators:

Operators are the basic component in every programming language. Operators are used to performing different types of operations on operands

(variables and values). The Go programming language provides different types of operators based on their functionality, and they are as follows:

Learn more about Operators in Golang.

3

Arithmetic operators1

Comparison operators2

Logical operators3

Assignment operators4

BitWise operators5

    Variables:

In Go programming language variables are used to store values in memory. A variable is a storage location, with a specific type and an associated name.

Naming a variable properly is an important part of software development.

Learn more about Variables in Golang.

4

    Literals or Constants:

In the Go programming language, the literals are the fixed values in the program that may not change during the program execution. Literals are also

called constants. There are different types of literal available in the Go programming language. They are:

Learn more about Constants in Golang.

5

integer literals1

floating-point literals2

string literals3
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Identifiers

In programming languages, identifiers are the user-defined names or entities of the components in the program. An identifier is a sequence of one or more letters and

digits that are used to identify the components. In Go language, an identifier can be a constant, function name, variable name, package name, types, or statement labels.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 

 var site = "Learn eTutorials" 

   

} 

In the above example, there are three identifiers available:

●     main: Name of the package

●     main: Name of the function

●     site: Name of the variable

There are some rules that a programmer must follow to construct a valid Go identifier. If the programmer does not follow these rules, then compile-time errors will occur.

These errors will interrupt the execution of the program. 

Now let's look into the table given below to understand which are the valid identifiers and which are not.

Sample
Status of
Validation

Rule

hello valid The first letter must be an alphabet.

_hello valid Underscore can be used as the first letter.

Hello valid Both lowercase and uppercase alphabets can be

used.

hEllo valid Both lowercase and uppercase alphabets can be

used.

hello123 valid ●  The First letter must be an alphabet.

●  Digits can be used after the first letter.

hello_world valid The name of an identifier can be a combination of

alphabets, underscore (_), and digits.

123hello not valid The first letter should not be a digit.

if not valid The keywords are not allowed to be used as an

identifier.

import not valid The keywords are not allowed to be used as an

identifier.

Related Programs VIEW ALL

Implement the Structs Method check palindrome number

find factors of a number print ASCII value of each string character

  Previous

Rules For Naming Identifiers

The name of an identifier can be a combination of alphabets, underscore (_), and digits.1

The first letter of a Go identifier must be an alphabet or an underscore (_). You can use both lowercase and uppercase alphabets.2

The first letter of a Go identifier must not be a digit. The digit from 0 to 9 can only be used after the first letter.3

The name of the Go identifier is case-sensitive. It means that an identifier must be typed with a consistent capitalization of letters in the entire program.4

The keywords (or reserved words) are not allowed to be used as an identifier.5

In Go programming, there is no rule on how many letters an identifier can have. But it is advisable not to use more than 15 letters. 6
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Keywords in Go

In a programming language, a keyword is a predefined word that has some special meaning. Keywords are already reserved by the programming language to perform

some predefined actions. The keywords are also called reserved words or reserved names. These words are not allowed to be used as an identifier, otherwise, a

compile-time error will occur which will interrupt the program execution. 

There are 25 keywords in the Go programming language. The y are as follows:

These keywords can be divided into four groups based on their usage:

Declaration Composite Control Flow Function Modifier

const chan break defer

var interface case go

func map continue  

type struct default  

import   else  

package   fallthrough  

    for  

    goto  

    if  

    range  

    return  

    select  

    switch  

Let’s learn each one of them…

Related Programs VIEW ALL

search for array items find factors of a number

to convert byte to string find the transpose of a matrix

Declaration keywords are used to declare the various elements of the Go programming language.

● const

In the Go programming language, the "const" keyword is used for the declaration of a constant value. Once a value is declared as a constant value,

then it is not possible to change or re-assign a new value to it.

 

const CONST_NAME type = value 

 

 

const CONST_NAME = value 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  const A int= 1 

  const B = 2 

 

  fmt.Println(A) 

  fmt.Println(B) 

} 

Output:

 

1 

2 

● var

In the Go programming language, the "var" keyword is used for the declaration of a variable. Variables are used to store the values in the computer

memory locations.

Syntax

 

var variable_name type = value 

 

 

variable_name := value 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  var variable_1 string = "Hello"  

  var variable_2 = "World"  

  a := 5  

 

  fmt.Println(variable_1) 

  fmt.Println(variable_2) 

  fmt.Println(a) 

} 

Output:

 

Hello 

World 

5 

● func

In the Go programming language, the "func" keyword is used to create (or declare) a function. In a program, a function is a block of codes to perform

some specific tasks. The code inside of a function is only executed when the function is invoked.

Syntax

 

func FunctionName() { 

 //codes of statements of the function 

} 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func Fun_Msg() { 

  fmt.Println(" This is a message from the function ! ") 

} 

 

func main() { 

  Fun_Msg()  

} 

Output:

 

This is a message from the function ! 

● type

In the Go programming language, the "type" keyword is used to create a new type such as struct(structure), interface, pointer, etc.

Syntax

 

type type_name existing_type or type_definition 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

type Person struct { 

  name string 

  age int 

} 

 

func main() { 

  var p1 Person 

   

  p1.name = "Mary" 

  p1.age = 30 

 

  fmt.Println("Name: ", p1.name) 

  fmt.Println("Age: ", p1.age) 

 

} 

Output:

 

Name: Mary 

Age: 30 

Note: In the Go programming language, a struct or structure is used to combine items/values of different types into a single type.

● package

In the Go programming language, the keyword "package" is used to declare a package. A package is used to combine related features of large

numbers of programs into single units. It will be easier to maintain and understand the programs by using the packages A Go program must have

the "main" package, otherwise, it will not be compiled. 

Syntax

 

 

package package_name 

 

 

 package main 

 

● import

In the Go programming language, the keyword "import" is used to link various packages into the program. 

Syntax

 

 

Import “package_name” 

 

Example

 

 

 import “fmt” 

 import “ost” 

1     Declaration keywords

Example program to print values of constant variables:

Example program to print values of variables:

Example program to print a message using a function:

Example program to print details of a person using struct:

Composite type keywords are used to represent composite types.

● chan

In the Go programming language, the keyword "chan" is used to define a channel. A channel is a medium used to communicate between the

goroutines. 

Syntax

 

var channel_name chan type 

 

Example

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

func main() { 

   

    var my_channel chan int 

    fmt.Println("Value of channel: ", my_channel) 

    fmt.Printf("Type of channel: %T ", my_channel) 

}   

Output:

 

Value of channel:  

Type of channel: chan int 

● interface

In the Go programming language, the keyword "interface" is used to represent a set of method signatures. 

Syntax

 

 

type name_of_interface interface{ 

//methods 

} 

 

Example

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

type square interface { 

    sarea() float64 

    sperimeter() float64 

} 

type myvalue struct { 

    side float64 

} 

func (m myvalue) sarea() float64 { 

    return m.side*m.side 

} 

func (m myvalue) sperimeter() float64 { 

    return 4*m.side 

} 

func main() {  

    var s square 

    s = myvalue{2} 

    fmt.Println("Area of square :", s.sarea()) 

    fmt.Println("Perimeter of square:", s.sperimeter()) 

} 

Output:

 

Area of square :4 

Perimeter of square:8 

● map

In the Go programming language, the keyword "map" is used to define a map type. A map is a collection of unordered key-value pairs. Maps are

used to perform lookups, update, delete, and retrieve values. 

Syntax

 

 

var map_variable = map[key_type]value_type{key1:value1, key2:value2,……..} 

 

Example

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  var m = map[string]string{"Name": "Joy", "breed": "Siberian Husky", "age": "2021"} 

  fmt.Printf("m\t%v\n", m) 

}  

Output:

 

m map[{Name: Joy age: 2021 breed: Siberian Husky] 

● struct

In the Go programming language, the keyword "struct" is used to declare a structure. A structure is used to store a collection of values/members of

different data types into a single variable. 

Syntax

 

 

type struct_name struct { 

  member1 datatype; 

  member2 datatype; 

  member3 datatype; 

  member4 datatype; 

 .......... 

} 

 

Example

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

type Employee struct { 

  name string 

  age int 

  salary int 

} 

 

func main() { 

  var emp1 Employee 

  var emp2 Employee 

 

  emp1.name = "Alex" 

  emp1.age = 30 

  emp1.salary = 10000 

 

  emp2.name = "Mary" 

  emp2.age = 50 

  emp2.salary = 12000 

 

  fmt.Println("Name: ", emp1.name) 

  fmt.Println("Age: ", emp1.age) 

  fmt.Println("Salary: ", emp1.salary) 

   

  fmt.Println("Name: ", emp2.name) 

  fmt.Println("Age: ", emp2.age) 

  fmt.Println("Salary: ", emp2.salary) 

} 

Output:

 

Name: Alex 

Age:30 

Salary:10000 

Name: Mary 

Age:50 

Salary:12000 

2 Composite keywords

These keywords are used to control the flow of the code. It is also referred to as decision making, and it means that a block of codes is executed based

on the given conditions.

● if

The "if" keyword is used to execute a block of code(s) when the given condition is true, and if the given condition is false then the block of code will

not be executed. 

Syntax

 

 

if condition { 

 //codes to be executed if the condition is true 

} 

 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  a := 10 

  b := 2 

  if a>b { 

    fmt.Println(" The largest number is", a) 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

The largest number is 10 

● else

The "else" keyword is used with the "if" keyword to execute another block of code(s) when the given condition is false.

Syntax

 

 

if condition { 

 //codes to be executed if the condition is true 

} else { 

// codes to be executed if the condition is false 

} 

 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  a := 3 

  b := 6 

  if a>b { 

    fmt.Println(" The largest number is", a) 

  } else { 

   fmt.Println(" The largest number is", b) 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

The largest number is 6 

● for

The "for" keyword is used to execute a block of code(s) repeatedly with a different value each time. 

Syntax

 

 

for initialization; condition; increment/decrement { 

 // codes to be executed 

} 

 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  for i:=1; i <= 10; i++ { 

    fmt.Println(i) 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

● continue

The "continue" keyord is used with the "for" keyword to skip iterations(s) and then continues with the next iteration in the loop

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  for i:=1; i <= 5; i++ { 

    if i == 2 { 

      continue 

    } 

    fmt.Println(i) 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

1 

3 

4 

5 

● break

The "break" keyword is used to terminate a loop. After the termination of the loop, the rest of the code will be executed.

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

 

  for i:=1; i <= 10; i++ { 

    if i == 6 { 

      break 

    } 

    fmt.Println(i) 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

● goto

The "goto" keyword is used in a function to jump to a labeled statement without any conditions. 

Syntax

 

 

label: statements 

….. 

…. 

goto label 

 

Example

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

func main() {  

   a := 1 

   LABEL: for a <= 5 { 

      if a == 2 { 

         a = a + 1 

         goto LABEL 

      } 

      fmt.Printf("value of a = %d\n", a) 

      a++      

   }   

} 

Output:

 

Output: 

value of a = 1 

value of a = 3 

value of a = 4 

value of a = 5 

● switch

The "switch" keyword is used to execute a block of codes from many blocks of codes.

● case

The "case" keyword is used with the "switch" statement. In the switch statement, the expression is compared with multiple case values. If this

expression matches with a case value, then the codes associated with the case will be executed. 

Syntax

 

 

switch expression { 

 case a: 

  // code of block 

 case b: 

  // code of block 

 case c: 

  // code of block 

 …………… 

} 

 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

   

  month := 2 

 

  switch month { 

  case 1: 

    fmt.Println("January") 

  case 2: 

    fmt.Println("February") 

  case 3: 

    fmt.Println("March") 

  case 4: 

    fmt.Println("April") 

  case 5: 

    fmt.Println("May") 

  case 6: 

    fmt.Println("June") 

  case 7: 

    fmt.Println("July") 

  case 8: 

    fmt.Println("August") 

  case 9: 

    fmt.Println("September") 

  case 10: 

    fmt.Println("October") 

  case 11: 

    fmt.Println("November") 

  case 12: 

    fmt.Println("December")   

  } 

} 

Output:

 

February 

● default

The "default" keyword is used with the "switch" statement to execute a block of codes when there is no case match found. This keyword is optional. 

Syntax

 

 

switch expression { 

 case a: 

  // code of block 

 case b: 

  // code of block 

 case c: 

  // code of block 

 …………… 

default: 

 // code of block 

} 

 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  var day int= 8 

 

  switch day { 

  case 1: 

    fmt.Println("Monday") 

  case 2: 

    fmt.Println("Tuesday") 

  case 3: 

    fmt.Println("Wednesday") 

  case 4: 

    fmt.Println("Thursday") 

  case 5: 

    fmt.Println("Friday") 

  case 6: 

    fmt.Println("Saturday") 

  case 7: 

    fmt.Println("Sunday") 

  default: 

    fmt.Println("Invalid") 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

Invalid 

● fallthrough

The "fallthrough" keyword is used inside the switch case block. It is used to transfer the program control to the next case even if the expression

matches the current case.

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  var day int= 5 

 

  switch day { 

  case 1: 

    fmt.Println("Monday") 

  case 2: 

    fmt.Println("Tuesday") 

  case 3: 

    fmt.Println("Wednesday") 

  case 4: 

    fmt.Println("Thursday") 

  case 5: 

    fmt.Println("Friday") 

    fallthrough 

  case 6: 

    fmt.Println("Saturday") 

    fallthrough 

  case 7: 

    fmt.Println("Sunday") 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

● range

In the Go programming language, the keyword "range" is used in different types of data structures to iterate over all the elements. the range is

mainly used for the loop.

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

func main() { 

    even := [5]int{2, 4, 6, 8, 10} 

    for i, item := range even { 

        fmt.Printf("even[%d] = %d \n", i, item) 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

even[0] = 2  

even[1] = 4 

even[2] = 6 

even[3] = 8 

even[4] = 10 

● return

In the Go programming language, the keyword "return" is used to return values as variables.

● select

In the Go programming language, the keyword "select" is used for multiple channels operation. The select statement is similar to the switch

statement. 

Syntax

 

select { 

    case case1: 

        // case 1... 

    case case2: 

        // case 2... 

    case case3: 

        // case 3... 

    case case4: 

        // case 4... 

    default: 

                // default case... 

} 

 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

  

func g1(chanel chan int) { 

    chanel <- 10 

} 

  

func g2(chanel chan int) { 

    chanel <- 30 

} 

  

func main() { 

  

    chanel1 := make(chan int) 

    chanel2 := make(chan int) 

  

    go g1(chanel1) 

    go g1(chanel2) 

  

    select { 

    case v1 := <-chanel1: 

        fmt.Println("Got: ", v1) 

    case v2 := <-chanel2: 

        fmt.Println("Got: ", v2) 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

Got: 10 

3 Control Flow

Example program to print the largest number of two numbers:

Example program to print the largest number of two numbers:

Example program to print numbers up to 10:

Example program to print numbers up to 5 and skip one number:

Example program to print numbers up to 10 and terminate the loop after 5:

Example program to print the name of the month:

Example program

Example program

Example program

Example program

Function modifier

The function modifier keywords are used to modify the function calls.

● defer

In the Go programming language, the keyword "defer" is used to delay the execution of functions or methods until the surrounding functions return. 

Syntax

 

//function 

defer func func_name(parameter_list Type)return_type{ 

// Code 

} 

 

// Method 

defer func (receiver Type) method_name(parameter_list){ 

// Code 

} 

 

defer func (parameter_list)(return_type){ 

// code 

}() 

 

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

func mul(x, y int) int { 

    r := x * y 

    fmt.Println("Result: ", r) 

    return 0 

} 

func show() { 

    fmt.Println("Hello world") 

} 

func main() { 

    mul(2, 5) 

    defer mul(4, 3) 

    show() 

} 

Output:

 

Result: 10 

Hello world 

Result: 12 

● go

In the Go programming language, the keyword "go" is used to create goroutines. 

Syntax

 

 

func function_name(){ 

// statements 

} 

go function_name() 

 

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

   

func display(s string) { 

    for i := 0; i < 5; i++ { 

        fmt.Println(s) 

    } 

} 

func main() { 

    go display("Welcome") 

    display("hello") 

} 

Output:

 

hello 

hello 

hello 

hello 

hello 

4

Example program

Example program
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Operators in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn various types of operators used in Go programming languages. 

We will discuss further how these operators are used in creating expressions that make up the Go code simple and easy.

Operators are the basic component in every programming language. An operator in any programming language is a symbol that represents the performance of some

mathematical calculations or functions. Operators are used to performing specific operations on operands (variables and values). An operand is one of the inputs or an

argument taken by an operator. For example addition of 20 + 30 =?  is an expression composed of both operands and operators, the numbers 20 & 30 represent the input

or operands while the symbols” + “, “=” forms operators?

Note: The expression is evaluated on the basis of precedence & associativity of operators

Operators can be classified into unary and binary types based on the operand's participation in an operation.

●     Unary operator: - Operator that works with one operand.

●     Binary operator:-Operator that works with two operands.

Golang supports operators that are similar to other programming languages like 

In the next few sections, we are going to discuss each operator separately.

Sign operator represents a sign of a value in the Go programming language. There are mainly two types of sign operators.

The positive (“+”) and negative (“-“) sign operators represent a sign of the integer value of a variable declared in a Golang. Let us understand with a simple Go program

given below

Example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 

 var s = 1 

// -(-1)= +1 

fmt.Println(" + sign operator prints positive numbers ") 

 fmt.Println(-(-s)) 

// -1 = -1  

fmt.Println(" - sign operator prints negative numbers ") 

   fmt.Println(-s) 

} 

Output:

 

+ sign operator prints positive numbers  

1 

 - sign operator prints negative numbers  

-1 

In the above program, a variable s is declared using the var keyword the minus sign indicates the sign of integer whether it is a positive number or negative number.

Go supports increment and decrement operations as in many other programming languages to either increase (increment) or decrease (decrement) a value. The symbol

that denotes increment operator is “++ “& the Decrement operator is “--“. Suppose if a variable x is declared and assigned value 10.ie var x = 10.

Let us understand the concept with an example

Example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 

    x := 10 

 

    x++  //increment operator x=x+1=10+1=11 

    x++    //increment operator  x=11+1=12 

 

    fmt.Println("The varaiable x is incremented two times ",x) 

 

    x--      // decrement  operator x=12,x-1=12-1=11 

    fmt.Println("The variable x is decremented one time ", x) 

} 

Output:

 

The varaiable x is incremented two times  12 

The variable x is decremented one time  11

Arithmetic operators are used to performing arithmetic operations between the operands.

Operator
Name of the
Operation

Description
Examples

Operation Result

+ Addition Used to add two operands 2 + 5 7

- Subtraction Used to subtract the second
operand from the first operand.

5 - 4 1

* Multiplication Used to multiply two operands 2 * 6 12

/ Division Used to divide the first operand by
the second operand.

6 / 2 3

% Modulus This operator returns the
remainder of the division between
the operands.

5 % 2 1

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

  x:= 10 

  y:= 2 

  fmt.Println("Addition:",x+y) 

  fmt.Println("Subtraction:",x-y) 

  fmt.Println("Multiplication:",x*y) 

  fmt.Println("Division:",x/y) 

  fmt.Println("Modulus:",x%y) 

} 

Output:

 

Addition: 12 

Subtraction: 8 

Multiplication:20 

Division:5 

Modulus:0 

Comparison operators compare its left-hand-side value (or expression) with the right-hand-side value (or expression). Comparison operators are also known as relational

operators. The output of an operation using a comparison operator will be a Boolean value that is true or false.

Operator
Name of the
Operation

Description
Examples

Operation Result

== Equal This operator is used to check
if two operands are equal or
not. If the first operand is
equal to the second operand,
then it returns true. Otherwise,
it returns false.

4 == 4 TRUE

2 == 5 FALSE

!= Not equal This operator will check if two
operands are equal or not, and
it will return true if they are not
equal and false otherwise.

2 != 2 FALSE

4 != 5 TRUE

<  Less This operator will return true if
the value of the first operand is
lesser than the second
operand and will return false
otherwise.

3 < 6 TRUE

2 < 2 FALSE

<= Less or
equal

This operator will return true if
the value of the first operand is
lesser than or equal to the
second operand and false
otherwise.

7 <= 7 TRUE

10 <= 5 FALSE

>  Greater This operator will return true if
the value of the first operand is
greater than the second
operand and will return false
otherwise.

10 > 3 TRUE

3 > 3 FALSE

>= Greater or
equal

This operator will return true if
the value of the first operand is
greater than or equal to the
second operand and false
otherwise.

10 >= 10 TRUE

1 >= 4 FALSE

● Equal (==)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 3 

  var y = 2 

 

  fmt.Println(x==y)  

} 

Output:

 

false 

● Not Equal (!=)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 3 

  var y = 2 

 

  fmt.Println(x!=y)  

} 

Output:

 

true 

● Greater (>)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 3 

  var y = 2 

 

  fmt.Println(x>y)  

} 

Output:

 

true 

● Greater or equal (>=)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 3 

  var y = 2 

 

  fmt.Println(x>=y)  

} 

Output:

 

true 

● Less (<)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

  var x = 3 

  var y = 2 

  fmt.Println(x<y)}

Output:

 

false 

● Less or Equal (<=)

 

packagemain 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 3 

  var y = 2 

 

  fmt.Println(x<=y)  

} 

Output:

 

false 

Logical operators are used to performing the logical operations AND, OR, and NOT. The output of an operation using a logical operator will be a Boolean value that is true

or false.

Operator
Name of the
Operation

Description
Examples

Operation Result

&& AND This operator returns true if
both of the statements are
true, and returns false
otherwise.

if the value of x is
5, (x > 4 &&  x < 6)

true

if the value of x is
2, (x > 4 &&  x < 6)

false

|| OR This operator returns true if
any one of the statements
is true, and returns false
otherwise.

if the value of x is
5, (x < 10 || x == 5)

true

if the value of x is
5, (x > 10 || x == 20)
 

false

! NOT This operator reverses the
result.  The NOT operator
returns true if the statement
is false, and it returns false
if the statement is true.

if the value of x is
5, (!(x > 4 &&  x <
6))

true

if the value of x is
5, (!(x > 4 ||  x < 6))

false

● AND (&&)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

  var x = 5 

  fmt.Println(x > 4 &&  x < 6)  

} 

Output:

 

true 

● OR (||)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() {  

 

  var x = 5 

 

  fmt.Println(x < 10 || x > 20)  

} 

Output:

 

true 

● NOT (!)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 5 

 

  fmt.Println(!(x > 4)) 

} 

Output:

 

false 

BitWise operators are used to performing bitwise operations on binary numbers. First, the integers are converted into binary format and then the operations are

performed bit by bit.

Operator
Name of the
Operation

Description Examples

& bitwise AND Both operands are
converted into the binary
number system and
perform AND operation on
every bit of the binary
numbers.

if x=3 and y=2, binary
values of x = 11 and y = 10,
then x & y = 10

| bitwise OR Both operands are
converted into the binary
number system and
perform OR operations on
every bit of the binary
numbers.

if x=3 and y=2, binary
values of x = 11 and y = 10,
then x | y = 11

^ bitwise XOR Both operands are
converted into the binary
number system and
perform XOR operation on
every bit of the binary
numbers.

if x=3 and y=2, binary
values of x = 11 and y = 10,
then x ^ y = 1

<<  left shift Both operands are
converted into the binary
number system and shift
the bits of the first operand
to the left by the specified
number of bits.

if x=10, binary values of x =
1010 then x << 2 = 101000

>>  right shift Both operands are
converted into the binary
number system and shift
the bits of the first operand
to the right by the specified
number of bits.

if x=10, binary values of x =
1010 then x >> 2 = 10

&^ AND NOT This operator is used to
clear a bit.

if x=5 and y=2, binary
values of x = 101 and y =
10, then x &^ y = 101

● bitwise AND (&),bitwise OR (|),bitwise XOR (^)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 10 

  var y = 11 

 

  fmt.Printf("x = %b\n",x) 

  fmt.Printf("y = %b\n",y) 

     

  fmt.Printf("x & y is %b\n",x & y) 

  fmt.Printf("x | y is %b\n",x | y) 

  fmt.Printf("x ^ y is %b\n",x ^ y) 

} 

Output:

 

x = 11 

y = 10 

x & y is 10 

x | y is 11 

x ^ y is 1 

● left shift (<<)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 10 

  fmt.Printf("x = %b\n",x) 

 

  fmt.Printf("x << 2 is %b\n",x << 2) 

} 

Output:

 

x = 1010 

x << 2 is 101000 

● right shift (>>)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 10 

  fmt.Printf("x = %b\n",x) 

  

  fmt.Printf("x >> 2 is %b\n",x >> 2) 

} 

Output:

 

x = 1010 

x >> 2 is 10 

● AND NOT ($^)

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 5 

  var y = 2 

 

  fmt.Printf("x = %b\n",x) 

  fmt.Printf("y = %b\n",y) 

 

  fmt.Printf("x &^ y = %b\n",x &^ y) 

} 

Output:

 

x = 101 

y = 10 

x & y is 101 

A variable is a placeholder that stores values in it for later use in the Go program. These values are assigned to a variable by means of an operator called the assignment

operator.

The var keyword assigns value 4 to variable a using operator “ = “.

NOTE: The shorthand declaration using the symbol “:= “in declaring variables a as a: = 4 is different from the assignment operator “= “.In a: = 4 the variable a is

declared and assigned a value in a single step.

Operator
Name of the
Operation

Description

Examples

Operation
Equivalent
to

= Assignment
operator

This operator will assign the
value of the right-hand-side
operand to the left-hand-
side operand.

x = 2  

+= Add assignment
operator

This operator will perform
the addition operation
between the right-side and
left-side operands, and the
output will be assigned to
the left-side operand.

x += y x = x + y

-= subtract
assignment
operator

This operator will subtract
the right-side operand from
the left-side operand, and
the output will be assigned
to the left-side operand.

x -= y x = x-y

/= division
assignment
operator

This operator will divide the
left-side operand with the
right-side operand, and the
output will be assigned to
the left-side operand.

x /= y x = x/y

*= multiply
assignment
operator

This operator will multiply
the right-side operand with
the left-side operand, and
the output will be assigned
to the left-side operand.

x *= y x =x * y

%= modulus
assignment
operator

First, this operator
calculates the modulus on
the left-side operand by the
right-side operand and then
assigns the output to the
left-side operand.

x %= y x = x%y

&= BitWise AND
assignment
operator

First, this operator performs
BitWise AND on the left-side
operand by the right-side
operand and then assigns
the output to the left-side
operand.

x &= y x = x&y

|= BitWise Inclusive
OR assignment
operator

First, this operator performs
BitWise Inclusive OR on the
left-side operand by the
right-side operand and then
assigns the output to the
left-side operand.

x |= y x = x|y

^= Bitwise Exclusive
OR assignment
operator

First, this operator performs
BitWise XOR on the left-side
operand by the right-side
operand and then assigns
the output to the left-side
operand.

x ^= y x = x^y

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 2 

  var a = 3 

  var s = 3 

  var m = 3 

  var d = 3 

  var md = 3 

  a += 2 

  s -=2 

  m *= 2 

  d /= 2 

  md %= 2 

 

  fmt.Println("Using Asignment operator :",x) 

  fmt.Println("Using Add assignment operator :",a)  

  fmt.Println("Using Subtract assignment operator :",s)  

  fmt.Println("Using Multiply assignment operator :",m)  

  fmt.Println("Using Division assignment operator :",d)  

  fmt.Println("Using Modulus assignment operator :",md)  

} 

Output:

 

Using asignment operator : 2 

Using Add assignment operator : 5 

Using Subtract assignment operator : 1 

Using Multiply assignment operator : 6 

Using Division assignment operator : 1 

Using Modulus assignment operator  : 1 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 3 

  var y = 2 

  fmt.Printf("x = %b\n",x) 

  fmt.Printf("y = %b\n",y) 

 x &= y 

  fmt.Printf("x &= y = %b\n",x) 

} 

Output:

 

x = 11 

y = 10 

x &= y = 10 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 3 

  var y = 2 

  fmt.Printf("x = %b\n",x) 

  fmt.Printf("y = %b\n",y) 

 x |= y 

  fmt.Printf("x |= y = %b\n",x) 

} 

Output:

 

x = 11 

y = 10 

x |= y = 11 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

 

  var x = 5 

  var y = 8 

  fmt.Printf("x = %b\n",x) 

  fmt.Printf("y = %b\n",y) 

  x ^= y 

  fmt.Printf("x ^= y = %b\n",x) 

} 

Output:

 

x = 101 

y = 1000 

x ^= y = 1101 
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Variables in Go language

In this  Go language tutorial also depicted as  Go or  Golang,  you will learn all about 

the core of all programming languages known as variables, the basic unit of programming language. We will discuss in detail what are variables, how to declare and

define variables in Golang followed by understanding the scope and lifetime of variables, their naming conventions, and how variables get shadowed in Golang.

Let’s begin with understanding the need for variables in a programming language, 

Consider the below Simple executable Go language program

 

package main            //Declaration of main package  

 

import "fmt" //Importing input-output libraries 

 

func main() {          //Main function 

 

 fmt.Println("Hello Users")    //Display print statement 

} 

Output:

 

Hello Users 

This executable Golang program contains 4 different parts. Let us discuss these lines of codes in brief for a greater understanding of the variable concept.

● Package main :

● Import “fmt”

● Func main()

● fmt.Println()

●  Package main :package main is the package declaration with which every program starts its execution. The package main initializes the program execution by

telling the Go compiler that instead of using a shared library the programs must be executed as executable codes.

NOTE: A shared library package is used to build reusable codes whereas packaging main for developing executable codes.

● Import “fmt”: The second line code import “fmt”.Imports fmt package file responsible for the implementation of I/O methods or functions

● Func main():The main function with func keyword followed by curly brackets {}. Programming code written inside the curly brackets begins its execution from

this point. In simple words, the entry point where the program execution starts.

● fmt.Println():Println() is a function that prints specified text provided within double quotes on the screen which is imported from the fmt package in Go language

to display output to the user in the console. The fmt.Println() function displays “Hello Users” as output in the console.

For better understanding let’s have a look at the screenshot below for the same program (Example 1). Created a file called simple. go and add the above-given lines of

codes.

go run simple. go

In the console prints(displays) output as

Output:

 

Hello Users 

The execution of the same program multiple times results in printing the same result as the output. The print statement remains fixed which cannot be changed during

the execution of the program. It is impossible to solve a real-world scenario with fixed values so there needs to be some mechanism that must be capable of storing the

values that are read from the user. It should also satisfy the requirement of changing the values stored when the program is in execution. So this is why we had the

concept of variables.

Variables are special containers that are capable of storing a value and the value remains fixed during the execution of the program.

Declaration specifies the variable name and variable type used in the Go program. Like other languages C, C++, Java Go is also a statically typed programming language.

Go programming language is a statically typed programming language in which the variables are declared before being used during the execution of the program.

● Variable names only contain the letters ‘a-z’ or ’A-Z’ or digits 0-9 as well as the character underscore  ‘_ ’.

Golang     //valid variable name 

_golang     //valid variable name 

Golang236,golang_0   //valid variable name 

236golang   //invalid varaible name

● Variable names must begin with a letter or an underscore (_) and should not start with a digit.

236golang     //invalid variable name

● The name of the variable is case-sensitive.

● Keywords are not allowed to use as a variable name

● There is no limit on the length of the name of the variable, but it is advisable to use an optimum length of 4 – 15 letters only.

● Variable styles use mixedCaps or MixedCaps 

Consider emp_details in which employee name can be represented as either emp_Name or Emp_Name

Example  : var emp_Name = “john” Emp_Name := “Stephen”

Program to understand the example

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  var emp_Name string = "John" //Variable in mixedCaps 

  

  Emp_Name:= "Stephen" //Variable in MixedCaps 

 

  fmt.Println("The variable name in mixedCaps : ",emp_Name) 

  

  fmt.Println("The variable name in MixedCaps : ",Emp_Name) 

} 

 

 

Output:

 

The variable name  in mixedCaps :  John 

The variable  name in MixedCaps :  Stephen 

Note: Avoid using similar variable names within a program

Let’s consider a table for a better understanding of naming rules & styles

INVALID VALID Why not valid?

1Golang Golang1 Don’t start with a digit

%Golang Golang Don’t start with the
symbol

Go  lang Golang No space permitted

Go-lang Golang No hyphens are
allowed

Variables in Go is declared mainly using 

The var keyword is used with two different methods to declare variables

The local variables are declared and initialized in the functions using short variable declaration. In “:= “ variable declaration the type of variable is inferred by the compiler

from the assigned or stored value to the variable.

Syntax

 

<variable_name> := <value> 

 

Example

 

Price := 35 

var keyword :=

var  used inside and outside of the main
function

Used only inside the main function

Var syntax allows variable declaration &
value assignment in single or different lines.
single-line Eg:

var name1 string = “Golang”

 

Separate line Eg:

var name1 string 

name1=” Golang”

 

Allows only single-line declaration
and assignment of values Eg:

name1:= “Golang”

 

Declaration and assignment of values to
variables can be done separately

cannot be done separately

This Go program is an example of variable declaration both inside and outside of a function using the var keyword

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

/* variable declared outside function */ 

var name1 string 

/* variables declared and assigned values outside function */ 

var num int = 2021    

var c = 3 

 

func main() { 

/* variable name1 declared outside function assigned value inside function */ 

  name1 = "Golang"    

  fmt.Println(name1) 

  fmt.Println(num) 

  fmt.Println(c) 

} 

Output:

 

Golang 

2021 

3 

Declaration of short variables outside a function results in compilation error. Variables cannot be declared and assigned outside a function using “:=”.

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

  

name1 := "Golang"    //short variable declaration 

  

func main() { 

  fmt.Println(name1)  //Type inferred as string 

} 

Output:

 

-/home/5ZqYyz 

prog.go:4:1 Syntax error non-declaration statement outside function body 

Note: Variables cannot be declared and assigned outside a function using “:=”

In Golang, the values to each variable present in the go program can be initialized at the beginning of the program itself if the values to be stored or contained by each

variable are already known or predefined.

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

  var price_ph //var keyword 

                    //variable  price_phone 

                    //value 15000 

 

 var mobile_name  = "SAMSUNG" //var keyword,variable phone 

     //value string type SAMSUNG 

 Ear_phone := 300             // := assigns 300 to variable Ear_phone 

 

 fmt.Println("Prints phone prices by inferring its type", price_phone) 

 fmt.Println("Displays name of phone ", phone) 

 fmt.Println("Displays price of Ear_phone", Ear_phone) 

} 

 

In these lines of codes, all variables are initialized with some type of values to later use in the Go program.This is a brief idea of how variables with values are initialized or

used in a Go language.

● var price_ph line assigns value 15000 of integer type to variable price_phone declared using the var keyword.

● var mobile_name = "SAMSUNG", this line assigns value Samsung in uppercase letters of type string to the variable mobile_name using the var keyword.

● Ear_phone := 300  ,colons-equal assignment operator assigns integer type value 300 to variable named Ear_phone.

Output:

 

Prints phone prices by inferring its type : 15000 

Displays name of phone : SAMSUNG 

Displays price of ear_phone :300 

Note: The type of values are inferred from their values

In Go uninitialized variables, that is if a variable is not declared with an initial value, the variable will initialize a default value of its declared type. Once a variable is

declared it is allocated with a Zero value matching to its built-in type. The zero values or default values of variables is explained below with an example

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

 

  var words string    //default value set to string 

  var number int  //default value set to integer 

  var Logic_gates bool //default value set to boolean 

 

  fmt.Println(words) 

  fmt.Println(number) 

  fmt.Println(Logic_gates) 

} 

Output:

 

0 

false 

Explanation

● The  lines in the code given below are variables without any initial values

● var words string

● var number int

● var Logic_gates bool

● There are three variables namely, words, number,logic_gates each are specified with its type such as string, integer, boolean respectively.

● The variables are not initialized with any values but while compiling the code default values (zero values) of corresponding types are assigned to the variable.

● This is how default values are set when no initial values are set with variables.

● After successful compilation of code, default values are assigned with respective types

● Words as “ ”

● number as 0

● Logic_gates as false

In case the value of the variable is unknown it is possible to assign a value to the variable after it is declared in the program.

Consider the syntax 

var <varaiable_name><type> 

<variable_name> = <value>

 

Using this syntax, a variable can be assigned a value after the variable declaration.

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

 

  var mobile_name string           // variable phone of string type  

  mobile_name = "SAMSUNG"          // variable phone reads value samsung 

  fmt.Println(mobile_name )         //Displays value as output 

} 

Output:

SAMSUNG 

In this program, the variables are declared first with their type by the programmer. In the next line, only the value is assigned to the variable.

● var mobile_name string    :  A variable mobile_name of string type is declared.

● mobile_name = "SAMSUNG"  :  A variable mobile_name reads value Samsung

So far we discussed about different types of declarations in Go program. The simple program given below is a compositiin of thesev 3 diffrent types of declaration with 2

var statements and 1 short hand ":=" declaration.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

func main() { 

  

 //method 1 

 var value1 int 

 value1 = 380 

 

 //method 2 

 var value2 = "cat" 

 

 //method 3 

 value3 := 87 

 

 fmt.Println(value1, value2, value3) 

} 

The three different syntaxes for declaring and defining variables mentioned as method1,method2, method3 are understood from the above program.

Output:

 

Multiple variables in the Go program are defined using another shorthand. Keyword var followed by parenthesis used to define variables at different code lines in the Go

program.

 

var ( 

x=100 

y=” hello” 

z=0 

) 

 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

/* Multiple variable declaration*/ 

  var( 

   x=100 

 y= "hello" 

 z=0  ) 

  fmt.Println(x,y,z)         //Displays value as output 

} 

Output:

100 hello 0 

Go programming language enables users or programmers to assign multiple values to different variables within the same line. Variables in a single line can have values

of different data types

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main(){ 

  

num1, num2, num3 := "one", 2, "three"  //Multiple variable assignment 

 

fmt.Println(num1) 

fmt.Println(num2) 

fmt.Println(num3) 

 

} 

Output:

one 

2 

three 

In this Go example, Num1,num2,num3 are three variables declared in a single line. Each variable is of different data types

● num1 is a string type

● num2 is an integer type

● num3 is a string type

The variables are categorized into three types based on their name and storage location.

●     Local variables: variables declared inside a function

●     Global variables: Variables declared outside a function and the name of the variable should begin with upper case letters.

●     Package level variables: Variables declared outside a function and the name of the variable should begin with lower case letters. 

 

Lets’s understand with an example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

/*Global variables can be  accessed by all 

the  functions in the same or different packages 

*/ 

 

var Global_var int  //Begins with uppercase letter 

 

/*Package level variables only accessed 

from the function of the same package 

*/ 

 

var pack_var int   //begins with lowercase letter 

 

func main() { 

 /* Local variables cannot be accessed 

 from outside of the function 

 */ 

 

 //method 1 

 var value1 int 

 value1 = 380 

 

 //method 2 

 var value2 = "cat" 

 

 //method 3 

 value3 := 87 

 

 fmt.Println(value1, value2, value3) 

} 

Output:

380 cat 87

Explanation

● In the above-given program, three variables are declared within the main function. So variables value1,value2,value3 are local variables that can be accessed

only from the main function. Other functions in the program are restricted to access the local variables.

● The program declares var pack_var = int,pack_var is another variable that starts with a lower case letter and is declared outside the main function forms a

package level variable.

● Similarly, a variable Global_var is declared with starting letter as uppercase, the syntax used is var Global_var = int which is further accessible by other functions

in a Go program known as Global variable. 

 

Note:

1. At the package level, variable:= syntax is not allowed to declare a variable if do so a compilation error will occur.

2. Once a variable is declared and not used anywhere in the Go program results in a compilation error. 

 

Suppose a variable declared in package level is redeclared as a local variable. While trying to access the local variable, the package level variable gets shadowed by the

local variable. 

Consider the Go program

 

Package main 

import "fmt" 

 

var value0 = 0   //package level variable 

 

func main() { 

 var value0 = 34  //local variable 

 fmt.Println(value0) 

 

} 

Output:

34 

value0 is a variable initialized with two values, one as a package level variable using syntax followed by a var keyword, that assigns 0 to value0. The same variable value0

is redeclared inside the main function as a local variable which stores a value 34. While the program is in execution the local variable is only considered for execution thus

the shadowing concept works. Variables are not limited to data types like strings, integers, and booleans. Variables can be represented with some other data types as

given below which will be discussed in the next tutorial.

 

s := "Hello, World!" 

f := 465.86 

b := 15 > 9 // A Boolean value will return either true or false 

array := [3]string{"item_1", "item_2", "item_3"} 

slice := []string{"one", "two", "three"} 

m := map[string]string{"letter": "h", "number": "nine", "symbol": "&"} 
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Golang Constants

In this Golang tutorial, you will learn all about Go constants. Golang constants are similar to variables except for the condition that once a variable is declared as constant

it is not possible to make changes to its value. Under this tutorial, you will dive through what are constants in Go, the different syntax used for constant variable

declaration, naming conventions, types of constants, and their multiple declarations.

A Go programming language constant is a variable whose value remains unchanged. The assigned value remains fixed or unchanged for the constant variable until the

successful execution of the Golang program or till the user makes changes to the assigned value of the variable. Go language is read-only and cannot be modified.

In the Go programming language declaration of constant variables is simple and easy like any other variable declaration as we discussed in earlier tutorials.

●     The keyword const  declares a variable in the Go programming language as a constant. 

●     The keyword const  is followed by a variable name and its type to identify the type of value stored by the constant variable.

Syntax1

 

Const  <variable_name> <type> = <value> 

 

const PLACE string = "Europe" 

const street_no int = 3456 

The syntax declares a constant variable with variable names eg PLACE, street_no, and assigns values to it depending on the type of value the constant variable holds.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

const PLACE string = "Europe" 

const street_no int =3456 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println(PLACE) 

 fmt.Println(street_no) 

} 

● The keyword const  makes Europe of type string and the number 3456 of integer type remains unchangeable during the execution of the Go program as

constant variables.

● This syntax is explicit type.

Output:

 

Europe 

3456 

Syntax 2:

 

Const  <variable_name> = <value> 

In this syntax, the type of constant variable is inferred during program execution time with no need of predefining the type of variable value contained by the constant

variable.Here const keyword declares the variable as constants.This syntax is an implicit type.

 

const PLACE1 = “Germany” 

const street1 = 45 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

const PLACE1=”Germany”  //Type inferred 

const street1  = 45     //Type inferred 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println( PLACE1) 

 fmt.Println(street1) 

} 

● PLACE1 is the constant variable of type string with variable holding “Germany” as its value at its memory location.

● street1  is another constant variable with integer type holding digits such as 45.

Output:

 

Germany 

45 

● The naming convention for constant variables is the same as of variables naming rule discussed in the previous tutorial. 

● Uppercase letters are mostly preferred to represent a constant variable because of their easiness of identity.

● Constant variables are declared inside as well as outside of a function.

Two types of Golang Constants 

● Typed

● Untyped

Note: Compiler decides the constant variable type in case of untyped constants.

● Both program 3 & program 4 are examples of constant variables declared outside the function.

● Consider another example where constant variables are declared inside the function

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

/* const declared inside function */ 

          const value =10 

          const z = 3.14 

          const u = "Hi!" 

 

           fmt.Println(value) 

           fmt.Println(z) 

           fmt.Println(u) 

     

    } 

Multiple constants are grouped into a block. Multiple constant variables are defined using the following syntax

Syntax

 

Const ( 

 A = “ one“ 

 B = 90 

 C = 78.90 

 D = false  

) 

The const keyword is followed with parenthesis “()” and inside the parenthesis defines multiple variables that are assumed to be constants

 

const ( 

 PRODUCT  = "Dress " 

 QUANTITY = 2 

 PRICE    = 1550.50 

 STOCK  = true 

) 

package main 

import "fmt" 

const ( 

 PRODUCT  = "Dress " 

 QUANTITY = 2 

 PRICE    = 1550.50 

 STOCK  = true 

) 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println(QUANTITY) 

 fmt.Println(PRICE) 

 fmt.Println(PRODUCT) 

 fmt.Println(STOCK) 

} 

Output:

 

2 

1550.5 

Dress 

true 

No, redeclaration of constant variables results in compilation error.

Let us understand with an example

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

func main() { 

    const value =10 

    const z = 3.14      //  z declared as constant 

    const u = "Hi!" 

    var z = 3          // z redeclared as variable 

 

    fmt.Println(value) 

    fmt.Println(z) 

    fmt.Println(u) 

    fmt.Println(z) 

} 

Output:

 

#_/home/y4zQxY 

./prog.go:8:9 z reclared in this book previous declaration at ./prog.go:6:15 

Note: Constant variables cannot be redeclared which results in a compilation error
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What are Golang Constants?

How do Go  Constants are declared?

The syntax for Go Constant

PROGRAM 1: Using syntax 1

PROGRAM 2: Using Syntax 2

Rules in Golang constant

What are the types of Golang Constants?

Typed Constants are Constant variables that are declared with a specific type. Typed Constants is also known as explicit typing.

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

/* const declared outside a function */ 

const name string = "Typed Constant" 

 func main() { 

fmt.Println( name) 

} 

Output:

 

Typed Constant 

● A constant variable name of type string declared with value “Typed constant”

● The constant variable is created with the const keyword.

● The type of constant variable is mentioned so it falls under the typed constant category.

1 Typed Constants

PROGRAM 3:

Untyped Constants are Constant variables declared with unknown types. Untyped Constants is known as implicit typing.

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

/* const declared outside a function */ 

const z = 100 

 

func main() { 

   fmt.Println(z) 

} 

Output:

 

100 

● A constant variable z is declared using the const keyword with a value of 100.

● The type of constant is not defined but is identified during program execution.

● So the type of variable in is unknown inferred as integer type only during code compilation and resultant output displayed as 100.

● So it is known as untyped constants.

2 Untyped Constants

Program 4

PROGRAM 5:

How to declare multiple Golang constants?

Program 6:

Can constant variables be redeclared?
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Golang Data Types

In this tutorial, you will learn about different DataTypes in the Go programming language. So far we discussed variables, each variable is associated with a data type that

holds some value. Golang supports basic data types of numbers, characters, boolean, etc., and composite data types that are user-defined data types built using basic

data types like int, float, etc. In this tutorial we will go through different classifications of both data types and in detail will understand each data type in Golang.

In programming languages, data types are classification that specifies the type of data 

contained by a variable. The data type defined for any variables tells the compiler how the variable declared by the programmer is intended to be used during the

execution of the Golang program. Hence all values of variables have a static type, Go language can be referred to as a statically typed programming language.

● A data type defines the type of data a variable stores in a memory location.

● Golang is a Statically typed programming language that means the type of variables is known at compile time. 

 

The data types are declared with keyword var for variables or with keyword const for constant variable declaration in single line or in separate lines. The <type> in syntax

occupies basic data types in Golang. Let’s discuss basic data types in the next section. With the below example refresh how cons and var keywords are used by variables

to define its type for better understanding refer (Golang Constants and Golang Variables tutorials)

Example 1: Syntax for declaring variables with data type

 

var <variable_name> <type> = <value> //var keyword 

Or 

const <variable_name> <type> = <value> //const keyword 

Or 

var <variable_name1>,<variable_name2> <type> //Multiple variable declaration 

    Or 

<variable_name1>,<variable_name2> := <value1><value2> 

//short variable declaration 

 

The data types in Golang are classified into two types:

Basic Data Types are mainly classified into

Let us understand each basic data type in detail

A number or numeric data type represents integers, floating numbers, and complex numbers. Eg integer numbers like 34,345 etc, floating numbers with decimal points

45.89, 5.8, etc, and complex numbers of the form a+bi, 34 +78i.

Let us start with numeric data types. There are three main types of numeric types in programming:

An integer data type is a range of whole numbers representing a group of binary digits. (bits) .In Golang integers can have positive, negative, or zero values.

Basic integer data types are further classified as :

“int”  represents signed integers and “uint”  represents unsigned integers

A signed integer data type is the default type that is machine-dependent and supports 32-bit(4 bytes) & 64-bit (8 bytes) machines. This numeric data type stores positive

and negative values, they are available in 5 different sizes(types) with different ranges.

int int8 int16 int32 int64

 

The given table below represents in detail the types of signed data types, their size, and various ranges.

TYPE SIZE RANGE

int 32 bits/4 bytes or 64 bits/8 bytes  

int8 8 bits/1 byte -128 to 127

int16 16 bits/2 bytes -32768 to 32767

int32 32 bits/4 bytes -2147483648 to 214748367

int64 64 bits /8 bytes -9223372036854775808 to 9223372036854775807

 

Consider inference from the table: int8 is a signed integer with have a value from -128 to 127,int16 is a signed integer with having a value from -32768 to 32767, etc.

Let’s discuss all types of signed integer data types and how they are declared in Golang with the corresponding syntax

var a int      //declares variable a of int integer type 

 

var a int8     //declares variable a of integer type int8 

 

var a int16   //declares variable a of integer type int16 

 

var a int32    //declares variable a of integer type int32 

 

var a int64    //declares variable a of integer type int64  

 

Let’s understand how to use different int data types with two program examples. Declaration using int is easy & simple; many Golang programs using this data type are

mentioned in earlier tutorials.

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "reflect" 

    "unsafe" 

) 

func main() { 

    //Declare a int 8 

    var Type1 int8 = 6 

      //Declare a int16 

    var Type 2 int16 = 6 

    //Size of int8 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(Type1)) 

    fmt.Printf("Type1's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(Type1)) 

     //Size of int16 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(Type2)) 

    fmt.Printf("Type2's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(Type2) 

} 

Output:

 

1 bytes 

Type1's type is int8 

2 bytes 

Type2's type is int16 

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "reflect" 

    "unsafe" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    //Declare a int32 

    var Type3 int32 = 6 

     

    //Declare a int64 

    var Type4 int64 = 6 

     

    //Size of int32 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(Type3)) 

    fmt.Printf("Type3's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(Type3)) 

     

    //Size of int64 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(Type4)) 

    fmt.Printf("Type4's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(Type4)) 

} 

Output:

 

4 bytes 

Type3's type is int32 

8 bytes 

Type4's type is int64 

An unsigned integer data type (uint)  is a default type that is machine-dependent and supports 32-bit(4 bytes) & 64-bit (8 bytes) machines. This numeric data type holds

only negative values, they are available in 6 different sizes(types) and various ranges.

uint uint8 uint16 uint32 uint64 uintptr

 

TYPE  SIZE RANGE

uint 32 bits/4 bytes or 64 bits/8 bytes 0 to 4294967295 Or  

uint8   8 bits/1 byte 0 to 25

uint16 16 bits/2 bytes 0 to 65535

uint32 32 bits/4 bytes 0 to 4294967295

uint64 64 bits /8 bytes 0 to 18446744073709551615

uintptr Uninterpreted bits Pointer values

The above-given table represents in detail the types of Unsigned data types, their size, and various ranges. Consider inference from the table.

● uint8  is a signed integer with have a value from 0 to 255,uint16  is a signed integer with having a value from 0 to 65535, etc

● uintptr  is an unsigned integer data type large enough to hold the uninterpreted bits of a pointer value.

Syntax to declare the uint integer data type

 

var a uint      //declares variable a of unsigned integer type uint 

 

var a uint8     //declares variable an of integer type uint8 

 

var a uint16   //declares variable an of integer type uint16 

 

var a uint32    //declares variable an of integer type uint32 

 

var a int64    //declares variable an of integer type uint64  

 

uintptr

● size and range are platform-dependent.

● unsigned integer type that stores pointer address.

Let’s understand how to use different uint data types with two program examples

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "reflect" 

    "unsafe" 

) 

    func main() { 

    //Declare a uint8     

      var type1 uint8 = 2 

     //Size of uint8 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(type1)) 

    fmt.Printf("type1's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(type1)) 

    //Declare a uint16 

    var type 2 uint16 = 2 

    //Size of uint16 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(type2)) 

    fmt.Printf("type2's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(type2)) 

   }

 

 

Output:

 

1 bytes 

Type1's type is uint8 

2 bytes 

Type2's type is uint16 

 

package main 

import ( 

   "fmt" 

    "reflect" 

    "Unsafe" ) 

func main() { 

    //Declare a uint32 

     var type3 uint32 = 2 

      //Size of uint8 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(type3)) 

    fmt.Printf("type3's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(type3)) 

     //Declare a uint64 

    var type4 uint64 = 2 

   //Size of uint16 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(type4)) 

    fmt.Printf("type4's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(type4)) 

 }

 

 

Output:

 

4 bytes 

Type3's type is uint32 

8 bytes 

Type4's type is uint64 

A floating-point is a numeric data type that represents decimal point values like 45.6,0.00005666

In Golang floating point is classified into two types: Float32 and Float64.

Type Size Range

Float32 32 bits/4 bytes -3.4e+38 to 3.4e+38 

Float64 64 bits /8 bytes -1.7e+308 to +1.7e+308

Note : short declaration of a variable with any floating-point number detects as float64 data type. Float64 is a default data type if the type is not mentioned.

A complex number is of the form a+ib , a real part, and ib is an imaginary part.

Complex numbers are initialized in two ways

In Golang complex numbers have two data types Complex number64 and Complex number128

Type Feature

ComplexNumber64 Float32 forms real and imaginary part

ComplexNumber128 Float64 forms real and imaginary part

The basic integer data types are also of two more types: Byte and Rune. Byte & Rune are two integer data types that alternatively refer to uint8 and int32 data types,

respectively.

NOTE:

1. In Golang, there is no char data type rather it uses byte and rune to represent character values in Golang.

2. The default type for character values is the rune

A string is another mostly used basic data type in Golang which is a sequence of characters to form a text. a digit, a letter, symbol represented inside double quotes.

Example: Consider the word Golang, in the Go language it is represented as a string by representing inside double quotes“ Golang”, a sequence of digits 6456657,

symbols like +_abcr forms string inside quotes. 

var text = “Golang”

var A = “6456657”

var B = “+_abcr”

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

/* var keyword assigns variable text with value “Golang” of string type */ 

  var text string = "Golang" 

/* short declaration to txt2 of string */ 

  txt2 := "12345" 

 

  fmt.Printf("Type: %T, value: %v\n", text, text) 

 fmt.Printf("Type: %T, value: %v\n", txt2, txt2) 

  

} 

Output:

 

Type : string,  value : Golang 

Type : string,  value : 12345 

NOTE: Anything inside quotes forms a string. For example, txt2 is assigned with numbers 12345, but its type is string not integer since it is given inside double

quotes

A boolean  datatype is declared using  bool keywords with two possible inferences either false or true.

● The default type of boolean is false.

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    //Default value will be false it not initialized 

    var v bool 

    fmt.Printf("a's value is %t\n", v) 

     

    //And operation on one true and other false 

    andOperation := 1 < 2 && 1 > 3 

    fmt.Printf("Ouput of AND operation on one true and other false %t\n", andOperation) 

     

    //OR operation on one true and other false 

    orOperation := 1 < 2 || 1 > 3 

    fmt.Printf("Ouput of OR operation on one true and other false: %t\n", orOperation) 

     

    //Negation Operation on a false value 

    negationOperation := !(1 > 2) 

    fmt.Printf("Ouput of NEGATION operation on false value: %t\n", negationOperation) 

} 

Output:

 

 

v's value is false 

Output of AND operation on one true and other false : false

Output of OR operation on one true and other false : true Output of NEGATION operation on false value : true  

The basic data types in Golang are :

Basic Data Type Description  Example

int Integer number 0,567,9,-8766

float Decimal point numbers 4.5,0.66,-67.98

string Sequence of characters “ Go Lang” “Learn e tutorial”

bool Either True or False true,false

Complex number a+ib form numbers 5+4i,-7+76i

byte A byte of nonnegative integers . 115,2,97

rune Used for characters ‘>’, ‘8’, ‘i’

A composite data type is any data type that is constructed by a programmer for declaring a single variable that is capable of holding a collection of values with the help of

primitive/basic data types like int, float, bool, a string of Go programming language.

● Primitive/basic data types are the building blocks of composite data types.

● They are also known as “unnamed types”.

● It is known as an unnamed type because they use a literal type to define the structural representation.

● Example Composite types: arrays, slices, maps, and structs.

The composite data type is mainly of three types:

Related Programs VIEW ALL

count digits in a number reverse an array

implement condition statement find power of a number

What are data types in Golang? 

Declaration of Datatype

Classification of Data types

A Basic type is a data type that forms basic building blocks. It is a primitive data type. GO language supports basic data types of integer numbers,

floating-point numbers, strings, boolean, and complex numbers.

1 Basic Types

A Composite data type is a data type constructed from primitive datatypes and with other composite types. It is also known as compound data type.

2 Composite Type

Basic Data types in Golang

Number1

String2

Boolean3

Number Datatype in Golang

1. Integer(int) Data type in Golang

Signed1

Unsigned2

Signed integer data type

How to declare and print type of data types int8 and int 16.

Program 2 How to declare and print type of datatypes int32,int64

Unsigned integer data type

Program 1:How to declare and print uint type of data types with uint, int8, and int 16.

Program 2 : How to declare and print type of data types using int32,int64 

2. Floating-point Datatype in Golang

Float32 is a float data type of 32bits

The syntax used to declare float32 data type is

var  a float32 

 

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "reflect" 

    "unsafe" 

) 

func main() { 

    //Declare a float32 

    var a float32 = 2    

    //Size of float32 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(a)) 

    fmt.Printf("a's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(a))  

} 

 

Output:

 

4 Bytes 

a's type is float32 

1

Program to declare and print a float32 data type

Float64 is a float data type of 64bits

The syntax used to declare float64 data type is

var  a float64 

 

 

package main 

  

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "reflect" 

    "unsafe" 

) 

  

func main() { 

    //Declare a float64 

    var a float64 = 2 

     

    //Size of float64 in bytes 

    fmt.Printf("%d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(a)) 

    fmt.Printf("a's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(a)) 

     

    //Default is float64 when you don't specify a type 

    b := 2.3 

    fmt.Printf("b's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(b)) 

} 

Output:

 

8 Bytes 

a's type is float64 

b's type is float64 

2

Program to declare and print a float64 data type

3. Complex number

Using a complex function both real and imaginary parts should be of the same data type either float32 or float64

complex(a,b) 

var a int64    //declares variable a of integer type int64  

 

1

Shorthand declaration using:= in case direct numbers are provided without any other initialization to a variable. In such case, the default type is complex

number128 

 

A := 9 + 20i 

 

2

Complex number64

The size of real and imaginary parts are float32 type i.e. size of 32 bits or 4 bytes.

The range of complex number64 is the same as float32 ie 1.2E-38 to 3.4E+38

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "reflect" 

    "unsafe" 

) 

func main() { 

    var a float32 = 7 

    var b float32 = 2 

     

    //Initialize-1 

    c := complex(a, b) 

     

    //Initialize-2 

    var d complex64 

    d = 4 + 5i 

     

    //Print Size 

    fmt.Printf("c's size is %d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(c)) 

    fmt.Printf("d's size is %d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(d)) 

     

    //Print type 

    fmt.Printf("c's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(c)) 

    fmt.Printf("d's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(d)) 

     

    //Operations on complex number 

    fmt.Println(c+d, c-d, c*d, c/d) 

} 

 

The program has given the above-used initialization methods to initialize any variable as complex numbers.Two variables a and b are declared of type

float 32 further assigned to variable c by complex (). So now c contains a variable of type complex number64 since float 32 types are used for declaration

of variables a and b. Next, a variable d is declared as data type complex 64 and directly assigns a value in complex form using shorthand declaration ie

d := 4 + 5i

Output:

 

c's size is 8 bytes 

d's size is 8 bytes 

c's type is complex64 

d's type is complex64 

(11+7i) (3-3i) (18+43i) (0.9268293-0.6585366i) 

1

Program to declare and print a complexnumber64 data type

Complex number128

The size of real and imaginary parts are float64 type i.e. size of 64 bits or 8 bytes.

Range of complex number128 is same as float64 ie -1.7E+308 to +1.7E+308

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "reflect" 

    "unsafe" 

) 

func main() { 

    var a float64 = 3 

    var b float64 = 5 

     

    //Initialize-1 

    c := complex(a, b) 

     

    //Initialize-2. When don't specify a type , the default type will be complex128 

    d := 4 + 5i 

     

    //Print Size 

    fmt.Printf("c's size is %d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(c)) 

    fmt.Printf("d's size is %d bytes\n", unsafe.Sizeof(d)) 

     

    //Print type 

    fmt.Printf("c's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(c)) 

    fmt.Printf("d's type is %s\n", reflect.TypeOf(d)) 

     

    //Operations on complex number 

    fmt.Println(c+d, c-d, c*d, c/d) 

} 

 

 

a =3 & b=5 assigned as float64 type using var keyword.The function call complex() assigns to variable c the value 3 + 5i as a complex number.Now c = 3 +

5i. Using shorthand declaration := d is assigned 4 + 5i.The operation addition (c+d) adds the complex numbers to give output 7 + 10i.The rest of the

operations given in the program also work in the same way.

Output:

 

c's size is 16 bytes 

d's size is 16 bytes 

c's type is complex128 

d's type is complex128 

(7+10i) (-1+0i) (-13+35i) (0.902439024390244+0.12195121951219513i) 

2

Program to declare and print a complexnumber64 data type

Byte: The byte data type represents ASCII characters.

How to declare byte?

Var name1 byte = 'B' // byte data type 

 

For example, a byte variable with value 'a' is converted to the integer 97, a byte variable with value 'b' is converted to the integer 98, etc.

1

Rune: rune data type represents Unicode characters that are encoded in UTF-8 format.Eg:-In Go, Characters are expressed by enclosing them in single

quotes like this: 'c'.

How to declare rune?

var character = 'C ‘ // Type inferred as rune which is the default type for character values var r rune = ‘~’ // rune data type 

 

For example:  a rune variable r with a Unicode value '~' is converted to the corresponding Unicode codepoint U+007E, where U+ means Unicode and the

numbers are hexadecimal, which is essentially an integer.

2

String Datatype in Golang

Program 8: String

Boolean Datatype in Golang

AND: the output is true only if two given inputs are true else false1

OR: Output is true when any two input is true else false2

NEGATION is just the opposite of resultant output.3

boolean type and its operations

Summary

Composite Datatypes

Classification of composite Data type

Non-Reference Type(Aggregation)

● Arrays and structs are aggregate types, whose values are concatenations of other values in memory.

● Arrays are homogeneous. The elements all have the same type.

● Structs are heterogeneous.

● Both arrays and structs are fixed size

1

Reference Type

● Slices and maps are dynamic data structures that grow as values are added.

2

Interface3
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Go Arrays

In this tutorial, we will be checking out the Go array data type which falls under the aggregate data type of composite typed. As we discussed in the previous tutorial Go

comes with some primitive basic data types: int, float, complex numbers, Boolean, and string. Here we check what is the aggregate data type and its classification further

about the declaration and syntax of its classifications such as arrays and struct.

Arrays in Golang are data structures with the same type of elements with fixed lengths. In array data type you have to define the size when you initialize or declare them.

They can have zero or more elements.

Disadvantage: The size of the array can’t be resized once it is created. Therefore, arrays aren't commonly used in Go programs, but they form the foundation for slices

and maps. 

Advantage: In struct type, you can store more than one value of various basic data types like int, float, a string to treat them as a single entity.

To declare a variable in Golang as of array  type follows the below syntax:

In arrays, elements are assigned or accessed by indicating the index number corresponding to each array element. The square brackets [ ] specify the corresponding

array index. Example A [1], A [5].

Let’s understand with simple Go programs the above defines syntax:

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

func main() { 

    var a [4]int          //Declare array 

    a[1] = 1             //initialize array values 

    a[3]= 3 

    fmt.Println(a[0])   //print statement displays variable values 

    fmt.Println(a[1]) 

    fmt.Println(a[2]) 

    fmt.Println(a[3])       

} 

Output:

 

0 

1 

0 

3 

Explanation :

●   Go initializes each element with the default data type.

●   Variable “a” of array size 4 can hold 4 elements ie a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3] each array have some data contained within it.By default a[0]=0,a[1]=0,.....if no values are

initialized. (In array indexing begins with 0)

●   So In this case, the default value for int is zero. 

●  Here a[0] =0,a[2]=0

● Here a[1]=1, a[3]=3 are assigned so it displays values 1 & 3  respectively which means you can assign a value to a specific position. 

 

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

//Declare a array 

//colors[0] =”blue” 

//colors[1] =”orange” 

//colors[2] =”yellow 

    colors := [3]string{"blue", "orange", "yellow"} //shorthand array declaration 

    print(colors) 

} 

 

func  print(colors [3]string) {  //Pass array as a function argument 

    fmt.Println(colors)} 

Output:

 

[blue orange yellow] 

● how to declare an array using shorthand variable declaration

● How to Pass array as a function argument

Ellipsis is another way of declaring and initializing an array when the exact number of data is known but positions are unknown. An ellipsis is denoted by (...) as shown in

the below example  

s := [...]int{4, 5, 6}  

Let's modify the program we used in the previous section to use an ellipsis. The code should look like this example:

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

func main() { 

//Declare a array 

//colors[0] =”blue” 

//colors[1] =”orange” 

//colors[2] =”yellow 

  colors := [...]string{"blue", "orange", "yellow"} //ellipsis array declaration 

  print(colors) 

} 

Output:

 

[blue orange yellow] 

An array allows the initialization of specific values to its contained elements during the declaration of an array. 

An array A is declared using shorthand declaration, the size of the array is 6. Three values are specified to certain array elements. A value 50 is assigned to the second

element (index 1), A value 30 is assigned to the fourth element (index 3), A value 30 is assigned to the sixth element (index 5) 

Example

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 //initializing values to specific array elements  

 A := [6]int{1: 50, 3: 30,5:50}  

 fmt.Println("Initializing values to specific array elements \n",A) 

    fmt.Println("Default type of unspecified elements is 0 \n")  

} 

Output:

 

Initializing values to specific array elements 

[0 50 0 30 0 50] 

Default type of unspecified elements is 0 

NOTE: If a value is not specified default value for integer type is zero, and for string a space “”.

Golang support one-dimensional (1-D) arrays as well as multidimensional arrays. 

Multi-dimensional arrays in Golang support working with complex data structures. 

You can create a multi-dimensional array using the following syntax: 

Syntax:

 

var <variable_name>[size 1][size 2]….[size m]<type> 

Example

 

var twoDM  [3][5]int     //Two dimensional array 

 

var threeDM [4][2][3]int //Three dimensional array 

The keyword var followed by a variable name like twoDM(2D) mentions that it is a 3 *5 matrix type with 3 rows and 5 columns. Similarly, the three-dimensional array is

also declared.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    var twoD [3][2]int 

    for i := 0; i < 3; i++ { 

        for j := 0; j < 2; j++ { 

            twoD[i][j] = (i + 1) * (j + 1) 

        } 

        fmt.Println("Row", i, twoD[i]) 

    } 

    fmt.Println("\nExample of multi dimensional :", twoD) 

} 

Output:

 

Row 0 [1  2] 

Row 1 [2  4] 

Row 2 [3  6] 

Example of multi dimensional : [[1 2][2 4][3 6]] 

There are two types:

In Golang the length of an array can be identified by using len () function. The len () function returns an integer type mentioning the total number of elements defined in an

array.

 

len (variable name) 

●   Declare an array of any size

●   Call len() function to return the length

●   Example 

colors := [4]string{"blue ","black","white","orange"} length := len(colors)

The above-given code shows the declaration of colors as an array of size 4 with 4 different colors. The function len (variable name) returns a value 4 here variable

name is color so call function len(colors)

Example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 

    // Create an exmaple array 

    array := []int{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 

     

    //create array with var keyword of string type  & assign values 

   var array1 [3]string 

   array1[0] ="Go" 

   array1[1] ="Lang" 

 

    // Print number of items 

    fmt.Println("First array ",array) 

    fmt.Println("Array Length:", len(array)) 

     

    fmt.Println("Second array ",array1) 

    fmt.Println("Length of array1 :", len(array1)) 

// Add an item and print again 

    array = append(array, 6) 

    fmt.Println(" Length after apppending element to array :", len(array))     

} 

Output:

 

First array [1 2 3 4 5] 

Array Length : 5 

Second array [Go Lang] 

Length of array1 : 3 

Length after appending element to an array : 6 

To determine the existence of a specific element in an array, perform an iteration using for loop followed by an if condition to check elements within an array. 

Syntax: 

 

key word itemExists<variable name><item needs to check> 

The keyword itemExists  followed by the variable name and the element needs to be checked inside the array for its existence returns either true or false based on its

evaluation. If an element exists return True else False.

Example

 

package main 

 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "reflect" 

) 

 

func main() { 

 //Declare array of type string 

 Array := [4]string{"Green", "blue", "orange", "yellow"} 

 fmt.Println(itemExists(Array, "Green"))  //item exist returns true 

 fmt.Println(itemExists(Array, "orange")) //item exist returns true 

 fmt.Println(itemExists(Array, "white")) //item does not exist returns false 

     

} 

 

func itemExists(arrayType interface{}, item interface{}) bool { 

 arr := reflect.ValueOf(arrayType) 

 

 if arr.Kind() != reflect.Array { 

  panic("Invalid data-type") 

 } 

 

 for i := 0; i < arr.Len(); i++ { 

  if arr.Index(i).Interface() == item { 

   return true 

  } 

 } 

 return false 

} 

Output:

 

true 

true 

false 

Golang supports filtering of arrays, the selection of required elements from the set of elements contained by an array 

Syntax

 

Array elements are filtered using the symbol “: “  

Example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 colors := [...]string{"green", "orange", "white", "blue", "red"} 

 

 fmt.Printf("colors: %v\n", colors) 

 

 fmt.Printf(":2 %v\n", colors[:2])   //Return first 2 elements 

 

 fmt.Printf("1:3 %v\n",colors[1:3]) // return first 2 elements exclude 3rd element 

 

 fmt.Printf("2: %v\n", colors[2:]) 

    } 

Output:

 

colors : [green orange white blue red] 

: 2 [green orange] 

1: 3 [orange white] 

2 :  [white blue red] 

An array can be copied to another array by creating a new variable of array type and assigning values to a new array or passing its reference type.

Example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 

Array1:= [3]string{"orange", "yellow", "white"} 

Array2:= Array1 // elements are passed by value 

Array3:= &Array1; // elements are passed by reference 

 

fmt.Printf ("Display Array1: %v\n", Array1)   //Display array1 

fmt.Printf ("Display Array2: %v\n", Array2) //Display copied elements in Array2 

 

Array1[0] = "green" 

 

fmt.Printf("Display Array1 after appending new value: %v\n", Array1) 

 

fmt.Printf("*Array3: %v\n", *Array3) //Display array 1 element passed by reference 

} 

Output:

 

Display Array1: [orange yellow white] 

Display Array2: [orange yellow white] 

Display Array1 after appending new value : [green yellow white] 

*Array3 : [green yellow white] 

Related Programs VIEW ALL

find the transpose of a matrix find largest array item

count digits in a number swap two numbers

What is an array in Go Lang?

How to declare arrays in Go Lang?

Using var keyword:  In Go Programming language, An array is declared using the var keyword of a particular type with name, size, and elements. Values

are set to default zero value 

 

var <variable name> <size of array><data type> 

Example

 

 var  a[4]int    

A variable “a” is declared using the var keyword which can hold integer type values of array size 4. ie the variable “a” can hold 4 elements of numeric

values. The variable can be of any data type like string, float, etc.

●     In Golang, the type of array is one-dimensional.

●     Array length is fixed and cannot be changed once after it is created.

●     An array can store duplicate values. A [0] = 50 & A [4] =50

●     Array elements/values are accessed by index values.

●     Consider the below shown array with elements 50,60,70,80,50,90.Let’s name the array A with indexes 0,1,2,3,4,5

1

 Shorthand declaration:  In Golang, arrays can also be declared using shorthand declaration. It is more flexible than the above declaration. Both sizes &

values are specified

 

<variable name> := <size of array>.<data type{<value1><value2>.....} 

Example

 

colors := [3]string{"blue", "orange", "yellow"}  

A variable “colors” of string type which holds 3 elements such as blue, orange, yellow colors are declared.

2

Assign and Accessing array elements by their index

Program 1: using the var keyword

Program 2: using the shorthand array declaration

What is Ellipsis in arrays

Initializing Values for Specific Elements

Multi-Dimensional Array in GO

Program: Declaration of 2D array

Initializing Multi-Dimensional Arrays

 Multidimensional arrays can be initialized by specifying the values of array elements enclosed within curly brackets for each row while the declaration of

the array. Following is an array with 3 rows and each row has 2 columns.

 

a = [3][2]int{   

 {1,2} ,    /*  initialize a[0] row indexed by 0 */ 

 {2,4} ,     /*  initializer a[1]  row indexed by 1 */ 

 {3,6}   /*  initializer a[2] row indexed by 2 */ 

} 

1

 Another way of initializing Multidimensional arrays using the var keyword, an array named a is declared with var keyword of two-dimensional integer

type with values of each row element is assigned inside curly braces. Following is an array with 5 rows and each row has 2 columns.

 

var a = [3][2]int{ {0,0}, {8,2}, {2,4}, {3,9},{4,7}} 

2

Find the Length of an Array

Check if Element Exists

How to Filter Array Elements

Copying Array from another Array
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Go Structure

In this tutorial, we will be checking out the Go struct data type which falls under the aggregate data type of composite types. In this tutorial you will gain knowledge of

what exactly is a structure in Golang, their definition and declaration syntax in Golang, naming a struct, accessing and nesting struct data types, etc.

A struct is a structure composed of a collection of fields where each field holds different types of data. So, In Golang struct is categorized under aggregate type of

composite data type. The fields defined within a struct have different properties & each property is of specified types and of assigned values.

●     Struct is a collection of composite fields

●     Struct allows the grouping of related data into a single unit/entity.

●     Struct is a lightweight class without inheritance. 

 

Eg: Consider an Employee database in an organization that keeps records related to all employees such as employee details like name, age, id, place, salary, etc. these

are different fields that contain various types of data that refer to a single entity under struct data type.

●    Name, Age, Place, Id, Salary fields are records of employee's details.

●    Age, Id are types that store an integer type value

●    Name, Salary are types that store string values.

●    So the record of an employee is a combination/collection of fields of different types of entities under one structure

To define a structure two keywords are required. They are

 

type emp_details struct{ 

Name string 

Age int 

Place string 

Id int 

Salary int 

} 

The above code shows a struct named emp_details  with fields  Name, Age, Place, Id, and Salary. The above struct defined is a named struct  because it creates a new

struct data type named emp_details.

●    The keyword type  mentions a new type & the keyword struct  defines the type as structure. 

●    The type  the keyword is followed by the name of the structure (emp_details). 

●    The struct contains a list of various fields such as name, age, place, salary, id of employees inside the curly braces. 

●    Each field has a name and a type. 

●    Example: Name is of type string , Salary is of type int so on.

Each field is written one per line which can be altered by grouping fields with similar data types to a single line as shown below:

 

type emp_details struct{ 

Name Place string  //single line declaration of same type(string) 

Age Id Salary Int //single line declaration of same type(integer) 

} 

In Go language, a struct is initialized by using var  keyword or shorthand declaration using the symbol “:= ”.Whenever the struct fields are not initialized with any specific

values they are set to default type.

Let’s understand one by one using an example

 

// Golang program to show how to declare and define the struct   

package main   

import "fmt" 

   

// Defining a struct type 

type emp_details struct { 

    Name    string 

    Age int 

    Place string 

    Id int 

    salary int 

} 

   

func main() { 

     // Declaring a variable  e  `struct` type using var keyword 

     var e emp_details 

     fmt.Println(e) 

    

    //Declaring and Initializing variable of struct type 

    var e1 = emp_details{"miya", 20,"Mumbai",0067,20000} 

 fmt.Println(e1) 

     

     //Declaring and Initializing variable of struct type 

    var e2 = emp_details{Age: 10, salary: 45000}  

 fmt.Println(e2) 

} 

Output:

 

{ 0  0 0} 

{miya 20 Mumbai 55 20000} 

{ 10  0 45000} 

Explanation

●   Defined a struct type name emp_details.

●   A variable e is declared followed by a struct name

●   Var e emp_details

●  Created another variable e1 to which assigns or initialize values to struct fields by referring to the struct name

●  Created another variable e2 to which we can initialize values depending on the programmer's need. In a single line-specific selected field are initialized rest of

the uninitialized values of fields will be set to default type. Strings are empty space while integer values are 0 during the default type.

 

// Golang program to show how to declare and define the struct   

package main   

import "fmt" 

   

// Defining a struct type 

type emp_details struct { 

    Name    string 

    Age int 

    Place string 

    Id int 

    salary int 

} 

   

func main() { 

    

       // Shorthand notation Declaration and Initialization  

    e1 := emp_details{"miya", 20,"Mumbai",0067,20000} 

 fmt.Println(e1) 

     

     //Shorthand notation Declaration and Initialization 

   e2 := emp_details{Age: 10, salary: 45000}  

 fmt.Println(e2) 

} 

Output:

 

{miya 20 Mumbai 55 20000} 

{ 10  0 45000} 

Explanation

●   Defined a struct type name emp_details.

●   Same as we discussed in the above program but instead of the var keyword we used the syntax “:= “ to initialize values of the struct type. Just replaced var

with:= syntax.

●  Output is also as same as the previous program.

 

// Golang program to show how to  declare and define the struct   

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

 // Defining a struct type 

type emp_details struct { 

    Name    string 

    Age int 

    Place string 

    Id int 

    salary int 

}   

func main() { 

 

// Declaring a variable of a `struct` type 

// All the struct fields are initialized  with their zero value 

var e emp_details 

fmt.Println(e) 

} 

Output:

 

{ 0  0 0} 

Explanation

●   The above program creates a variable of a type emp_details which is by default set to zero.

●   For a struct data type, zero means all the fields inside the structure are set to their corresponding zero value.

●   So the fields Name, Place is set to “ ” (empty string) Age, Id, salary are set to 0. 

 

In Golang Struct fields are accessed by a dot ( .) operator. Getting and setting struct fields are easy is Golang using the dot operator

In a below-given program created a struct emp_details that has 5 fields. To access & assign a value to the field Name of string type, we use syntax 

 

Let’s understand with an example

 

// Golang program to show how to  declare and define the struct   

package main 

import "fmt" 

 // Defining a struct type 

type emp_details struct { 

    Name    string 

    Age int 

    Place string 

    Id int 

    salary int 

}   

func main() { 

   

    // Declaring a variable of a `struct` type 

   // All the struct fields are initialized  with their zero value   

    var e emp_details 

    //setting values using dot(.) operator 

    e.Name = "Nainika" 

    e.Age=5 

    e.Place = "MALAYSIA" 

    e.Id = 007 

    e.salary = 100000 

    //Displays output 

Output:

 

 e.Name : Nainika 

 e.Age : 5 

 e.Place : MALAYSIA 

 e.Id: 7 

 e.salary : 100000 

In Golang struct data type provides a property called embedding which enables embedding a struct inside another struct. A struct type can be defined as another struct

type.

●    Embedding a struct is also a kind of nesting struct.

●    When two struct type is declared and one of the struct types defined make use of the parent struct type for initialization nesting of struct occurs.

●    In the below syntax Address is a struct type nested inside another emp_details struct type

●    After the declaration of a struct type, it is initialized using:=.

●    In the below-given program, an emp variable is declared that uses emp_details struct type where there initialize its own fields like Name, Age and calls struct

type Address to further use fields defined under it such as city, country. 

 

Syntax

 

type Address struct { 

    City    string 

    Country string 

} 

 

type emp_details struct { 

    Name string 

    Age int 

    Address 

} 

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

 

type Address struct { 

    city    string 

    country string 

} 

 

type emp_details struct { 

    name string 

    age  int 

    Address 

} 

 

func main() { 

    emp := emp_details{ 

        name: "Joseph", 

        age:  54, 

        Address: Address{ 

            city:    "italy", 

            country: "USA", 

        }, 

    } 

 

    fmt.Println("Name of employee:", emp.name) 

    fmt.Println("Age:", emp.age) 

    fmt.Println("City:", emp.city) 

    fmt.Println("Country:", emp.country) 

} 

Output:

 

Name of employee: Joseph 

Age: 54 

City: italy 

Country: USA 

A pointer to the struct data type is created with the “&” operator. All variables have memory locations and the pointer with & operator allows to access the memory

location where the variable operands are allocated whereas the * operator allows accessing its corresponding values held in that location.

Example : 

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

// declaration of struct type  

type emp_details struct { 

 Age  int 

 Name string 

 Salary int  

} 

 

func main() { 

 var emp1 = &emp_details{40, "zen", 45000} // all values are shown 

 fmt.Println(emp1) 

 

 var emp2 = &emp_details{} 

 emp2.Age = 10 

 emp2.Name = "Vihan" 

 fmt.Println(emp2) // salary not mentioned 

 

 } 

Output:

 

&{40 zen 45000} 

&{10 Vihan 0} 

Explanation

●    An emp_details struct type is declared.

●   The below syntax declares variable emp1 and pointer  (&) operator used to access the memory location and its values.

●   Another type of initialization 

 

var emp2 = &emp;_details{} 

emp2.Age = 10 

emp2.Name = "Vihan" 

●   A variable emp2 is declared and assigned with struct pointer type followed by accessing the fields using dot operator and initializing values for respective

fields.

●   Check the output to the above program for better understanding. 
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Golang Slice

In this tutorial, we will be discussing the Go slice data type which falls under the reference data type of composite types. Here you will gain knowledge of what exactly is a

slice in Golang, their definition and declaration syntax in Golang, copy, append, move functions used in Golang, etc

A slice is a reference type data structure that represents a sequence of elements of the same type of an existing or underlying array. A slice refers to a piece or section of

an existing array.  Like arrays, a slice does not have its own data it only provides a reference to a particular section of data/elements in an array.   

●     Slices are flexible, dynamically sized i.e. size of the slice can be resized; they are not fixed like an array.

●     Unlike arrays, a slice does not store any data.

●     Slices are to represent a section of the underlying array. 

 

Let us understand the slice concept in an easier manner with a simple Array representation:

The above figure shows an array “A” with index 0, 1, 2………9.Each array index stores some string-type elements. For example, an array with index 0, A [0] contains “LET”, A

[1] contains “US” etc….(for better understanding of array refer to array tutorial).

Now let us understand how the slice works with the array. Array A is going to be partitioned into two slices. The two slices Slice 1 & slice 2 of A form subset of the

underlying array.

Declaration of the slice is similar to an array. The only exception compared to the array is the size of the slice needs not be prespecified.

For eg the square [ ] bracket remains empty in slice declaration while in the case of arrays some values are specified inside the square bracket like [5],[7] to initialize the

array size. Based on slice requirements the size of the slice expands and compresses accordingly.

Syntax :

An empty square bracket [ ], followed by any of the declaration types discussed in the array tutorial.

 

[ ] arrDec 

 Or  

[ ] arrDec{ } 

Or 

[ ] arrDec{value1, value 2, value 3 …………..value m} 

In the above syntax, arrDec represents the types of selected array declaration.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

  

func main() { 

  

    // Creating a slice 

    // using the var keyword 

    var slice1 = []string{"learn", "e", "tutorials"} 

  

    fmt.Println(" Slice 1:", slice1) 

  

    // Creating a slice 

    //using shorthand declaration 

    slice2 := []int{ 67, 67,56,98, 43 } 

    fmt.Println(" Slice 2:", slice2) 

    } 

Output:

 

Slice 1: [learn e tutorials] 

Slice 2: [67 67 56 98 43] 

Make function in Golang creates a new slice. It is a built-in function.

●   The syntax is represented with the make ( ) function, inside bracket contains parameters type, length, and capacity. Capacity is optional.           

●   The make (  ) allocates the underlying array of size equal to provided capacity.

●   make() returns slice that refers to that portion of the array.

Syntax :

 

make([]arrDec, len, cap) []arrDec 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

   // Creating slice using make function 

   A := make([]string, 5)   

   //initially empty 

    fmt.Println("array A is: ", A)  

   //assigning values to slice array 

    A[0] = "Golang" 

    A[1] = "in" 

    A[2] = "learn" 

    A[3] = "e" 

    A[4] = "tutorials" 

 

    fmt.Println("slice created using make(): ", A) 

} 

Output:

 

array A is:  [    ] 

slice created using make():  [Golang in learn e tutorials] 

Explanation: 

●   Created a slice of string type having the capacity to hold 5 elements by providing size as 5 with the make function. 

●   Once after slice is created, it is empty with no values. Default values are set. In case of string empty space or in case of integers 0.

●   In the next step, new values are assigned to the slice. 

 

●   A slice is created by slicing a subset from the underlying or existing array.

●   In order to slice we need to define the range of elements to be sliced within square brackets.

●   The range defines lower bound from where slice begins till a high bound, The syntax looks like A [LOW: HIGH], in this case, excludes the last element.

●   The default value is zero for the low bound and slice length is also zero for the high bound.

●   Example The slice 1 is within the range [2:6], 6 the element is excluded., Below the given program explains the same concept. 

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

  

func main() { 

  

    // Creating an array 

    A:= [10]string{"Let", "us", "learn", "Go", 

                         "programming", "language", "with","learn ","e","tutorials"} 

  

    // Display array 

    fmt.Println("Array A:", A) 

  

    // Creating a slice 

    slice1:= A[2:6] // start from index 2 till 5 

     

    slice2 :=A[:2] //start from index 0 till 1 excludes index 2 

     

    slice3 := A[7:] //start from 7 till ending index 

     

    slice4 := A[:] 

  

    // Display slice 

    fmt.Println("Slice 1 is :", slice1) 

    fmt.Println("Slice 2 is :", slice2) 

    fmt.Println("Slice 3 is :", slice3) 

    fmt.Println("Slice 4 is :", slice4) 

} 

Output:

 

Output 

Array A: [Let us learn Go programming language with learn  e tutorials] 

Slice 1 is : [learn Go programming language] 

Slice 2 is : [Let us] 

Slice 3 is : [learn  e tutorials] 

Slice 4 is : [Let us learn Go programming language with learn  e tutorials] 

The slice internals is the components that make up a slice. A slice is internally represented with a pointer to the array, with its length and capacity. We know slice is a

segment of an array with these three components so it can be generalized with the below syntax.

 

type Slice struct { 

    array unsafe.Pointer 

    cap   int 

    len   int 

} 

A pointer points to the initial element of the slice in the array. In the given example for slice 1 containing elements

[“LEARN”,” GO”,” PROGRAMMING”,” LANGUAGE]

Here initial or beginning element is learned with index 2 so the pointer points to that location. Therefore pointer is set to 2

The length of the slice is the number of elements in the slice. len()  function in the slice is used to determine the length of a slice. In the below-given slice 1, there is a

total of 4 elements starting from the beginning. Therefore length is set to 4.

Slice1 ---- > [“LEARN’ “Go”,” PROGRAMMING” “LANGUAGE “]

len(slice1)  returns the number of elements present in slice 1 ie, len(slice1)  call returns a value 4

The capacity of a slice is the maximum number of elements in the underlying array. cap()  function in slice determines the capacity of the slice.In the below example

start counting from the beginning of slice1 elements till the end of the underlying array

So counting from slice 1 index beginning till array ending position denotes the capacity for an above slice which returns an integer value 8. It can be denoted as cap(slice)

=8.

The below picture depicts the internal components of slice 1 with pointer points to array address 2, length of the segment is 4, and capacity of slice 1 is 8 since slice 1 is a

segment of Array A with actual size 10 (0,1,2…..9 index) in which index from 2 to 5  segment form slice1  together with the remaining index starting from 6 to ending at

index 9 forms the total capacity i.e. capacity equals to 8. (with respect to the above example discussed)

Let us understand the above-discussed len( )  and cap( )  function using Golang. The same description we have discussed is coded in the below Go program.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

  

func main() { 

  

    // Creating an array 

    A:= [10]string{"Let", "us", "learn", "Go", 

                         "programming", "language", "with","learn ","e","tutorials"} 

  

    // Display array 

    fmt.Println("Array:", A) 

  

    // Creating a slice 

    slice1:= arr[2:6]   //slicing array 

  

    // Display slice 

    fmt.Println("Slice 1 is :", slice1) 

  

    // Display length of the slice 

    fmt.Printf("Length of the slice 1: %d", len(slice1)) 

  

    // Display the capacity of the slice 

    fmt.Printf("\nCapacity of the slice 1: %d", cap(slice1)) 

} 

Output:

 

Output 

Array A: [Let us learn Go programming language with learn  e tutorials] 

Slice 1 is : [learn Go programming language] 

Length of the slice 1: 4 

Capacity of the slice 1: 8 

Append () function is a built-in function in a slice that appends elements to a slice. 

Alternatively, append () allows expanding the size of the slice.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

// slice creation using make() 

  A := make([]string, 3) 

//dispplays initial slice values 

    fmt.Printf("slice:%v; len: %d; cap: %d \n", A, len(A), cap(A)) 

 

    fmt.Println("---------------------------") 

//performs appending values to slice A 

    A = append(A, "Go") 

    A = append(A, "Lang") 

    A = append(A, "in") 

    A = append(A, "learn", "e", "tutorials") 

//display slice after insertion 

    fmt.Printf("slice: %v; len: %d; cap: %d \n", A, len(A), cap(A)) 

} 

Output:

 

slice:[  ]; len: 3; cap: 3  

--------------------------- 

slice: [   Go Lang in learn e tutorials]; len: 9; cap: 12  

 

●   In the above example, three elements are declared using the make () function in the slice. The empty slice is of string type with length & capacity 3.

●   Six elements Go Lang in learning e tutorials are appended to the slice A, which expands slice by length 9 and capacity 12.

Copy () function is a built-in function that allows copying elements from one slice (source slice) to another slice (destination slice).

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

// slice creation using make() 

  A := []string {"Go", "lang"} 

  B :=make([]string,len(A)) 

//displays initial slice values 

    fmt.Printf("Initial slice A:%v; len: %d; cap: %d \n", A, len(A), cap(A)) 

 

    fmt.Println("---------------------------") 

 

   copy1 := copy(B,A) 

//display slice after COPYING 

    

    fmt.Printf("%d elements copied\n", copy1) 

    fmt.Printf("slice after copying to B: %v; len: %d; cap: %d \n", B, len(B), cap(B)) 

} 

Output:

 

Initial slice A:[Go lang]; len: 2; cap: 2  

--------------------------- 

2 elements copied 

slice after copying to B: [Go lang]; len: 2; cap: 2  

 

In the above program copied slice is declared in A to slice B of string type by using the copy( ) function.

In slice for loop is used for iteration among slice elements.

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 

   tutorial := []string{"Go", "Programming", "language", "in", "learn", "e","tutorials"} 

 

    for a, tutorial := range tutorial { 

 

        fmt.Println(a, tutorial) 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

0 Go 

1 Programming 

2 language 

3 in 

4 learn 

5 e 

6 tutorials 

S.No ARRAY SLICE

1 Array stores sequence of
elements of the same type

Slice does not store any data

2 The array has a fixed size Slice is flexible can be resized

3 Arrays are less used in Go Slice is most used in Go

4 Array copies refer
to different underlying data

Slice copies refer to
the same underlying data
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Go Maps

In this tutorial, we will be checking out the Go Map data type which falls under the reference data type of composite type. You will learn what a map means in Golang,

how it is defined, declared & initialized, and will also discuss some of the operations to be used with the map.

A map is a data structure that contains a set of key-value pairs. In maps, key-value pairs are an unordered collection or combination of data that needs to be stored like a

dictionary or hash table or like an associative array.

Note: keys are unique, values may vary in Map

In Golang, Map is the keyword & the name given to the data structure. The syntax to define a map in Golang starts with the map  keyword followed by mentioning the

datatype of a key in square bracket “[ ]” & the data type of values. The key-value pairs are initialized within the curly braces.

The General syntax used to declare maps in Golang is

 

map [key_<datatype>] value_<datatype>{} 

For example:

●   The above syntax is further followed by a var keyword or a shorthand notation to declare in the Go programming language.

●   Using var keyword variable a map type is created. Similarly, using:= declared variable a.

●   Maps are generally used to store related data in a group. In the above-given codes variable “a” is assigned the map  data structure which is further created

using the make function .

●   The curly braces { } enclose the key-value pairs separated with a semicolon “:” like key1: value1. The key is of string data type and values are stored in

numerical format i.e. integer type (int).

●   The keys are strings “first”, “second” & values are integers 1,2  in the above-given code.

●   Using the make( )  concept is similar to what we discussed in the slice tutorial which will be discussed in detail in the next section of this tutorial.

In Golang maps are created and initialized in the following ways:

Note: The difference we need to note in both types of initialization is shorthand or literal notation uses curly braces {}to specify the key-value pairs whereas in the

case of make ( ), no such concept.

The length function is denoted by len( )  represents the number of key-value pairs initialized inside curly braces when a map is created.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

// Declare a variable tutorial of type map 

    var Tutorial map[string]string 

//initialize the key-value pairs  

   Tutorial = make(map[string]string) 

 Tutorial["Go"] = "LANG" 

    Tutorial[" Tutorial"] = "Learn eTutorials" 

  

     

    fmt.Printf("%q\n",  Tutorial) 

    //len() displays no of key-value pairs 

    fmt.Printf("There are %d pairs in the map\n", len(Tutorial)) 

     

} 

Output:

 

map[" Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials" "Go":"LANG"] 

There are 2 pairs in the map 

In the above code number of pairs is 2 ie  

 "Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials" (first key-value pair) 

"Go":"LANG"  (second key-value pair)

In Golang map elements are iterated using for & range loops.

 

func main() { 

// Declare a variable tutorial of type map 

    var Tutorial map[string]string 

//initialize the key-value pairs  

   Tutorial = make(map[string]string) 

 Tutorial["Go"] = "LANG" 

    Tutorial[" Tutorial"] = "Learn eTutorials" 

     

    fmt.Printf("%q\n",  Tutorial) 

    

    fmt.Println(".................................") 

    fmt.Println("Two Different representation using for & range") 

    //for & range loop 

    for key, value := range Tutorial { 

    fmt.Printf("Tutorial[%s] = %s\n", key, value) 

     } 

  

  fmt.Println("") 

  

  for LEARN := range Tutorial { 

        fmt.Println(LEARN, "=>", Tutorial[LEARN]) 

    } 

  

  fmt.Println("")   

} 

Output:

 

map[" Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials" "Go":"LANG"] 

................................. 

Two Different representation using for & range 

Tutorial[Go] = LANG 

Tutorial[ Tutorial] = Learn eTutorials 

 

Go => LANG 

 Tutorial => Learn eTutorials 

 

for key, value := range Tutorial { 

    fmt.Printf("Tutorial[%s] = %s\n", key, value) 

     } 

The syntax or code using for and range keywords iterate as pair objects to provide output

Tutorial[Go] = LANG

Tutorial[ Tutorial] = Learn eTutorials

 

  for LEARN := range Tutorial { 

        fmt.Println(LEARN, "=>", Tutorial[LEARN]) 

    } 

The syntax or code using for and range keywords iterate as key-value pairs to provide output

Go => LANG

Tutorial => Learn eTutorials

Map operations in Golang include insert, delete, update, and retrieve. Let us check in detail each operation.

Delete keyword followed by name of map and element to eliminate by specifying its key performs deletion operation in map. 

Example 

    delete(s,"pi")  

This syntax deletes pi from map s created. Look at the below program & output for better understanding.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

   // creating a map of string & float32 type 

    s := map[string]float32{ 

        "pi":  3.14159, /* initializing key-value pairs */ 

        "First":  1, 

        "Second": 2, 

    } 

 

    fmt.Println(s) //dispalys output 

     

    delete(s,"pi") 

    fmt.Println(s) 

} 

Output:

 

map[First:1 Second:2 pi:3.14159] 

map[First:1 Second:2] 

In Golang, new key-value pairs can be inserted whenever is needed. Likewise, we can update the already specified value. For example, in below program created

tutorial map  

Which contains the following two key-value pairs as shown in the output. 

“Tutorial”: “Learn eTutorials" 

"Go”: “LANG" 

Later inserted a new key-value pair using syntax now length will change to three  

    Tutorial ["Insert"] = "new string"  with output as

“Tutorial”: “Learn eTutorials" 

"Go”: “LANG" 

"Insert”: “new string"

Note: Update operation is almost similar to insert the only difference is we specify a new value to already defined key type, which replaces the old value.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

// Declare a variable tutorial of type map 

    var Tutorial map[string]string 

//initialize the key-value pairs  

   Tutorial = make(map[string]string) 

   fmt.Println( Tutorial) 

    Tutorial["Go"] = "LANG" 

    Tutorial[" Tutorial"] = "Learn eTutorials" 

    fmt.Printf("%q\n",  Tutorial) 

    //insert operation 

    Tutorial["Insert"] = "new string" 

    fmt.Printf("%q\n",  Tutorial) 

    //update operation 

     Tutorial["Tutorial"] = "Learn eTutorials users" 

    fmt.Printf("Updated   %q\n",  Tutorial) 

     

} 

Output:

 

map[] 

map[" Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials" "Go":"LANG"] 

map[" Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials" "Go":"LANG" "Insert":"new string"] 

Updated   map[" Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials" "Go":"LANG" "Insert":"new string" "Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials users"] 

In Golang retrieve operations allows to get back a value assigned to a specific key from an already existing or created map. The operation retrieves the values if and only

if such a key-value pair exist else it returns a zero value.

The syntax to be used to retrieve a value is give below

 

map_Name[key] 

 

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 

 // Declare a variable tutorial of type map 

 var Tutorial map[string]string 

 

 //initialize the key-value pairs 

 Tutorial = make(map[string]string) 

 fmt.Println(Tutorial) // displays an empty map 

 Tutorial["Go"] = "LANG" 

 Tutorial[" Tutorial"] = "Learn eTutorials" 

 fmt.Printf("%q\n", Tutorial) // displays non empy map 

 

 //retrieve operation using var keyword 

 var LangName = Tutorial["Go"] 

 fmt.Println("Name of Language is %q  : ", LangName) 

 

 //retrieve operation in single statement 

 fmt.Println("SiteName is  %q :", Tutorial[" Tutorial"]) 

 

 //retrieve operation returns an empty string  " " if no key-pair exist 

 fmt.Println("Retrieve operation returns an empty string   :", Tutorial[" year"]) 

 

} 

 

Output:

 

map[] 

map[" Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials" "Go":"LANG"] 

Name of Language is %q  :  LANG 

SiteName is  %q : Learn eTutorials 

Retrieve operation returns an empty string   :  

 

Program exited. 

 

Note: if map does not exist return a zero value based on the type of map.

In the above example map created is of type string so return blank space which denotes empty string in case of integer value returns with 0 as in below given program

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 

 // Declare a variable tutorial of type map 

 var Tutorial map[string]string 

 

 //initialize the key-value pairs 

 Tutorial = make(map[string]string) 

 fmt.Println(Tutorial) // displays an empty map 

 Tutorial["Go"] = "LANG" 

 Tutorial[" Tutorial"] = "Learn eTutorials" 

 fmt.Printf("%q\n", Tutorial) // displays non empy map 

 

 //retrieve operation using var keyword 

 var LangName = Tutorial["Go"] 

 fmt.Println("Name of Language is %q  : ", LangName) 

 

 //retrieve operation in single statement 

 fmt.Println("SiteName is  %q :", Tutorial[" Tutorial"]) 

 

 //retrieve operation returns an empty string  " " if no key-pair exist 

 fmt.Println("Retrieve operation returns an empty string   :", Tutorial[" year"]) 

 

} 

 

Output:

 

map[] 

map[" Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials" "Go":"LANG"] 

Name of Language is %q  :  LANG 

SiteName is  %q : Learn eTutorials 

Retrieve operation returns an empty string   :  

 

Program exited. 

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 var m = map[string]int{ 

  "one":   1, 

  "two":   2, 

  "three": 3, 

  // Comma is necessary 

 } 

 

 fmt.Println(m) 

 fmt.Println(m["six"]) //retrieve a 0 value for non existing key-value pair for map of int type 

} 

 

Output:

 

 

map[one:1 three:3 two:2] 

0 

 

Program exited. 
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What is a Map in Golang?

How to declare Maps in Golang?

Declaration using the var keyword

 

Var a = make(map[string]int{ 

“first” : 1 

“second”: 2 

} 

1

Shorthand notation

 

a := make(map[string]int){  

“first” : 1 

“second”: 2 

} 

2

How to create & initialize Map in Golang?

make( )  creates an empty map if curly brackets are not provided with specific key-value pairs to initialize them. Let us see how to make an empty map

using make( ) .

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

// Declare a variable tutorial of type map 

 

    var Tutorial map[string]string 

 

//initialize the key-value pairs  with nil values 

//creates an empty map 

   Tutorial = make(map[string]string)    

   fmt.Println( Tutorial) 

} 

Output:

 

map[] 

In the given example a variable Tutorial  is declared of map type. The map type specifies both key–values of string types.

 

var Tutorial map[string]string 

In order to create a map we use the make function, here in this example no key values are specified inside curly braces so returns an empty map.

 

//initialize the key-value pairs  with nil values 

//creates an empty map 

   Tutorial = make(map[string]string)    

Now we are going to check how to initialize values in the same code explained above after making the function creates a map. Let us again understand

with the same example with some more simple codes added to it.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

// Declare a variable tutorial of type map 

    var Tutorial map[string]string 

//initialize the key-value pairs  

   Tutorial = make(map[string]string) 

 Tutorial["Go"] = "LANG" 

    Tutorial[" Tutorial"] = "Learn eTutorials" 

  

    fmt.Println( Tutorial) 

    fmt.Printf("%q\n",  Tutorial) 

} 

Output:

 

map[ Tutorial:Learn eTutorials Go:LANG] 

map[" Tutorial":"Learn eTutorials" "Go":"LANG"] 

Till the creation of empty map using make function is same as above codes.

 

Tutorial = make (map[string]string) 

Tutorial["Go"] = "LANG"                     //line1 

Tutorial[" Tutorial"] = "Learn eTutorials" //line2 

The key value is initialized in line1 & line 2. Calls the variable name with a square bracket specifies the type of key followed by an assignment operator to

assign value to the key. 

In this example, line1 assigns the key “Go” of string type with the value “LANG” of string type.

1 Creating map using make () function in GoLang

//Program to create an empty map

Using literal notation you can create & initialize a map in Golang, The below codes show how to represent literal notation :

 

// creating a map of string & float32 type 

    s := map[string]float32{  

        "pi":  3.14159, /* initializing key-value pairs */ 

        "First":  1, 

        "Second": 2, 

    } 

In the above code, s is created of map type with key-value pairs specified as a string and float32 type using a shorthand notation. Inside the curly braces,

we specify the values associated with each key by assigning them using a “:”( colon). Each key-value pair is separated by a comma. 

Let us understand with an example that shows the output as shown below:

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

   // creating a map of string & float32 type 

    s := map[string]float32{ 

        "pi":  3.14159, /* initializing key-value pairs */ 

        "First":  1, 

        "Second": 2, 

    } 

 

    fmt.Println(s) //dispalys output 

} 

Output:

 

map[First:1 Second:2 pi:3.14159]] 

2 Creating map using map literal in GoLang

//Program using map literal

How to find the length of the Map in Golang?

How to iterate over a Map using a loop in Golang?

//Program using map loop

What are the map operations in Golang?

Delete Operation in map

Insert & update operation in map

Retrieve operation in Golang?

Program for retrieve operation in golang

Program for retrieve operation in golang

program to retrieve a 0 value for non-existing key-value pair for map of int type
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Control Flow Statements

In the previous Golang tutorials by “learn eTutorials” you learned the basics of Go programming languages. We discussed the basics of Golang such as data types,

variables, constants that are part of writing efficient code. In this tutorial, you will understand how decision-making is done in a Golang program using control flow

statements like if/else, switches, and looping statements like for, range, etc. Also, we will discuss the syntax and flowcharts for decision-making statements.

A program is a piece of code where the control flows from one line to another line of code sequentially while in execution. This is the normal case of execution of a

program when no flow of control is specified. In particular programs, control flows are mentioned where the interpreter executes the program based on some conditional

statements. Thus control flow can be stated as the order in which the lines of codes are executed in a program. Control flow statements in Golang is further classified as

decision-making statement and looping statement.

Next in this tutorial, you are going to learn different decision-making statements like only if, if-else, else-if, and Nested –if, etc…

Go condition supports comparison operators and logical operators.

Comparison
operator

symbol
 

Logical operator symbol

Less than <    Logical AND  &&

Less than or
equal

<=   Logical OR  ||

Greater than >    Logical NOT  !

Greater than or
equal

>=      

Equal to ==      

Not equal to !=      

Less than <       

● Decision-making statements are based on certain conditions. So they are known as conditional statements.

● When there is no conditions are provided in a program, the control flows sequentially. 

● If any conditions are provided to be satisfied at any block of codes in a program there is a change in the flow of control based on the evaluation of the result of

the block. 

● The condition provided to be satisfying results in making the decision of flow of control. Go decision statement returns either a true or a false value. 

 

●   If statement is a decision-making statement same as in any other programming language to perform some conditional logic.

●   Syntax:-

 

If condition { 

//perform some instruction 

} 

 

●   If the condition is set to be satisfied i.e., true then only perform the instructions enclosed within curly braces “{ }”.

●   If you are familiar with c, c++ languages you can observe the difference here conditions are not placed inside brackets like other languages.

●   An opening & closing braces are provided after the conditions where instruction to be executed are enclosed.

●   Flowchart for if statement

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  if 19 > 14 { 

    fmt.Println("29 is greater than 14") 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

29 is greater than 14 

Another example showing multiple statements or conditions in an if statement. In the given example a is assigned a value say 45 which is compared against two

numbers using && (logical AND)operator.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    a := 45 

    // mutiple conditions in if statement 

    if a > 14 && a < 49 { 

        fmt.Println("a satisfies the multiple if condition return true") 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

a satisfies the multiple if condition return true 

●   if-else is another decision-making statement.

●   if the condition meets true or satisfies then execute a block of instructions inside curly braces immediately after the condition

●   if the condition is not satisfied then execute the block of instruction in the else 

 

if condition { 

//do some instructions 

}else { 

//do some instructions 

 

Note: Compiler error is shown when else keyword is not in the same line followed by closing curly brace of the previous block.

Flowchart for the if-else statement

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    NUM1 := 15 

    NUM2:= 27 

 

    if NUM1 > NUM2 { 

        fmt.Println(" NUM1 is greater than NUM2") 

    } else { 

        fmt.Println("NUM2 is greater than NUM1") 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

NUM2 is greater than NUM1e 

●   Also known as the if-else ladder statement.

●   Multiple numbers of else if statements can be included between if & else conditions.

●   The else-if and else should immediately follow closing braces or previous blocks.

  The syntax for if-else if the ladder is shown below :

 

If condition1 { 

//do some instructions 

}else if condition2 { 

//do some instructions 

}else { 

do some instructions 

} 

 

Below is an example using an if-else if ladder that determines the cost of a product to which category it will belong like “low cost”,” feasible”,” Expensive”.

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    cost := 1000 

    if cost < 250{ 

        fmt.Println("low cost") 

    } else if cost>= 250 && cost < 400 { 

        fmt.Println("feasible") 

    } else { 

        fmt.Println("Expensive") 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

Expensive 

  Flowchart for if-else if ladder statement

   if statement which contains another if statements inside it enclosed within curly braces forms nested if statement.

 

if condition1 { 

   // instruction gets executed if condition1 is satisfied 

if condition2{  

 // instruction gets executed if both condition1 and condition2 are satisfied 

} 

}else { 

 //some other instructions 

} 

 

Flowchart for nested if

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

num1 := 35 

if num1 >= 35 { 

fmt.Println("Num1 >= 35.") 

if num1 > 25 { 

fmt.Println("Num1 > 25.") 

} 

} else { 

fmt.Println("Num1 < 35.") 

} 

} 

Output:

 

Num1 >= 35. 

Num1 > 25. 

A statement can be declared using shorthand notation before if condition as shown in below syntax. The statement is followed by a condition to be satisfied which

further contains instruction to be executed. The instruction to be executed is given inside curly braces if the condition falls to be true.

Syntax :

 

If statement;condition { 

 

} 

 

Let us understand with an example

 

package main 

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    if j := 6; j > 5 { 

        fmt.Println("j > 5") 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

j > 5 

Note: var keyword cannot be used instead of shorthand notation in a statement.

Golang supports switch statements as in any other programming language. An advantage of switching statements over another control statement (link to control

statement) is to prevent multiple if statements in a program. 

Let us start with the basic switch statement in Golang

Syntax

 

switch statement; expression { 

case expression1: 

     //Do some instructions 

case expression2: 

     // Do some instructions 

default: 

     // Do some instructions 

} 

 

The above syntax switch keyword defines that the statement follows a switch condition. The switch keyword is followed by a switch expression. The switch expression

needs to be evaluated by matching with different corresponding cases provided within curly braces. The syntax can also be expressed in other forms as given below. In

the above syntax switch, statements & expressions are given in a single line it is optional. They can be stated separately also according to the programmer's desire. 

Let us see another switch syntax:

 

//SYNTAX 1 

Switch statement ;{   // only with switch statement 

case 1: 

case 2: 

default: 

} 

 

 

//SYNTAX 2 

Switch  expression    // only with switch expression 

case 1: 

case 2: 

default: 

} 

 

 

//SYNTAX 3 

Switch {    // only with switch keyword 

case 1:  

case 2: 

default: 

} 

 

●   Syntax 1 is only with a switch statement, note that semicolon is placed after 

● Just after the statement.

●   Syntax 2 is only with switch expression.

●   Syntax 3 is a simple switch syntax followed by cases to be evaluated. If none of the cases validates to be true switch to the default keyword. The instruction

defined under the default keyword will be executed then.

Let us understand a basic switch with example

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  months := 4 

 

  switch months { 

  case 1: 

    fmt.Println("january") 

  case 2: 

    fmt.Println("february") 

  case 3: 

    fmt.Println("march") 

  case 4: 

    fmt.Println("april") 

  case 5: 

    fmt.Println("may") 

  case 6: 

    fmt.Println("june") 

  case 7: 

    fmt.Println("july") 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

april 

In the previous example, the switch expression evaluates case 4 because months(switch expression) is initialized with 4. So until it matches with case 4 compare with

other cases. If no matching case is found out it switches to the default type. 

Let us discuss the below example about how the default type is used during switching. 

Program to check working of default type in switch

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  months := 12//switch expression to evaluate 

 

  switch months { 

  case 1: 

    fmt.Println("january") 

  case 2: 

    fmt.Println("february") 

  case 3: 

    fmt.Println("march") 

  case 4: 

    fmt.Println("april") 

  case 5: 

    fmt.Println("may") 

  case 6: 

    fmt.Println("june") 

  case 7: 

    fmt.Println("july") 

  default: 

  fmt.Println("no months defined")  

 } 

} 

Output:

 

no months defined 

In the above example months: = 12 is not evaluated, no match found with any of the cases given so prints default statement.

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

 

  switch months := 6;months { 

  case 1: 

    fmt.Println("january") 

  case 2: 

    fmt.Println("february") 

  case 3: 

    fmt.Println("march") 

  case 4: 

    fmt.Println("april") 

  case 5: 

    fmt.Println("may") 

  case 6: 

    fmt.Println("june") 

  case 7: 

    fmt.Println("july") 

  default: 

  fmt.Println("no months defined") 

   

  } 

} 

Output:

 

june 

Multiple values for different cases inside switch statements are possible. The switch cases are provided multiple values with which evaluate the given statement. 

Let us understand with an example

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

 // multiple switch cases 

  switch months := 7;months { 

  case 1,2,3: 

    fmt.Println("holiday") 

  case 4,5: 

    fmt.Println("working day") 

  case 6,7,8: 

    fmt.Println("weekend") 

   

  default: 

  fmt.Println("invalid case") 

   

  } 

} 

Output:

 

weekend 

So far we discussed the different control flow statements in the next tutorial you will learn how looping is achieved in Golang.
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Looping in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn about another control flow structure that is available in the Go programming language known as looping. In the previous tutorial, you learned

two ways of introducing branching logic like decision-making statements with if, if-else, if-else if, etc., and switch statements. We will learn for loop and for range loop

their syntax usage in the Go program.

For loop, statements allow execution of a collection of statements multiple times. For loop, the statement is broken down into three different parts. Further, these three

parts can form various syntax for successful loop iteration. 

Generally in Golang looping can be of two types 

●   for loop

●   for range loop

You will understand what is a simple loop, how to exit a loop & how to loop through collections.

Let us understand the basics of for loop before getting started with a loop in Go language. The for  keyword is followed by three statements

●   The first statement is an initializer. This statement is executed first before the first iteration.

●   The second statement is any comparison operation for checking condition which generates a Boolean result.

●   The last/third statement is the incrementor. Usually used to increment a counter variable. 

 

Syntax of basic for loop:-

 

for    initializer; condition;   incrementor { 

} 

Simple for loop program

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  for i:=0; i<=6; i++ { 

    fmt.Println(i) 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Explanation:

The initialization part initializes a variable i with the value 0. The condition part is i<=6, up to the value of i is less than 6 we need to print the value corresponding to i. The

below table briefs how iteration and condition are checked during each iteration. When the value of I becomes 7 the condition becomes false and finally exits the loop.

During each iteration print the output, which displays the current value of i as shown in the output.

Golang allows multiple variable incrementations in for loop as in other languages but you need to know the syntax to code multiple variable initialization and

incrementation inside for loops. 

The syntax for multiple variable incrementation and initialization:

 

  for i , j :=0 , 0 ;   I <= 6;    i, j = i+1, j+1 { 

} 

Let's understand with an example

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  for i , j :=0,0 ;i<=6; i,j = i+1,j+1 { 

    fmt.Println(i,j) 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

In the above programs, we discussed general for loop syntax. In Golang a for loop can be declared in another format or syntax . There is no need of giving all three

statements in a for loop. The value of i in our example or any variable to be initialized can be initialized out of for loop. So the first statement becomes empty in for loop

but the semicolon “; “ should be placed in properly otherwise will result in a compiler error.

Syntax:-

 

Initialize 

for      ;  condition ; increment 

Let us understand with a program

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    i := 0           //initializing i 

    for ; i < 5; i++ { //for loop with condition part & incrementor 

        fmt.Println(i) 

        

    } 

Output:

 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Another type of for loop syntax in Golang which simple as the above syntax. 

Syntax :

 

Initialize 

for condition { 

} 

incrementor 

Let us understand with an example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    i := 0 

    for i < 6 { 

        fmt.Println(i) 

        i++ 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A break statement exits out of for loop in a Go language. The codes just after the break statements are not executed afterward.

Syntax: A keyword break.

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    i := 0 

    for { 

        fmt.Println(i) 

        i++ 

        if i >= 4 { 

            break 

        } 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

0 

1 

2 

3 

for loop with only condition, the syntax is used in the above program. The condition is given inside an if statement is when the value of i exceeds 3 stop execution is

mentioned by a break statement. Here the break statement exit from for loop when the above-mentioned condition is satisfied.

The continue statement omits the specified iteration of for loop and moves to the next iteration just after it.

Syntax: A keyword continue

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  for i:=0; i < 8; i++ {    //for  loop 

    if i == 6 { 

      continue            //continue statement 

    } 

   fmt.Println(i) 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

7 

The above-given program skips the 6th iteration and moves forward to the next iteration in the for loop to print the value of i.

A nested loop is consisting of one inner loop and one outer loop i.e. a for loop with another for loop inside it.

Syntax:

 

For loop outer { 

       For loop inner { 

            } 

} 

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

language := [2]string{"Go", "Python"} 

tutorials := [3]string{"learn eTutotials", "site1", "site2"} 

for i:=0; i < len( language); i++ { 

for j:=0; j < len( tutorials); j++ { 

fmt.Printf("i= %d j=%d\n", i, j) 

fmt.Println( language[i], tutorials[j]) 

} 

} 

} 

Output:

 

i= 0 j=0 

Go learn eTutotials 

i= 0 j=1 

Go site1 

i= 0 j=2 

Go site2 

i= 1 j=0 

Python learn eTutotials 

i= 1 j=1 

Python site1 

i= 1 j=2 

Python site2 

Explanation

In the above example two arrays are created, language and tutorials of string data type. The outer for loop consists of three statements. The lens (language) function

contains the length of language ie 2 and the length of tutorials is 3 .we have discussed len () function in arrays

 

for    initializer; condition;   incrementor { 

} 

 

for i:=0; i <2; i++ { // outer loop 

 

 

 

   for j:=0; j < 3; j++ { //inner loop 

 

      fmt.Println( language[i], tutorials[j]) 

 

  } 

 

} 

For the first outer loop iteration when i=0, the inner loop iterates and prints Go learn etutorials.Here language [0] is Go & tutorial [0] is learn eTutotials.So prints Go learn

eTutotials.Here inner loop continues iteration till it exits out of the loop. For example, again j is incremented j becomes 1, the condition is checked 1 < 3, increments j and

print language [0] tutorials [1] so the output will be Go site1 and continues till exit out of the inner loop for first outer iteration. 

Next time outer loop increments and carry out the same above steps to print the rest of the portions shown in the output.

For range loop in Golang is used to iterate over a different collection of data structures such as arrays, maps, etc. The range keyword iterates over an array, map or slice.

Syntax

 

for index, value := range map/slice/array { 

//Code to execute 

}  

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

  s := [ ]int{1,2,3} 

  for index,value := range s {   // for range loop 

     fmt.Printf("%v\t%v\n", index, value) 

  } 

} 

Output:

 

0 1 

1 2 

2 3 

Explanation :

The above-given code works with a slice. The syntax starts with for keyword to iterate over slice s starting from index 0. The range keyword iterates over each slice

element and stores the corresponding value in value. 

For example, when the index is 0, the range keyword iterates over the first slice element here it is 1. So the value 1 is stored in a variable declared as a value for

assigning/storing the slice element. The same procedure repeats till reaches the end of the index i.e. here last is 2. The output shown above makes the concept clear.
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Defer in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn about defer statements in the Go programming language. From the previous tutorial, you learned control flow statements like if, switch, for

loop, for –range loop that are most common in other programming languages. But defer in Golang is not common like other control flow statements.

The word defer means “put off (an action or event) to a later time or postpone “.In the Go programming language, a statement with defer  keyword specifies that a

particular statement needs to be postponed or execute sometime later but should be before exiting from the main loop.

●   defer keyword used to specify a statement as defer.

●   Usually used for clean-up functions in Go programs.

●   Postpone execution of statement with defer  keyword till the end of calling function

●   Returns the value of the deferred statement just before the function exit.

●   Here defer statement can be a function or an expression.

It is implemented as a stack data structure, all the functions are called on the stack in the last in first out manner except the defer keyword function call. It is called only

after the last function call is returned.

In a normal Go application or program, control flows from top to bottom of any function that we call. Generally, a function starts from the first line and executes through

until it gets to the last line. 

Let us just understand the same with a program. When we run the below code it just runs in sequential order and prints the output as “first”, “second”, “third”.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

func main() { 

     

    fmt.Println("First") 

    fmt.Println("Second") 

    fmt.Println("Third") 

    

} 

Output:

 

First 

Second 

Third 

The defer keyword  is used to differ the execution of statements. Suppose if defer keyword is placed in front of fmt.Println("Second")   you will notice that the second

will be printed after the third.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

func main() { 

     

    fmt.Println("First") 

    defer fmt.Println("Second")   //defer keyword 

    fmt.Println("Third") 

     

     

} 

Output:

 

First 

Second 

Third 

The defer keyword executes any functions that are passed into it after the function finishes its final statement but before it actually returns. So the way the main function

( ) is executed is it prints the first statement output in the above example “first”. Then in the next statement recognize a defer keyword in function call then print the last

statement “third”. Then finally the main function ( ) exits & check if there are any deferred functions to call. Since there is one defer function, go ahead and call that

function.

Note: Deferring does not move to the end of the main function actually moves it or works after the main function but before the main function returns.

●   Defer keyword works in last in first out order or reverse order.

●   When the compiler encounters a defer statement in a function it pushes it onto a stack data structure.  

●   All the encountered defer statements are pushed onto the stack. 

●   When the surrounding function returns than all the functions in the stack starting from top to bottom are executed before execution can begin in the calling

function. The same thing happens while the calling function as well 

 

The key advantage of deferring keywords in the Go programming language is for resource clean-up like open files, to handle database, network connections, etc. Once

after the termination of a program in execution using certain resources for successful completion of a program, there is a need to close each resource used to avoid

resource conflict when some other programs are waiting for the same resources.

Defer statement makes the Go code error-free by closing all the files or resources that are opened during program execution.

In Go defer resource clean-up is often. Let us understand with an example how to defer a statement while writing to a file. Once after opening a file it needs to close. 

 

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "log" 

    "os" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    err := writeToFile("Some text") 

    if err != nil { 

        log.Fatalf(err.Error()) 

    } 

    fmt.Printf("Write to file succesful") 

} 

 

func writeToFile(text string) error { 

    file, err := os.Open("temp.txt") 

    if err != nil { 

        return err 

    } 

    n, err := file.WriteString("Some text") 

    if err != nil { 

        return err 

    } 

    fmt.Printf("Number of bytes written: %d", n) 

    file.Close() 

    return nil 

} 

The above-given Go code opens a file. The function writeToFile  opens a file & writes some information/contents to the file. After finishing writing to a file the next step

is to close the file. There is a chance of the occurrence of an error during a write operation. In such a case, it will return an error and exit the function. The function tries to

close the file and resources used are released back to the system. Finally returns a nil  value after successful completion of writing to a file. 

The function call to file.WriteString  fails, the function will return without closing the file and releases the resource back to the system. This problem can be fixed using

defer keyword instead of using a file.Close()  statement. The defer keyword executes before the function returns to avoid or fix such problems.

After  rewriting the above code looks like

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "log" 

    "os" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    err := writeToFile("Some text") 

    if err != nil { 

        log.Fatalf(err.Error()) 

    } 

    fmt.Printf("Write to file succesful") 

} 

 

func writeToFile(text string) error { 

    file, err := os.Open("temp.txt") 

    if err != nil { 

        return err 

    } 

    defer file.Close()    //defer statement 

 

    n, err := file.WriteString("Some text") 

    if err != nil { 

        return err 

    } 

    fmt.Printf("Number of bytes written: %d", n) 

    return nil 

} 

The defer file.Close ()  closes the file after a file is opened. This defers the file.close() ensures closing of a file is carried out through the write to same file results in

some error.

A Golang can have multiple defer keywords used inside a program. Let us check it with the below given example where three defer statements are executed. The

concept of the stack works here.

●   The first defer statement prints first. (top-2 )

●   The second defer statement prints second (top-1)

●   The third defer statement prints the third(top) 

 

These are pushed onto a stack. The top position holds the last print statement i.e., third.

Observe the output for the below code it is printed reverse order just as it is pushed onto the stack. The deferred statements occupy in reverse order one above the

previous one which results in Last In, First Out manner.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    defer fmt.Println("First") 

    defer fmt.Println("Second") 

    defer fmt.Println("Third") 

} 

Output:

 

First 

Second 

Third 

Defer arguments are evaluated during the time when defer statements are evaluated. 

Let us understand with a simple program  

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 statement := "Go language in Learn  eTurorials" 

 

 defer fmt.Printf("In defer statement  is: %s\n", statement) 

 statement = "Learn  eTurorials" 

 

  } 

Output:

 

In defer statement is: Go language in Learn  eTurorials 

In the given program a variable statement  of string data type is considered as of defer statement. The defer statement is evaluated with a value Go language in Learn

eTutorials  assigned to the variable statement. The defer statement prints the value of the variable statement . Later in the next line changes the value of the statement

variable with “Learn eTutorials ”. You can see the output of the above code evaluate defer statement variable only, though the value assigned to the same variable is

undergone a change.
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Type casting in Golang

In this tutorial, You are going to learn about different available conversion types in Golang. Golang supports different types of data types for variables like string, integer,

boolean, float, etc. Different type of conversion leads to different results.

Type conversion or type conversion is the process of converting a variable of any defined datatype to a variable of some other data type. Example converting datatypes

int to float (4 to 4.0), float to int (4.0 to 4), etc. 

There are two types of conversion

Automatic type conversion is not supported in the Go programming language. Consider the result of two numbers after performing addition which is declared of integer

data type cannot be stored in a variable declared of float type. This means Golang is a strictly typed language, the variables must be converted to the required data type

before assigning any value to a variable.

Golang supports explicit type conversion; the user, manually needs to convert the type of any variable.

Let us consider an example to understand the need for type conversion. 

 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 

var a  int = 25 

var b int = 25 

var result float32 

result = a+b 

fmt.Println("The result after addition is ", result) 

 

} 

 

Output:

 

_/home/0ax1ZC 

./prog.go:10:8: cannot use a + b (type int) as type float32 in assignment 

For the above-given code, the resultant output shows some error which conveys that the a & b of integer type cannot be assigned to float32 type variable.

Let us see how to convert the result of type int to float so that it can be stored in the declared variable result. The code result = float32(a)+float32(b) converts to resultant

output format.

Example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

  

func main() { 

  

    // taking the required data into variables 

    var num1 int = 846 

    var num2 int = 19 

    var sum float32 

  

    // explicit type conversion 

    sum = float32(num1) + float32(num2) 

  

    // Displaying the result 

    fmt.Printf("Result = %f\n,Type = %T\n", sum,sum) 

} 

Output:

 

Result = 865.000000 

,Type = float32 

NOTE: Golang does not support automatic type conversion or implicit type conversion.

The basic syntax followed to convert is given below

 

<varaiable name> := <datatype_name >(value of other type to convert) 

NOTE :Go supports explicit type conversion

i.e. type conversion is carried out “automatically” by the java compiler while the “typecasting” (using a cast operator) is to be explicitly performed by the java programmer.

It is usually classified into two categories 

Let us understand with an example

 

package main 

 

import ( 

"fmt" 

) 

 

func main() { 

var a int = 4 // integer number 4 

f := float64(a) 

fmt.Println("datatype of int type converted to float type ", f) 

fmt.Printf("Type = %T\n",f) 

 

} 

Output:

 

datatype of int type converted to float type  4 

Type = float64 

In the above example, a variable of integer data type is declared with value 4 which is converted to float data type by using the above-depicted syntax.
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● Manually the user explicitly performs the data type conversion.

● The data type is converted into another by a programmer using a cast operator.

● Also known as typecasting.
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Functions in Golang

In the previous tutorials, we discussed basic programming like understanding loops or conditional statements, declaring variables or constants, etc. In all programs used

to understand the concepts, we used a function. The function name is main, represented as main ( ). Here in this tutorial, you will learn about the types of functions, how

to create a function, its return type, etc.

In Golang the execution of a program begins with the main function represented as func main ( ).

A function  is a set of similar statements or logical statements that are grouped together. Consider a simple daily example of making tea. In order to make tea, you need

to follow a set of instructions like 

● Take a glass of water

● Add sugar & tea leaves

● Add milk

● Let it boil till tea is ready 

So if we consider making a tea as a function with the above-mentioned steps as statements or instructions that need to be executed in a grouping fashion, all these

statements will be executed together at each time. There may be some variation to these statements (steps) if some extra ingredients are added to the tea while

preparing like ginger or cardamom etc. These variables can be input into the function. We will look at this part of how to pass those inputs and change flow in the

functions incoming section of this tutorial.

In Golang to declare a function, you should use the keyword func . 

● The keyword func  is followed by a name of the function which will be uppercase letters (capital) or lowercase letters (small) depending on the access level. 

● If the function name begins with a capital letter as the first character then the function will have a public scope & can be accessed from other packages. 

● After the name, there is a parenthesis ( ) that contains all the input parameters that are needed to supply to the function to change the flow of the function. 

● Then comes an open curly bracket “{“to start and at the end a curly bracket to close the function “ } “. 

 

Syntax to declare a function

 

func name(parameters){ 

    body of statements 

} 

Where

● func is function keyword

● name is the function name

● The parameter is the arguments passed to the function may be single or multiple arguments with a return type or not.

● The curly { } braces enclose the function body which executes when the function is called. 

 

Note: Need to be careful that the open curly bracket should be in the same line where the name of the function is declared, it cannot be in another line.

In go language, it is not allowed as in many other programming languages. Let us see a simple program

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

// main function 

func main()  { 

  fmt.Println("I am main function ") 

} 

Output:

 

I am main function  

Let us understand the concept of calling a function with the classic hello world program. Let us introduce a function hello, hello()  by using above explained syntax.

 

func hello() { 

    fmt.Println("Hello, World!") 

} 

Golang function with empty parentheses

We have created a function hello (). If you run this code inside a Go program it will not execute inside the program because our function is not fully defined. In order to

execute and print or display the output, we need to call the function inside the main ( ) function of our program.

Let us see how to call the function hello()  inside of our main()  function block.

The program begins its execution from the main () function. The main() function appears only once in any program with package main which receives & returns no

arguments. The below example shows the fully executable code that calls function hello() inside main() 

Program to call a function

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() {     //main  function 

    hello()       //calling user defined function named hello 

} 

 

func hello() {   //created function hello  

    fmt.Println("Hello  World!") 

} 

Output:

 

Hello, World! 

In the previous section, we discussed calling a function with empty parentheses. Let us learn how to use parameters inside a defined function parentheses. While

defining arguments inside parentheses need to specify its corresponding data type too. 

Golang function with arguments inside parentheses

Let us understand with the below example program. The program has a functioning site () with two parameters defined within parentheses. The first argument is of

string data type called name and the second argument is of integer type called rept. When the function site ("Learn eTutorials", 5)  is called the control goes to func

site where the set of instructions to be executed during the site function call is defined. The instruction provided inside the body is a for loop  which loops the name 5

times.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    site("Learn eTutorial", 5)  // calling function with two parameters 

} 

 

func site(name string, rept int) { 

    for i := 0; i < rept; i++ { 

        fmt.Print("\n ",name) 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

 Learn eTutorial 

 Learn eTutorial 

 Learn eTutorial 

 Learn eTutorial 

 Learn eTutorial 

In Golang, functions can have any return type with any type of argument enclosed within function parenthesis. Let’s see how to declare a return type of function. 

Syntax with return type

 

func name(parameters) <datatype of return type>{ 

 

    body of statements 

} 

In the above syntax, the keyword func  defines a function followed by a function name  with arguments or parameters  enclosed within parenthesis till now is similar to

the normal function declaration. In this syntax, we have mentioned a new thing that is the, return type of function which can be int, float, a string of any data types

we have discussed in basic data types.

let us understand with a program

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func add(x int, y int) int {     //add function 

 

    return x + y 

} 

 

func sub(x, y int) int {       //sub function of omit type 

 

    return x - y 

} 

 

func main() { 

 

    fmt.Println(add(10, 5))     //calling function add 

    fmt.Println(sub(10, 5))    // calling function sub 

} 

Output:

 

 15 

 5 

Note: When the function parameters have the same datatype, that type can be omitted for one of the parameters, it is known as omit type

In the above program add () and sub() are two functions with two parameters of integer type. In add (),x & y are arguments of integer data type specified separately as int

x, int y inside parentheses. In sub(), two arguments x & y are of integer type but only one argument is specified with the datatype. In such a case if both arguments have

the same data types we can omit defining either of the argument data types.

 It is understood in such a definition style the argument without datatype has a similar datatype of another argument mentioned inside parentheses. The type is omitted

for variable x.

In Golang after function parameters, along with return type of function, named return variables can also be specified.

Let us understand with a program

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func add(x int, y int) (a int) {     //add function with return type variable a 

   a = x + y 

    return  

     

} 

 

func sub(x, y int) (b int) {       //sub function of omit type & return variable b 

 b = x - y 

    return  

} 

 

func main() { 

    fmt.Println(add(10, 5))     //calling function add 

    fmt.Println(sub(10, 5))    // calling function sub 

} 

Output:

 

 15 

 5 

The above given code declares named variables a & b of integer type with respective add() and sub() functions. The calculation corresponding to each function is stored

in variables and is returned with values using the return keyword. Once the main() function starts executing, calls the functions and displays the output as shown above.

Note: From the above programs we understood Golang supports multiple arguments in a function. Inside the function parenthesis, more than one argument can be

passed.

● A function name must begin with a letter and can have any number of additional letters and numbers.

● The function name cannot start with a number.

● Spaces are not allowed in the function name.

● The keyword func  is followed by a name of the function which will be uppercase letters (capital) or lowercase letters (small) depending on the access level. 

● If the function name begins with a capital letter as the first character then the function will have a public scope & can be accessed from other packages. 

● If a name consists of multiple words, each word after the first should be capitalized like this: empName, EmpAddress, etc.

● case-sensitive (add,ADD,Add are three different variables). 

 

A function declared without any named identifier to refer to it is known as an anonymous function. Anonymous functions accept inputs and return outputs, similar to

standard functions. 

Program anonymous function

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

var ( 

   add =func(x int, y int) (a int) {     //add function with return type variable a 

  a=x + y 

    return  

} 

) 

func main() {  

    fmt.Println(add(10, 5))     //calling function add 

     

} 

Output:

 

 15 
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Closure in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn how to work with closures in Golang. Before discussing closure we need to understand the concept of variable scope & lifetime. You will

cover the need for closure and its unique environment.

Consider a function with a variable declared inside that function which is visible inside that function. The scope is static which is a feature of programming code that we

write & is based on compile-time whereas lifetime depends on program execution (runtime).

A closure is a function inside another function “closes over” one or more local variables of the outer function. Golang supports nested functions . A nested function is a

function that is defined inside another function. 

Consider the below example code  

 

func  fib()  func()  int { 

a, b := 0,1 

return  func()  int { 

a, b = b, a+b 

return b 

} 

} 

A closure involves a function that uses variables from another function scope

●   Obviously, there is an outer scope as F2 depicted in the diagram. There is a function F1 which is in the scope of some other function F2.

●   Here F1 & F2 are nested functions. (a function inside another function)

●   F1 refers to some variables that are local F2, which is going to be involved in closure.

●   The function F1 closes over variable “b “ from function F2.

Let us understand with practical explanation for code given above:

●   The code contains a function fib (fib( )). Fib does not return a value rather returns a function called func (func( ) ).

●   fib( ) is F1 & func( ) is F2.

●   The return type of fib( ) is a function func( ) that returns integer type,int.

●   Therefore fib ( ) is a function returning another function.(outer function)

●   The inner function is an anonymous function  it does not have a name.It is just  a function literal with some code.it uses variables a & b it did not declare a & b.

●   The variable a & b are declared in fib (F1). When the inner function is returned it will continue to refer to a & b even though the function fib is going away.

●   When fib runs it returns a & b they will live on because the inner function returning closes over a & b so it keeps a & b alive. 

 

Look at the below diagram

The figure shows function on the left hand and closure on the right-hand side. Suppose there is a variable assignment  

f:= fib 

f is declared and assigned the value of fib, here the fib is used without any parenthesis only the name fib is taken that refers to the function not as a function calf here act

as a pointer that points to the code i.e. it will point to the function fib  

if f is called as a function with parentheses i.e. like fib( ) function call.f & fib are two names for the same thing. These are represented by the left-hand side of the above

picture. 

Next on the right-hand side, call the function fib( ) and assign to variable f. 

f := fib( ) 

f is not a function it is a closure. There are two parts env & fp.In the above-discussed code, there is an anonymous function (F2) that is actually returned from fib in the

first part. The second part holds information about where to find a & b.  Because the anonymous inner function changes the values of a & b and it returns b. 

So a closure is a runtime invisible practice on the background of a program.  

NOTE:-f is closure on the right-hand side because it got a pointer to the anonymous function (fp) and a pointer to the environment(env) & on the left-hand side it is just a pointer to the
function (fp)

 

 

// Anonymous functions are useful when you want to define 

// a function inline without having to name it. 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

// This function `fib` returns another function, which 

// we define anonymously in the body of `fib`. The 

// returned function _closes over_ the variable `a & b` to 

// form a closure. 

func  fib()  func()  int { 

a, b := 0,1 

return  func() int { 

a, b = b, a+b 

return b 

} 

} 

 

func main() { 

f := fib() 

for x:=f();x<100;x=f() { 

fmt.Println(x);           // 1 2,3,4,8,13,21,34,55,89 

 

} 

} 

Output:

 

1 

2 

3 

5 

8 

13 

21 

34 

55 

89 

The need for closure in Golang i.e., a function returning another function is scoping. Suppose there is a function with some values initialized to a variable within it. A

function is just a set of instructions to be executed. The inner function within that function will use the value initialized by the outer function.

The creation of closure is done by declaring an anonymous function inside an outer function that is already declared. That function can access its surrounding states and

form unique. 

Example   

The below code is a closure of function f containing i. The closure property is satisfied, the anonymous function f can access the value of i directly.

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

) 

  

func main() { 

  

    i := 40 

    f := func() { 

                // has access to i 

        j := i - 2 

        fmt.Println(j) 

    } 

      

    f()      // 38 

} 

Output:

 

38 

Golang supports the data isolation property that is available in the closure function. Whenever a closure is created its state remains unique. This makes each one of them

have its own state. The inner variables are unique to each closure. 

Let us understand with an example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

 

func  fib()  func()  int { 

  a, b := 0, 1 

       // return a closure over a & b 

       return  func() int { 

  a, b = b, a+b 

  return b 

  } 

 

      } 

 

func main(){ 

 

f , g := fib(), fib()   

// f & g have their own copies of a & b 

fmt.Println(f(),f(),f()) 

fmt.Println(g(),g(),g())  //f() , g()   prints  identical lines 1,2,3 

 

} 

Output:

 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 
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Pointer in Golang

In this tutorial, we will study pointers in the Go programming language. In Golang, programming with pointers is pretty easy. As in any other language, a pointer concept is

simple: it is used to point to the address of a memory location in which a variable needs to be accessed will reside & use “&” ampersand operator to address the memory

location. You will learn how to declare and initialize a pointer in this tutorial.

A pointer is a composite data type or derived data type that stores the address of any variable stored in a memory location. A pointer holds or points to the memory

address of another variable.

A pointer is a variable that is capable of storing the initial address of the object to which it wants to point to.

Let us briefly go through the concept of memory address & how variables are stored and accessed from the memory location. 

 

Consider the memory of your computer which is capable of storing 20 bytes of information. Each block of memory is capable of storing one byte of information.

Let us assume that the starting address of this memory is 1,000 and the ending address is 1090. Suppose you want to store a variable of integer data type inside the

memory. And the integer will take 2 bytes of memory i.e. it will take 2 blocks of memory.

Suppose a variable “p” is taken to store an integer. P stores a value of 100 which is assigned to it. In this example assume there is a pointer that points to the location

where variable p is stored. Suppose “ptr” is the pointer that points to the base address or initial address of variable “p”.

●   Assume “ptr” points to 1002 (initial address).

●   It means the variable p is stored in that memory location with a value = 100.

Note: Pointing to means it simply stores the base address or initial address of the object. The object in our example is “p”’

●  A Pointer is a variable capable of storing some address and points to a memory location where the first byte is stored

Let’s see a simple program

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

   var a int = 100    

   fmt.Printf("Address of memory location of Variable a : %x\n", &a ) 

} 

Output:

 

Address of memory location of Variable a : c000014050 

The program shows the memory address where the variable a is stored ie, in memory location c000014050 the variable is stored.

Note: pointer is a special variable, not a normal variable that stores integer, character, and float. It will store the address or the base address of the variable

Pointers are used when

●   There is a need to pass around a huge data

●   There is a need to change the value of data stored in any memory location.

●   They are used to access, assign, or for modification of stored data. 

 

Syntax to declare a pointer

 

var <variable_name> *<variable_Type> 

Where 

● var:-  keyword to declare a variable

● variable_name:- The name of the pointer variable declared.

● Varaiable_Type :- datatype of variable

● * is the asterisk used to declare a pointer variable.

 

var  a *int        /* pointer to an integer variable */ 

var c *float32    /* pointer to a float variable */ 

Note: - During declaration the initial value of a pointer is nil, ie by default the value of the pointer is set to zero.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

   var a int= 100   /* actual variable declaration */ 

   var Ptr *int        /* pointer variable declaration */ 

 

   Ptr = &a  /* store address of a in pointer variable*/ 

 

   fmt.Printf("Address of sampleVariable a value: %x\n", &a  ) 

 

   /* address stored in pointer variable */ 

   fmt.Printf("Address stored in Pointr variable: %x\n", Ptr ) 

 

   /* access the value using the pointer */ 

   fmt.Printf("Value of *Pointr variable: %d\n", *Ptr ) 

} 

Output:

 

Address of sampleVariable a value: c000014050 

Address stored in Pointr variable: c000014050 

Value of *Pointr variable: 100 

Explanation

●   A pointer variable is declared as mentioned in the above syntax. 

●   Then stored the address of variable a is stored in pointer ptr using “&”.

●   The value is accessed from the available address

●   Unary operator * returns the value of the variable located at the specified address. 

 

A pointer can be initialized in two ways

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

   c := new(int) // new operator 

  *c = 25 

  fmt.Println("Return the value stored in c \n" ,*c) //Output will be 25 

  fmt.Println("Return the address of c in memory \n", &c) 

    

} 

Output:

 

Return the value stored in c  

 25 

Return the address of c in memory  

 0xc00000e030 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    //Declare a pointer 

    var b *int 

    a := 9 

    b = &a 

    fmt.Println("return the address of a ",b) 

    fmt.Println("return the value stored in a",*b) 

    } 

Output:

 

return the address of a  0xc000014050 

return the value stored in a 9 

New operator & operator

c := new(int) *c = 25 

● Initialized using new

operator

● * gets the value stored at

that address

var b *int a := 9 b = &a 

● Pointer is declared 

● A variable a is assigned

with value 9 

● Pointer variable b stores

the address of a 

Note:

● The * operator is used to dereference a pointer.

● Returns a value to which the pointer references.

The default value of a pointer once it is declared is nil i.e. zero. Let us see an example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

   var  Ptr *int  //pointer declaration 

   fmt.Printf("The default Pointr value is nil : %x\n", Ptr  ) //nil value ie 0 

} 

Output:

 

The default Pointr value is nil : 0 

●   The * operator is used to dereference a pointer.

●   Returns a value to which the pointer references.

●   It is used to modify the pointer location value. 

 

In the below-given program, a pointer variable b is declared. This is further assigned with the address of variable a. & an operation copies address of variable a to b. *b

prints or gets the value in a.ie 9 in the below example. 

Next, we modified b with value 3. so the memory location of b gets updated with the new value. The old value of b (9) gets modified to the latest declared value(3). 

Check the program below for understanding the same.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    //Declare a pointer 

    var b *int 

    a := 9 

    b = &a 

     fmt.Println(a)  // prints value of a 

    fmt.Println(*b)  // * operator dereference prints value in b = 9 

    *b = 3 

 fmt.Println(a)  //modified value in b with 3 b= 3 

 fmt.Println(*b) // prints b = 3 

    }    

Output:

 

9 

9 

3 

3 

In Golang pointer to pointer can be created which of the below-given format,

    a := 9  

    b = &a  

    c= &b  

 

b and c are pointer variables,b holds the address of a. The pointer variable c holds the address of b, which actually stores the address of variable “a” with the value

assigned as 9. In the above code c is a pointer to a pointer.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 a := 9 

 b := &a 

 c := &b 

 

 fmt.Printf("Value of a: %d\n", a) 

 fmt.Printf("address of a in b: %x\n", b) 

 fmt.Printf("pointer to pointer reference in c: %x\n", c) 

 

 fmt.Println() 

 fmt.Printf("value in variable a: %d\n", a) 

 fmt.Printf("*&a: %d\n", *&a) //value in variable a 

 fmt.Printf("*b: %d\n", *b)//value in variable a 

 fmt.Printf("**c: %d\n", **c)//value in variable a 

 

 fmt.Println() 

 fmt.Printf("displays address of a given &a: %d\n", &a) 

 fmt.Printf("b: %d\n", b)//displays address of a 

 fmt.Printf("&*b: %d\n", &*b)//displays address of a 

 fmt.Printf("*&b: %d\n", *&b)//displays address of a 

 fmt.Printf("*c: %d\n", *c)//displays address of a 

 

 fmt.Println() 

 fmt.Printf("b: %d\n", &b) 

 fmt.Printf("*c: %d\n", c) 

 } 

Output:

 

Value of a: 9 

address of a in b: c000014050 

pointer to pointer reference in c: c00000e030 

 

value in variable a: 9 

*&a: 9 

*b: 9 

**c: 9 

 

displays address of a given &a: 824633802832 

b: 824633802832 

&*b: 824633802832 

*&b: 824633802832 

*c: 824633802832 

 

b: 824633778224 

*c: 824633778224 

From the given program it is clear that some of the operators produce the same output or are used in equivalent to some other same operations.

In order to display the value in variable a, a is assigned with a value of 9. Below given symbols are equivalent to producing the same output.

●   a

●   *&a

●   *b

●   **c 

 

In the same way symbols equivalent to the display value of variable b which holds the address of a are

●   &a

●   b

●   &*b

●   *&b

●   *c 

 

In the same way symbols equivalent to the display value of variable c which holds the address of a are

●   b

●   *c 
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Goroutines in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn about Goroutines used in the Go programming language. In Golang Goroutine is used for achieving Golang concurrency. So we will first

understand an overview of what is concurrency, how to achieve concurrency, uses of Goroutine, and so on.

● Concurrency is the ability of different segments or units of a program or an algorithm to execute independently without affecting the terminal(final) output of

the program.

● When a program is broken down into different segments say “n “no of segments or parts.

● The final output should not depend on how these “n” segments are executed. 

 

● Concurrency allows the parallel execution of concurrent units.

● It improves the overall speed/performance of execution. 

 

Let us understand the concept in a simpler way. Consider the mathematical expression

(4+ 2) *(1+4)  

We can solve this expression in 3 steps  

Another way of calculating the same expression is

From this mathematical expression example, we can infer that the final output will remain unchanged even though the order of execution differs. 

Concurrency is achieved through threads.

In go programming language Goroutine is a lightweight thread that is controlled by go runtime. Goroutine is similar to threads as in any other programming language. Go

threads are also known as “Green threads”. Green threads are simply threads that are not managed by an underlying OS (operating system) but are managed either by a

user program or user library or in some other ways.

In Golang concurrently executing actions in a program is known as Goroutines . Besides using huge and resource-intensive threads, Golang creates an abstraction of a

thread that is called a Goroutine. Go runtime has a scheduler that maps Goroutine to OS threads for a certain period of time.

Note: Programmers do not interact with low-level threads but do interact with high-level Goroutine provided by Golang runtime.

Consider a simple program with

● main function main() which prints “go program starts” & “go program end”

● inside main () calls hello(1) function with argument 1 of integer data type.

● When the program starts its execution control starts from main when it sees hello() jumps to code where hello statement is declared and initialized.

● The hello() function prints hello 5 times given inside a for loop

● When the loop ends control goes back to the main & print “go program end “ statement.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println("Go program starts") 

    hello(1) 

    fmt.Println("Go program ends") 

    } 

   

  func hello(word int){ 

  for i :=0; i<5 ; i++ { 

      fmt.Println(word,"hello ") 

      } 

      } 

Output:

 

Go program starts 

1 hello  

1 hello  

1 hello  

1 hello  

1 hello  

Go program ends 

Thread Goroutine

Threads are managed by operating
systems.

Goroutine methods are managed by
Golang runtime

Thread is dependent on hardware Goroutine is independent of hardware.

Thread does not have an easy
communication medium.

Goroutines have an easy
communication medium known as a
channel.

Threads do not have growable
segmented stacks.

Goroutine has growable segmented
stacks.

Threads are preemptively scheduled. Goroutines are co-operatively scheduled

Now you are going to learn how Goroutine is introduced in a Go program & what changes will it cause in the above program. 

Syntax for Goroutine

 

func  main (){ 

      ……. 

                go f(a,b)       //go keyword 

} 

                func  f(a,b){ 

}  

The keyword go  defines a Goroutine statement in a normal function or method.

●   go f(a,b) starts a new Goroutine running f(a,b).

●   The function f (a,b) is evaluated within the current Goroutine and the execution off happens in the new Goroutine. 

 

In the above program, we introduced a new keyword called go  to make this program concurrent .when the normal hello(1) function is replaced with go hello (1).

The hello (1) function which was executed sequentially in the above program will start executing in a separate Goroutine of its own. When you run the code it just prints

the two print statements given inside the main () function. Even though the hello (1) function is called no output is visible in the console.  

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println("Go program starts") 

    go hello(1)   

    fmt.Println("Go program ends") 

    } 

   

  func hello(word int){ 

  for i :=0; i<5 ; i++ { 

      fmt.Println(word,"hello ") 

      } 

      } 

Output:

 

Go program starts 

Go program ends 

The reason why the hello(1) function is not displayed?

This is because the main() function or main Goroutine terminated before hello(1) function execution.

What is the solution for early termination of the main () function or main Goroutine?

The solution to solve this is to make the main Goroutine sleep for some time. For making it happen we need to provide a new statement to the above program 

time.Sleep(100 * time.Millisecond)

let us understand with a program where sleep is included.  

 

package main 

import ( 

  "fmt" 

  "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println("Go program starts") 

    go hello(1)   

    fmt.Println("Go program ends") 

    time.Sleep(100 * time.Millisecond) 

    } 

   

  func hello(word int){ 

  for i :=0; i<5 ; i++ { 

      fmt.Println(word,"hello ") 

      } 

      } 

Output:

 

Go program starts 

Go program ends 

1 hello  

1 hello  

1 hello  

1 hello  

1 hello 

After running the code we get two Goroutines

In Golang there is no need to extend the thread class, no need to implement any runnable class as in other programming languages. 

A 3 keystroke ie go <space>  is sufficient to achieve concurrency. 

In the below program an unnamed function known as an anonymous function is declared & is called there itself. The opening and closing braces {} just after the function

indicates the function call itself.

 

msg :="learn eTutorial" 

go func(){ 

              fmt.Println(msg) 

}() 

 

 

When we run the below code the output of the function is as shown in the output session.ie

 

Go program starts 

Go program ends 

learn eTutorial 

 

package main 

import ( 

  "fmt" 

  "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println("Go program starts") 

     

    msg :="learn eTutorial" 

    go func(){  //anonymous function 

    fmt.Println(msg) 

    }() 

    

    fmt.Println("Go program ends") 

    time.Sleep(100 * time.Millisecond) 

    } 

Output:

 

Go program starts 

Go program ends 

learn eTutorial 

Next, let us see what happens when the msg variable value is changed after the function. 

msg :="learn eTutorial"  

go func(){  

              fmt.Println(msg)  

}()  

               msg := “hello users”

 

package main 

import ( 

  "fmt" 

  "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println("Go program starts") 

     

    msg :="learn eTutorial" 

    go func(){  //anonymous function 

    fmt.Println(msg) 

    }() 

    msg = "hello users" 

    fmt.Println("Go program ends") 

    time.Sleep(100 * time.Millisecond) 

    } 

Output:

 

Go program starts 

Go program ends 

hello users 

The output gets modified due to the addition of the last statement in the function. Compare the output of both programs discussed above.

In the just previous code, we introduced a race condition. The same code is accessed from the main Goroutine as well as for the Goroutine in the anonymous function.

In the general race, conditions are not safe to use inside programs because it results in so many bugs or errors.

●   Goroutine can be started with a very small stack space.

●   Goroutine can be easily created or destroyed

●   Goroutine can be reallocated quickly. 

●   Go applications can have 1000s of Goroutines.
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Go program starts 
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Channel in Golang

In this tutorial, you will study channel concepts in Golang. Channel in Go programming language is related to the Goroutine in Golang which is discussed in our previous

tutorial. You can refer to the Go routine then only you will understand the channels we are going to discuss in this tutorial.

In Golang a channel is a mechanism that allows sharing of data between Goroutine. A Goroutine allows concurrent execution of activities in a Go program which shares

data or resources between Goroutines. Golang supports 1000s of Goroutines which share data or resources during their execution to achieve concurrency. (We have

already discussed this in the Goroutine tutorial)

●    A channel in Golang is a medium through which Goroutines can communicate with each other.

●   In other words, a channel is a pipe that allows Goroutine to perform certain operations like reading/writing, etc.

●  Through the channels, Goroutine transfers their data or resources, where one Goroutine writes data into the channel and another Goroutine will read from the

same channel.  

Goroutine A writes some data into the channel and Goroutine B reads data from the same channel. Thus channel (path) helps in data transferring or communication

between Goroutines.

To better understand the concept of the channel we will just see briefly what is happening in Goroutine. 

Let us understand with the same example we discussed in the Goroutine tutorial.  

 

package main 

import ( 

  "fmt" 

  "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

     

    fmt.Println("Go program starts") 

    msg :="learn eTutorial" 

    go func(){  //anonymous function 

    fmt.Println(msg) 

    }() 

    msg = "hello users" 

    fmt.Println("Go program ends") 

    time.Sleep(100 * time.Millisecond) 

    } 

 

The above-given program consists of two blocks of codes.

The two segments of codes execute independently of each other. As a result of independent execution of main () and hello () function Goroutine there arises the

following issues:

A new keyword  called chan  declares a channel in Golang. 

Syntax for declaration  

 

var <variable name> chan <data type>  

Here c is a variable of channel type declared with chan keyword of integer (int) data type

Note: Default value of channel when declared is nil same as we discussed in Goroutine

In Golang channels are constructs that allow effective communication between definite Goroutines in our Go program. The go channel concept has been around since

the mid of 1970s 

Let us see how to instantiate a channel & use it for communication across different Goroutines. 

Step by step we will understand.

Note: A channel is created using the make function, which specifies the chan keyword and a channel's element type.

When we create a channel without specifying the size of the channel it is known as an unbuffered channel. You will learn the same in the next section.

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

) 

 

func SendMsg(c chan int){ 

 c <-0 

} 

func main() { 

    fmt.Println("Learn eTutorial") 

 

   msgs := make(chan int) // instantiating a channel 

   defer close(msgs) 

    go SendMsg(msgs) 

 

    msg := <-msgs 

    fmt.Println(msg) 

} 

Output:

 

Learn eTutorial 

0 

There are two types of channels based on the transfer of data between Goroutines. They are

Let us consider the same program described above but the only difference is we create a channel of string data type.

●  When a channel is created without specifying the size of the channel technically it is known as an unbuffered channel.

●  In an unbuffered channel, communication succeeds between Goroutines only when both sender and receiver are ready.

●  In a traditional channel in any go program, there may be some unexpected behavior.

●  In an unbuffered channel whenever a Goroutine says A sends a value to a channel that Goroutine A will be blocked until the value is received from that

channel.  

In order to better understand the same concept, some modifications are done to the above code which is given below

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time" 

) 

 

func SendMsg(c chan string){    

fmt.Println("start Goroutine execution") 

time.Sleep(1 * time.Second) 

 c <-"hello world" 

 fmt.Println("finished Goroutine execution") 

} 

 

func main() { 

    fmt.Println("Learn eTutorial") 

 

   msgs := make(chan string)    //created channel of string type. 

   defer close(msgs) 

 

    go SendMsg(msgs) 

    go SendMsg(msgs) 

 

    msg := <-msgs 

    fmt.Println(msg) 

} 

Output:

 

Learn eTutorial 

start Goroutine execution 

start Goroutine execution 

finished Goroutine execution 

hello world 

 

func SendMsg(c chan string){    

fmt.Println("start Goroutine execution") 

time.Sleep(1 * time.Second) 

 c <-"hello world" 

 fmt.Println("finished Goroutine execution") 

} 

In this part of the code two print statements (" start Goroutine execution ") & (" finished Goroutine execution ") are defined. Sleep statement to allow Goroutine to

sleep for some seconds. After the send operation to the channel i.e. c <-"hello world"  prints that Goroutine execution is finished. 

Also duplicated the go SendMsg(msgs)  statement. There are two Goroutines that are trying to send the same channel. 

There is only one receive statement     msg := <-msgs   to the channel in the above program so only one of the Goroutine is expected to finish its execution. Only one

Goroutine will execute and print the last print statement.

The second Goroutine will not finish its execution gets blocked within the main function. The program will terminate before the second Goroutine finishes its execution  

To get rid of blocking behavior we specify the size of the channel. When a channel is created with specifying the size of the channel it is known as a buffered channel. 

Syntax 

 

Buffered channel: = make (chan datatype, size) 

Example

 

msgs: = make (chan string, 2)     

By changing this to a buffered channel, send operation, c <-"hello world" only blocks within Goroutines.

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time" 

) 

 

func SendMsg(c chan string){    

fmt.Println("start Goroutine execution") 

time.Sleep(1 * time.Second) 

 c <-"hello world" 

 fmt.Println("finished Goroutine execution") 

} 

 

func main() { 

    fmt.Println("Learn eTutorial") 

 

 msgs := make(chan string,2)    //created channel of string type. 

  defer close(msgs) 

 

    go SendMsg(msgs) 

    go SendMsg(msgs) 

 

    msg := <-msgs 

    fmt.Println(msg) 

    time.Sleep(1 * time.Second) 

} 

Output:

 

Learn eTutorial 

start Goroutine execution 

start Goroutine execution 

finished Goroutine execution 

hello world 

finished Goroutine execution 

A sleep() statement is provided at last because there is no guarantee that the second Goroutine will finish before the first Goroutine exits.

From the output, it is clear that the first and second Goroutine starts execution & similarly both terminate.  

Buffered channels are used in cases where we don’t want the channel statement to block if there are no available receivers. Adding a buffer allows us to wait for some of

the receivers to get freed without blocking the sending code.  

●   Channels Provide provision to block and unblock Goroutines.

●   FIFO semantics are provided by the channel

●   Secure and safe transfer of data between Goroutines.

●   Easy to create and use

The basic operations provided in the channel are read and write. The read and write to a channel is represented using the left arrow <-

Note: The same operator denotes send/receive operations in channels.

●  The communication between Goroutines works based on these two operations, send and receive respectively.

●  The <- channel operator indicated whether the data is received or sent by any Goroutine.

●  By default send and receive operations are in a block state till the other side is ready to function.

● This operation with a block state allows achieving synchronization of Goroutines with each other

● No conditional variables or locks are used to synchronize just these two operations carry out synchronization successfully.

Here the channel sends and receives data. Let the blue circle be a string “hello world” message.

Send operation: This indicates that a message “hello world”(the data) is sent to the channel created as c. (already discussed making channel refer above sections). 

                                                 c <-"hello world"  

Receive operation: In this operation, the message fed to the channel by Goroutine A is received by another Goroutine B by creating a new variable called msg. 

                                                msg  := <-c  

 

 

package main 

   

import ( 

"fmt" 

"time" 

)   

func myfunc(c chan string) { 

   

    fmt.Println("start Goroutine execution") 

   time.Sleep(1 * time.Second) 

   c <-"hello world"                             //send msg hello world to channel c 

   fmt.Println("finished Goroutine execution") 

 

} 

func main() { 

    fmt.Println("start Main method") 

                                                               // Creating a channel 

    c := make(chan string) 

   

    go myfunc(c) 

    msg := <-c                                        //receive msg helloworld from channel c 

    fmt.Println(msg) 

    fmt.Println("End Main method") 

} 

Output:

 

start Main method 

start Goroutine execution 

finished Goroutine execution 

hello world 

End Main method 
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print 1 to 100 using recursive function check palindrome number

print negative numbers in an array swap two numbers
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What are channels in Golang?

What is the need for the channel in Golang?

    main ( ) function1

    hello ( )2

 Sometimes the program ends/terminates without executing hello () Goroutine so we solve this by a sleep () statement.1

 Another issue is you cannot access the result of the hello ( ) function within the main () function. 2

How to declare a channel in Golang?

How to add channels between Goroutines?

 The first step is to open the main () function & instantiate a new channel known as msgs .1

 In order to instantiate or create a channel, we use the keyword “ make  “ followed by chan  keyword with its type  is declared. In the given program data

type is an integer.

2

 Next in the program, a defer keyword is called to close the channel.3

 The act of closing stops the Goroutines from sending or receiving to that channel.4

 In order to interact with channels in go, we use to send or receive operators.5

 A SendMsg Goroutine function is created which takes to a channel & send operator ( <- )  is defined to send value to this channel.6

This is sent to the channel by calling  go SendMsg(msgs)  within the main function.7

 Then will receive the value from SendMsg in order to receive, receive operator is used which blocks until a value is sent to that channel.8

 When we run the code we can see that the value is successfully sent from the Goroutine function to the variable msg . This is displayed in the output.

This is a simple example of an integer channel   

9

What are the types of channels in Golang?

 Unbuffered channels1

 Buffered channels 

 

2

What are unbuffered channels in Golang?

What are buffered channels in Golang?

What are channel properties in Golang?

What are channel operations in a Golang?

// Go program to illustrate send and receive operation
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Interface in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn about interfaces in Golang. Some of the basics of interfaces like what is interface in Golang and how to declare an interface in the Go

programming language. We will also consider the difference between an interface and a struct. Further, you will learn how to implement a go program using the interface.

An interface is a mechanism in which any unrelated entities interact with each other. It mainly describes the behavior of an entity. An entity is any physical object. 

For example, if a thing barks, moves eats, or bites like a dog then that thing can be distinguished as a DOG. The type of DOG is not focused we do focus only on its

behavior. 

Let us understand the concept with an example 

Consider a power socket and some electrical devices like a TV, kettle, laptop, a printer that requires a power supply to work with these devices. The socket is unaware of

the various electrical devices that are going to plug into the socket to power up. These devices need to be connected to the socket to draw power. So in order to connect

to the socket these devices need a common interface. A power drawer interface acts as an interface between the socket and the electrical devices to enable their

connection to operate. The power drawer draws power to any connected device. The socket has a plug method that accepts any device that has a draw method. Each

electrical device has a power draw method to consume power from the socket.

●   A Socket can power up any device.

●   To power up there should be a draw method i.e. a power drawer.

●   In this example, the power socket is unaware of all the devices types.

●   Devices need to draw power from the power socket.

●   So electrical devices implement a power drawer interface, to implement that they use the draw method.

●   The socket power up the devices using the draw method.

●   In brief interfaces couple different types of each other which help in creating more maintainable programs 

●   You can add more electrical devices without changing the type of socket.

Note: An interface is a protocol of abstract type it does not have implementation it only describes the expected behavior from a type.

Let us consider another example a TV (television) remote which acts as an interface between the user and the TV. The device remote helps the user to interact with the

TV.

Another example is API (application programming interface) which provides an interface between the front end and back end of software. The front end is the one visible

to the user and the back end is where processing occurs.

In Golang programming an interface lists the functions that a particular type can perform. Basically in an interface, you can define the things that a particular type can

perform. In the case of humans, the activities humans can perform like eating, sleeping, walking, etc. So it can be categorized that whoever performing these tasks can

be a human.

Note: Interfaces are not implemented, it just defines the things a particular type can perform and this type is implemented not the defined interface.

An interface defines the set of available operations/methods.

Concrete type is the opposite type of abstract type. All the types are concrete types except the interface type.

Note: Concrete types are formed by all non-interface type

●   the interface type is a set of method signatures. 

●  A method signature is composed of the name of methods and a list of parameters which includes type, number, and order of parameters.

●  An interface type holds any values that implement methods defined inside the interface type.

Ingo programming language an interface is a type with a set of methods within it. The interface forms collection of methods or method signatures that defines the

behavior of similar type entities or objects. 

Syntax to define an interface:  

 

type<interface name=""> keyword interface { 

method1 

method2 

            ……. 

} 

In the above syntax type<interface name> keyword interface , states that the type of particular name is an interface. Then open a curly bracket within which encloses

all the method signatures like method1, method2  etc. and syntax ends with a closing bracket. 

Let us see an example 

 

 type shape interface { 

   area () float64 

} 

The syntax defines a type called the shape of interface type and a method area () of type float64 inside the curly braces.

Note: An interface defines the expected behavior only.

Let us understand what an interface is and how to implement an interface with a program given below.

In the program, there is a circle and rectangle with similar behavior. And there include two functions to call circle area and rectangle area. Both these functions are

defined with different implementations but both have a common area. 

So based on the theory you know both circles and rectangles have some shapes and areas.

The interface allows you to look at these types as if they are the same and hides the details underneath and just look at the facts, here the fact is both have areas. 

The interface defines some behavior that is similar between objects or similar between types. The below-given types are of the same kind with their related behavior.

 

type circle struct{ 

 radius float64 

} 

type rectangle struct{ 

 length float64 

 breadth float64 

} 

In the program, we have created a slice for C1 for the circle and R1 for the rectangle. A slice shape with some type for C1 and R1 is declared. Assume the type here is

unknown.

shapes :=[]type{C1,R1}

In order to identify the type we need to define the interface as below

 

type shape interface{ 

  area() float64 

} 

Since both function (func)for circle and rectangle have a method called area() they implement the interface shape.

So from the above discussion, you understood that interface can be used as any concrete type. We got an idea of the type we have to use during slice declaration, you

can replace the type mentioned therewith with an interface type that is shaped as below.

shapes :=[]shape{C1,R1}

Both circle and rectangle implement the shape interface you can use the type as shape and can put it together inside the slice defined. Even after the declaration of the

interface the functions circle and rectangle cannot be accessed through the interface. In order to access it, we use dot operation. The shape.area ()  access the fields

inside circle and rectangle which in turn is put inside a for loop statement in below program like

 

for _,shape := range shapes{ 

 fmt.Println(shape.area()) 

Now let us look at the whole code given below, which prints circle and rectangle areas.

 

package main 

import ( 

     "fmt" 

     "math" 

) 

type shape interface{ 

  area() float64 

} 

 

type circle struct{ 

 radius float64 

} 

 

 

type rectangle struct{ 

 length float64 

 breadth float64 

} 

 

func (r rectangle) area() float64{ 

return r.length * r.breadth 

} 

 

func (c circle) area() float64{ 

return math.Pi * c.radius *c.radius 

} 

 

func main(){ 

C1 := circle{2} 

R1 :=rectangle{5,2} 

shapes :=[]shape{C1,R1} 

 

for _,shape := range shapes{ 

 fmt.Println(shape.area()) 

} 

} 

Output:

 

12.566370614359172 

10 

Note: An interface can be used with any kind of type, in the above program we used as slice type it can be of variable type, return type, parameter type, etc. All these

different types are able to be used under interface type.

Stringer is a type implemented in the fmt package. Stringer type describes itself as a string. Stringer interface is used by fmt packages to print values.

Syntax to create a stringer  

 

type Stringer interface { 

    String () string 

} 

Where

●   type is a keyword,

●   Stringer is the interface name

●   the interface is a keyword

●   String () is the only method inside a Stringer interface of a type string.

Stringer is a tool that automates method creation which satisfies fmt. Stringer interface.

Syntax

 

func (t T) String() string{ 

 

} 

Example

 

package main 

func (s SITE) String() string { 

 return s.Name 

} 

In the given program a new type of SITE is declared. The main function consists of an instance “S” of type SITE. When the below-given code runs get output that prints

values of struct fields i.e. Name, language, year, tutorial.

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

) 

 

/*A struct is a type which contains named fields. 

Define new type named 'SITE'*/ 

type SITE struct { 

  Name    string 

 language    string 

 year  int 

 tutorial []string 

} 

func main() { 

 

 /*initialize a struct. 

   Create an instance of type 'SITE'*/ 

 S := SITE{"learn eTutorials","GO", 2022,[]string{"JAVA", "C"}} 

 fmt.Println(S) 

} 

Output:

 

{learn eTutorials GO 2022 [JAVA C]} 

It is possible to change the text as shown in the output below as

Output:

 

{learn eTutorials GO 2022 [JAVA C]} 

The string method of the stringer interface is used to implement this property.

 

/**SITE  type implements the method "String" of "Stringer" interface.*/ 

func (s SITE) String() string { 

 return s.Name 

} 

The above-given function implements the string method of the Stringer interface where the type is SITE which returns the name of SITE when you run the code it prints

the output Learn tutorials.

 

/*A struct is a type which contains named fields. 

Define new type named 'Person'*/ 

type SITE struct { 

  Name    string 

 language    string 

 year  int 

 tutorial []string 

} 

 

/**SITE  type implements the method "String" of "Stringer" interface.*/ 

func (s SITE) String() string { 

 return s.Name 

} 

func main() { 

 

 /*initialize a struct. 

   Create an instance of type 'Person'*/ 

 S := SITE{"learn eTutorials","GO", 2022,[]string{"JAVA", "C"}} 

 fmt.Println(S) 

} 

Output:

 

Learn eTutorials 

This stringer interface enables override the behavior. You can print the output as language defined in struct type by changing the return type into return s.language  which

prints the language “GO”.

 

**SITE type implements the method "String" of "Stringer" interface.*/ 

func (s SITE) String() string { 

 return s.language  

} 

Output:

 

GO 
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Error in Go

In this tutorial, you will learn about using errors and how to create your own custom errors. Go uses an error handling method similar to C language without any

exceptions but in other languages like JAVA uses try/catch exceptions. In-go error handling is simple with predefined Error types. 

In addition, we will also learn about using panic to generate panic errors and recover to overcome them in later tutorials.

An error is an unexpected action or event occurring in an executing go program. The error in the program affects the normal flow of execution and results in sudden

termination. Errors are also referred to as bugs. The method used to find and resolve bugs in programming languages is known as debugging.

Go allows packages and tools to handle errors i.e. mistakes. To implement the functions to manipulate error going provides Error Packages. Go returns an error object for

trivial mistakes in functions and methods. It's possible that the error object is the only or last return value. If there is no problem with the function, the error object is nil. If

we receive any errors in the calling statement, we should always verify them.

 Go programming language does not support a mechanism to handle exceptions, like in many other languages exceptions cannot be thrown in Golang. Instead of that

Golang incorporates new error handling mechanisms like panic and recovery.

Error is a type. An error has one property in the form of an Error() method, this method returns the details of the error message in a string. Error is a type whose 

 

// The built-in error interface is a regular interface for handling errors.  

// where nil means no errors.  

type error interface {  

     Error() string  

     } 

As you can see, an error handler is actually an interface that contains a simple Error() method whose return value is a string.

This definition tells us that to implement error handling, all that is needed is to return a simple string to the Error() method.  

 

func main() { 

    conent, err := openFile() 

    if err != nil { 

        fmt.Println(err) 

    } else { 

        fmt.Println(string(conent)) 

    } 

} 

In case err! = nil (presence of an error is detected) it terminates from its execution otherwise continues with the normal flow of execution.

In Go, many functions return more than one value. Usually, one of the returns is of type error. An example is the strconv.Atoi() function. This function is used to convert

string data to numeric. This function returns 2 return values. The first return value is the result of the conversion, and the second return value is an error. When the

conversion is smooth, the second return value will be nil. Meanwhile, when the conversion fails, the cause can be immediately identified from the error returned.

Below is an example of a simple program to detect input from a user, whether numeric or not. From here we will learn about the use of errors.  

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "strconv" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    var input string 

    fmt.Print("Type some number: ") 

    fmt.Scanln(&input) 

 

    var number int 

    var err error 

    number, err = strconv.Atoi(input) 

 

    if err == nil { 

        fmt.Println(number, "is number") 

    } else { 

        fmt.Println(input, "is not number") 

        fmt.Println(err.Error()) 

    } 

} 

Run the program, it says "Type some number: ". Type a free number, if it is then enter.

Output:

 

Type some number:  is not number 

strconv.Atoi: parsing "": invalid syntax 

The fmt.Scanln(&input) statement is used to capture input that was typed by the user before he presses enter, then saves it as a string to the input variable.

Then the variable is converted to a numeric type using strconv.Atoi(). The function returns 2 data, accommodated by number and err.

The first data (number) contains the conversion result. And the second data err, contains the error information (if an error occurred during the conversion process).

After that check is done, when there is no error, the number is displayed. And if there is an error, the input is displayed along with the error message. The error message

can be obtained from the Error() method of the error type.

In addition to taking advantage of the errors returned by an available internal function, we can also create our own error objects using the errors.New()  function (must

import package errors first).

The following example shows how to create a custom error. First, prepare a function with the name validate(), which will later be used to check the input, whether the

input is empty or not. When empty, a new error will be generated.

 

Package main 

 

import ( 

    "errors" 

    "fmt" 

    "strings" 

) 

 

func validate(input string) (bool, error) { 

    if strings.TrimSpace(input) == "" { 

        return false, errors.New("cannot be empty") 

    } 

    return true, nil 

} 

Next in the main function, create a simple process to capture user input. Take advantage of the validate() function to check the input.

In the above program the function error.New() defines a new error type from the error package and within the parentheses passes appropriate error message.

 

func main() { 

    var name string 

    fmt.Print("Type your name: ") 

    fmt.Scanln(&name) 

 

    if valid, err := validate(name); valid { 

        fmt.Println("hello", name) 

    } else { 

        fmt.Println(err.Error()) 

    } 

} 

The validate() function returns 2 records. The first data is a bool value which indicates whether the input is valid or not. The 2nd data is the error message (if the input is

invalid).

The strings.TrimSpace() function is used to remove space characters before and after a string. This is needed because the user can just enter a space and then enter.

When the input is invalid, a new error is created using the errors.New() function. In addition, an error object can also be created via the fmt.Errorf() function.  

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "errors" 

    "fmt" 

    "strings" 

) 

 

func validate(input string) (bool, error) { 

    if strings.TrimSpace(input) == "" { 

        return false, errors.New("cannot be empty") 

    } 

    return true, nil 

} 

func main() { 

    var name string 

    fmt.Print("Type your name: \n") 

    fmt.Scanln(&name) 

 

    if valid, err := validate(name); valid { 

        fmt.Println("hello", name) 

    } else { 

        fmt.Println(err.Error()) 

    } 

Output:

 

Type your name:  

cannot be empty 

In go programming language ioutil.ReadFile reads a file and returns its contents. A call sets the err to nil if its execution was successful. 

Consider a read file with test.txt with text as shown below  

Program to read file test.txt through go code is given below

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "io/ioutil" 

 "log" 

) 

 

var path = "C:/Users/Desktop/Golang/Tutorials/test.txt" 

 

func main() { 

 

 content, err := ioutil.ReadFile(path) 

 

 if err != nil { 

  log.Fatal(err) 

 } 

 

 fmt.Println(string(content)) 

}  } 

 } 

 if err != nil { 

  panic(err) 

 } 

 

 fmt.Println("==> file successfull") 

 fmt.Println(string(text)) 

} 

Output:

 

Windows PowerShell 

Copyright (C) 2014 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 

PS C:\Users\Desktop\Golang> go run errorread.go 

hello welcome to golang 

An error occurs by setting a wrong path that provides an error indication. In order to identify the difference, we use the same program with a change in the test. filename

to text. file in the path.

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "io/ioutil" 

 "log" 

) 

 

var path = "C:/Users/Desktop/Golang/Tutorials/text.txt" 

 

func main() { 

 

 content, err := ioutil.ReadFile(path) 

 

 if err != nil { 

  log.Fatal(err) 

 } 

The log. fatal function prints the error to the console and terminates the program by calling os.Exit.

 

if err != nil { 

  log.Fatal(err) 

 } 

Output:

 

PS C:\Users\Desktop\Golang> go run errorread.go 

2022/01/08 12:38:49 open C:/Users/Desktop/Golang/Tutorials/text.txt: The system cannot find the file specified. 

exit status 1 

Note: To understand the read file concept refer to the tutorial file

The errors. Is function checks if the error is of the specified type. 

Let us understand with an example.  

 

package main 

import ( 

 "errors" 

 "fmt" 

 "log" 

 "os" 

) 

 

var path = "C:/Users/Desktop/Golang/Tutorials/test.txt" 

 

func main() { 

 if _, err := os.Open(path); err != nil { 

  if errors.Is(err, os.ErrNotExist) { 

   log.Fatal("file does not exist\t", err) 

  } else if errors.Is(err, os.ErrPermission) { 

   log.Fatal("insufficient permissions\t", err) 

 

  } else { 

   log.Fatal(err) 

  } 

 } 

 

 fmt.Println("...") 

} 

In the above example, we check the error is of type os.ErrNotExist or os.ErrPermission are checked

Output:

 

Windows PowerShell 

Copyright (C) 2014 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 

PS C:\Users\Desktop\Golang> go run isfun.go 

... 

Let us understand with a program

 

package main 

import ( 

 "errors" 

 "fmt" 

) 

 const Wr 

 

var ErrInput = errors.New("bad input") 

 

func validateInput(input string) error { 

 if input == WrongInput { 

  return fmt.Errorf("validateInput: %w", ErrInput) 

 } 

 return nil 

} 

 

func main() { 

 input := WrongInput 

 

 err := validateInput(input) 

 if errors.Is(err, ErrInput) { 

  fmt.Println("error due to wrong input") 

 } 

} 

In the above program, you can observe the function validate input  returns an error for WrongInput . This error is ErrInput  wrapped in an error created by fmt.Errorf().

Using the Is(err, target error) bool function, we can detect the ErrInput even if it is wrapped since this function checks if any error in the chain of wrapped errors matches

the target. Therefore, this form should be preferable to comparison if err == ErrInput .

Output:

 

error due to wrong input 

 

Program exited. 
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Panic in Golang

In this tutorial you will learn panic in Go programming language, why it is significant, how to declare in Golang, uses of panic in Golang, etc.

In go language, there is no exception like in other languages. For example, if you try to open a file and that file does not exist Golang will return some error values not

exceptions because exceptions are not considered in Golang. 

In the Go programming language instead of the word “exception”, you can use “panic”. The program or application continues to function or execute but it is in a situation

called “panic” because the program doesn’t know what to do in such a situation. 

An exception is any unexpected event that affects the normal flow of instruction in many other programs like Java, c#, c++ during their execution. In Golang the word

exception is replaced by the word panic.

●   A panic function can be defined as an exception in Golang which is a built-in function under Golang packages. 

●   When a panic function is found in the Go program during its runtime the compilers terminates its execution from that point.

●   The flow of control is terminated and starts panicking from panic function.

Let us consider an example

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    a,b := 1,0   // variable a & b are declared and initialized 

    result := a/b        // division operation 

    fmt.Println(result) 

    } 

Output:

 

panic: runtime error: integer divide by zero 

 

goroutine 1 [running]: 

main.main() 

 /home/gqcsh6/prog.go:11 +0x11 

Consider the above code which declares variables a & b and initialized with values 1 and 0. a = 1 & b =0. The division operation is performed between a & b variables and

stores the final value in another declared variable called result.

We know the operation is the invalid type and will show an error. When we run the code during runtime itself it generates a panic. The runtime error is printed as an

integer divided by zero. Also, mention the stack trace to denote where the error has occurred like 

main.main()

    /home/gqcsh6/prog.go:11 +0x11

In order to avoid these situations, the built-in panic function can be used in Golang.

In go language, the programmer can write a panic code when the program enters into a situation where it cannot continue its execution. In such cases, the built-in panic

function can be used.

Syntax

 

func panic( interface{} ) 

●   The string or arguments passed to the function panic will be displayed when the program terminates.

Let us see how to add panic in a Go program

 

package main 

import  "fmt" 

func main() { 

  

    fmt.Println("start Go program") 

    panic(" built in panic keyword gives error msg")  // panic keyword 

    fmt.Println("End Go program") 

    } 

Output:

 

panic:  built in panic keyword gives error msg 

 

goroutine 1 [running]: 

main.main() 

 /home/vSbday/prog.go:6 +0x95 

In the above output, you can observe that the error message printed out is the exact message or string we have passed while stating the panic keyword.

●  The panic function should be used only when a program cannot continue its execution. For example: when a webserver fails to bind to a port use the panic

function nothing else can be done there.

●  Use panic in case of programmer error.

Example: Suppose a method accepting a pointer as a parameter is called using nil argument it falls under programmer error so better use the panic function.

In our previous tutorial, we already discussed defer in Golang. 

A defer statement in go programming language delays the execution of a statement, function, or method defined using defer keyword. (check to defer tutorial for better

understanding). The defer statement is the last one printed after all the execution described inside a function, which is printed just before the method terminates.

The panic function will just stop the execution till the last statement or function before the panic function is met and return an error message.

Let us consider the below example

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func Name(firstName *string, lastName *string) { 

 defer fmt.Println("Name function deferred call") 

 if firstName == nil { 

  panic("runtime error: first name cannot be nil") 

 } 

 if lastName == nil { 

  panic("runtime error: last name cannot be nil") 

 } 

 fmt.Printf("%s %s\n", *firstName, *lastName) 

 fmt.Println("return from Name") 

} 

func main() { 

 defer fmt.Println("main() deffered call") 

 firstName := "Elon" 

 Name(&firstName, nil) 

 fmt.Println("return from main") 

} 

Output:

 

Name function deferred call 

main() deffered call 

panic: runtime error: last name cannot be nil 

 

goroutine 1 [running]: 

main.Name(0x7f66dc945108, 0x60) 

 /tmp/sandbox2801026756/prog.go:13 +0x197 

main.main() 

 /tmp/sandbox2801026756/prog.go:22 +0x8c 

Program exited. 

Now let's understand the source code to get the clear working of defer and panic. 

The execution begins from the main function where it is defined as a printing statement with deferring. The main function just delays or omits its current execution

sometime later and moves to the next instruction in the main function.

The control goes to function Name and prints deferred function inside it and then the delayed deferred function inside the main.

The control now reaches the top-level function of the program prints the panic message followed by the stack trace and then terminates as shown in the above output.

Let us understand with an example. Consider the below program using slice.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    names := []string{  //slice data type 

        "Learn eTutorials",     // index 0 

        "Golang",  //index 1 

        "panic tutorial", //index 2 

    }     

    fmt.Println(names[0]) 

    fmt.Println(names[2]) 

} 

Output:

 

Learn eTutorials 

panic tutorial 

To better understand the above code refer slice tutorial which we have discussed. 

Now let us come to the concept of panic how panic is occurring in the same program. 

We know in a slice the indexing starts from number 0. When an out-of-bound index is requested to print that exception or error is raised by the panic function in Golang

during its runtime. 

Let us see the example for the same

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    names := []string{  //slice data type 

        "Learn eTutorials",     // index 0 

        "Golang",  //index 1 

        "panic tutorial", //index 2 

    } 

     

    //fmt.Println(names[0]) commented 

    //fmt.Println(names[2]) commented 

     

    fmt.Println(names[4]) 

} 

Output:

 

panic: runtime error: index out of range [4] with length 3 

 

goroutine 1 [running]: 

main.main() 

 /home/2x9Qrt/prog.go:15 +0x1d 

You can clearly see from the output slice index range asked to print by the programmer is out of index there exist only index up to 2. 

name[0] := Learn eTutorials 

name[1] := Golang 

name[2] := panic tutorial
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Recover in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn about recovery and panic in Golang. Before starting this tutorial make sure you know about the concept of panic which we discussed in our

last tutorial.

A recover function is a built-in function used to recover from a panicking situation in the Go programming language. So even if a panic occurs in a go program it is able to

recover from that panic and continue its normal execution. This is the significance of the keyword recover. 

Let us start to learn through a panicking program given below

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println("lets learn about recover() in golang") 

 Panicfunc() 

 fmt.Println("learned all about recover() ") 

} 

func Panicfunc() { 

 fmt.Println("instruction just before panicking situation") 

 panic("Panicfunc terminates from execution") 

 fmt.Println("instruction after panic does not execute") 

} 

Output:

 

lets learn about recover() in golang 

instruction just before paniciking situation 

panic: Panicfunc terminates from execution 

 

goroutine 1 [running]: 

main.Panicfunc() 

 /tmp/sandbox1636989584/prog.go:13 +0x65 

main.main() 

 /tmp/sandbox1636989584/prog.go:7 +0x5b 

 

Program exited. 

A panic function is an exception in Golang where the program terminates from its normal execution without knowing what to do next by leaving an error message either

passed by the programmer as arguments using the inbuilt panic function or by default during runtime. 

The given program consists of two functions one is main()  and other is Panicfunc() . 

When the program begins its execution from the main function it executes the first instruction to print let's learn about recover()  in golang.

fmt.Println("lets learn about recover() in golang")

The main function scans the next instruction to execute which is a function called Panicfunc().The control switches to Panicfunc() where a set of instructions are

executed. The first instruction which is given below is executed and prints 

the instruction just before a panicking situation. 

fmt.Println("instruction just before panicking situation")

panic("Panicfunc terminates from execution")

The program terminates with the below instruction when it finds panic function and results in printing that string i.e. panic: Panicfunc terminates from execution and

leaves some stack trace.

Let us continue with the same code discussed above but some new codes are added to it. 

A new function called Panicrecover is added to the above code in which a predefined recover() function is used. 

 

func Panicrecover() { 

 if err := recover(); err != nil { 

  fmt.Println("Recovered from panic \n", err) 

 } 

In order to resume the normal flow of execution, we need to add defer function inside the Panicfunc (). 

To understand the significance of defer refer tutorial we have already covered. Recover is useful within deferred functions. So if you want to use Panicrecover function

(recover ()) inside panicking function ie in our example Panicfunc  you need to call defer function which states

defer Panicrecover()

Let us recap the idea of defer. 

Any functions which are deferred (delayed) are known as defer functions which are called just before enclosing the function. In our program, the above-given code will

defer the function recover.

In this program when a panic occurs then the Panicfunc is called to recover by calling the Panicrecover function. Inside the Panicrecover function, we have a call to inbuilt

recover(), which allows the normal flow of the program. The execution is picked up from the Panicfunc() function which is called by main (). 

 Let us check the whole code 

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println("lets learn about recover() in golang") 

 Panicfunc() 

 fmt.Println("learned all about recover() ") 

} 

 

func Panicfunc() { 

 defer Panicrecover() 

 fmt.Println("instruction just before panicking situation") 

 panic("Panicfunc  resume  execution") 

 fmt.Println("instruction after panic does not execute") 

 

} 

func Panicrecover() { 

 if err := recover(); err != nil { 

  fmt.Println("Recovered from panic \n", err) 

 } 

} 

Output:

 

lets learn about recover() in golang 

instruction just before panicking situation 

Recovered from panic  

Panicfunc  resume  execution 

learned all about recover()  

 

Program exited. 

The flow of control in a program

Let us summarize the flow chart given above

●   The program begins its execution from the main function prints the first statement   lets learn about recover() in golang

●   Then Panicfunc() runs it defers a function Panicrecover().

●   The Panicfunc prints instruction just before the panicking situation

●   Then the function starts panicking but before that it executes the deferred function.

●   The defer function calls recover () function

●   Since this is context to the panicking situation the return type checked if the error is not equal to nil prints Recovered from panic continued with message

return by panic.

●   The execution return backs to main function and prints learned all about recover() 

●   This is the procedure followed by recover function to overcome a panicking situation.

Yes, the recover function returns a nil value during normal execution. 

Consider the same code discussed above by omitting the panicking situation. Just discard the 

panic("Panicfunc  resume  execution")

The code looks like below

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println("lets learn about recover() in golang") 

 Panicfunc() 

 fmt.Println("learned all about recover() ") 

} 

 

func Panicfunc() { 

 defer Panicrecover() 

 fmt.Println("instruction just before panicking situation") 

 

 fmt.Println("instruction after panic does not execute") 

 

} 

func Panicrecover() { 

 if err := recover(); err != nil { 

  fmt.Println("Recovered from panic \n", err) 

 } 

 

} 

Output:

 

lets learn about recover() in golang 

instruction just before panicking situation 

instruction after panic does not execute 

learned all about recover()  

 

Program exited. 

In the above program, the control flows normally. There is nothing to recover from the recover function, no panicking situation so it returns a nil value. 

Better understand the below program with recover function containing an else part that states the recover function returns a nil value.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println("lets learn about recover() in golang") 

 Panicfunc() 

 fmt.Println("learned all about recover() ") 

} 

 

func Panicfunc() { 

 defer Panicrecover() 

 fmt.Println("instruction just before paniciking situation") 

 

 fmt.Println("instruction after panic does not execute") 

 

} 

func Panicrecover() { 

 if err := recover(); err != nil { 

  fmt.Println("Recovered from panic \n", err) 

 } else { 

  fmt.Println("Recover a nil value :", err) 

 } 

 

} 

Output:

 

lets learn about recover() in golang 

instruction just before paniciking situation 

instruction after panic does not execute 

Recover a nil value :  

learned all about recover()  

 

Program exited. 

Note:

● Recover is used only in defer functions.

● A call to recover during normal execution returns a nil value.

● A recover call to a panicking program will resume its normal execution by identifying the panic statement.
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Methods in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn about the concept of methods in Golang. Methods and functions are not so different while using regular things you can use functions but

when functions move into a concept called classes they are termed as methods. You will understand methods, what makes them different from normal functions in this

tutorial.

Go programming language does not support classes in inheritance like other object-oriented programming languages. The Go supports types and methods that allow

Golang to perform programs like object-oriented programming languages.

A method is a function with a special receiver argument the receiver appears within its own argument list like ( receiver receiver_type ) between func  keyword and

method name. The receiver can be a struct or non-struct type.

In methods, the class concept does not exist instead you can use the struct concept. The functions are brought into a struct that defines a method. Let us understand

how to define a method in go program.

Syntax to declare a method

 

func (receiver receiver_type) method_name(arguments)  return_type { 

   return_values 

            } 

Where

●   func is the keyword,

●   the receiver is the name given to receiver_type

●   receiver_type is the defined struct type

●   method_name is the name of a method to be evaluated or executed followed by its return type.

●   The curly braces enclose the return values.  

Let us understand the method concept with a given program. 

The program defines a struct type named emp_details with the following fields Name, Age, Place, Id, salary of string, and integer data types.

 

// Defining a struct type 

type emp_details struct { 

    Name    string 

    Age int 

    Place string 

    Id int 

    salary int 

The defined struct type emp_details  has two methods getUserDetails()  and  getUserPlace()  respectively.

 

func (e1 emp_details) getUserDetails(){                                  //method 1 

    fmt.Println("Name of employee is : ",e1.Name ) 

    fmt.Println("Age of employee is : ",e1.Age ) 

    fmt.Println("ID of employee is : ",e1.Id ) 

} 

This is the first method named getUserDetails()  with receiver e1 and receiver type emp_details . In the receiver declaration, the instance of emp_details is assigned

to variable e1. The curly braces enclose certain print statements which return the values for fields defined in struct type emp_details. The below figure illustrates the

functioning of the method.

Let us know the next method used which is  getUserPlace()  .

 

func (e1 emp_details) getUserPlace() string {   //method 2 

return e1.Place 

} 

As in the same way, the receiver declaration part is composed of ( e1 emp_details ) where e1 is the variable to which instances of emp_details are assigned. The method

receives a return value data type string.

Note: You are passing the receiver (e1 emp_details) to the getUserPlace() method by value which means inside the method you have a copy of all the emp_details.

●   The program begins its execution from the main function.

●   Executes the first print statement showing employee details

●   e1. getUserDetails ()  control moves to method 1 and performs as we discussed above.

●   After executing method 1 control switches to method 2 e1.getUserPlace () and processes as we discussed above to display the output.

 

package main   

import "fmt" 

   

// Defining a struct type 

type emp_details struct { 

    Name    string 

    Age int 

    Place string 

    Id int 

    salary int 

} 

 

func (e1 emp_details) getUserDetails(){       //method 

 fmt.Println("Name of employee is : ",e1.Name ) 

    fmt.Println("Age of employee is : ",e1.Age ) 

    fmt.Println("ID of employee is : ",e1.Id ) 

} 

 

func (e1 emp_details) getUserPlace() string {   //method 

return e1.Place 

} 

  func main() { 

      

    //Declaring and Initializing variable of struct type 

    e1 := emp_details{"miya", 20,"Mumbai",0067,20000} 

 fmt.Println("Given employee details :",e1) 

    e1. getUserDetails() 

    fmt.Println("employee place is :",e1.getUserPlace()) 

      

} 

Output:

Given employee details : {miya 20 Mumbai 55 20000} 

Name of employee is :  miya 

Age of employee is :  20 

ID of employee is :  55 

employee place is : Mumbai 

type then it is a method of that type. A function attached to a type with a receiver. This means if you attach a function with a type that function is called a receiver

function. The receiver function is the method. 

Let us understand with an example. The below program will make you understand what a function is and what is method. How do they differ?

Table showing difference of method and function

Method function

The method has a receiver

argument Eg  

            (m method)

           (receiver receiver_type)

No receiver argument

Different methods with the same

receiver name can exist.    

          Eg   func (m method) add() int

       

                  func (m method) sub() int  

      

Different functions with the same

name cannot exist   Eg                           

func add(x int, y int) int

                   func sub(x, y int) int  

The methods use receivers of either
struct or non-struct type.

Functions don’t have receivers so no
such concept.

Note: Compare the examples in the table with the above picture to better understand the concept

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

type method struct{ 

 x int 

 y int  

} 

func (m method) add() int {    //declaring method1 

return m.x + m.y 

 

} 

 

func (m method) sub() int {    //declaring method 2 

return m.x - m.y 

 

} 

func add(x int, y int) int {     //declaring a function function 

 

    return x + y 

} 

 

func sub(x, y int) int {       //sub function of omit type 

 

    return x - y 

} 

 

func main() { 

 m := method{x:3,y:6}     //intitializing 

 fmt.Println("The addition result using method is ", m.add())   //calling method 1 

    fmt.Println("The addition result using function ",add(10, 5))     //calling function add 

    fmt.Println("The subtraction result using method is ", m.sub())   //calling method 2 

    fmt.Println("The subtraction result using function is ",sub(10, 5))    // calling function sub 

} 

Output:

 

The addition result using method is  

  9 

The addition result using function  

  15 

The subtraction result using method is  

 -3 

The subtraction result using function is  

 5 

Note: The above-discussed method is of struct types.

Go programming language supports methods defined on struct types. The below-given program is defined with a struct of type square using the keyword struct inside

has the attribute side of the integer data type.

Next, a method is defined which operates on squares. In order to define a method use keywords func  followed by parentheses. Inside the parentheses, the method

needs to operate is given here it is square. The square is referred to inside the method s. The name of the method is area()  with return type as integer. The area() is

responsible for computing the area of the square.

Here the s is passed through the method & accessing the attribute side using the dot operator. 

Inside the main function call to this method is defined for that we define a variable s for square with its values initialized.

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

type square struct{                //defining a struct type 

 side int 

    } 

     

func (s square ) area() int{     //area of square = side * side 

  return s.side* s.side 

} 

 

func main() { 

 s := square{side : 3} //Declaring and initializing a struct using a struct literal 

 fmt.Println("Area of square is :  ",s.area(),"cm^2")  // call to method area() 

  

} 

Output:

 

Area of square is:   9 cm^2 

Note: The method uses a value type receiver

 

func (s square ) area() int{ 

  return s.side* s.side 

} 

The key difference from the above program is passing a pointer opposite to the value type receiver. 

In the below program the main function defines a square s and a pointer to that square and calls the method s_ptr.perimeter () inside the print function which takes a

pointer input and prints output as shown below.

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

type square struct{    //defining a struct type 

 side int 

    } 

     

func (s square ) area() int{     //area of square = side * side 

  return s.side* s.side 

} 

 

func (s *square) perimeter() int {   //pointer to the struct type square 

return 4 * s.side 

} 

 

func main() { 

 s := square{side : 3} //Declaring and initializing a struct using a struct literal 

 fmt.Println("Area of square is :  ",s.area(),"cm^2") 

  

 s_ptr := &s  //define a pointer 

 fmt.Println("The perimeter of a square is 4 * sides :", s_ptr.perimeter()) 

  

} 

Output:

 

Area of square is :   9 cm^2 

The perimeter of a square is 4 * sides : 12 
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Range Keyword in Go

In this tutorial, you will learn about how to iterate over different data types in go programming languages.

The range is a keyword used in the go programming language to iterate over data structures like an array, struct, channel, string, slice, maps.

The range is to loop or to iterate over some given expressions that generally evaluate an array, struct, channel, string, slice, maps. The keyword range  describes the

iteration.

The below-given program shows how the range keyword is used to iterate over array data type.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

         

    //array declaration 

    colors := [3]string{"blue", "orange", "yellow"}  

    //range 

    for idx, c := range colors { 

 

        fmt.Println("Color -->", c, "@ index :", idx) 

    } 

} 

Iterate over an array of string values. The array named color is declared with values “blue”,” orange”,” yellow”.The size of the array is 3. The range keyword iterates over

color in each index and prints values as shown in the output.

Output:

 

Color --> blue @ index : 0 

Color --> orange @ index : 1 

Color --> yellow @ index : 2 

Let us understand with an example. Both array and slice declaration are almost the same except that we will not mention the size of the slice during declaration.

For better understanding, you can refer to our previous for array and slice.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

     

    // Creating a slice using the var keyword 

    var slice1 = []string{"learn", "e", "tutorials"} 

 

    //range 

    for idx, s := range slice1{ 

fmt.Println("slice1 -->", s, "@ index :", idx) 

} 

} 

Output:

 

slice1 --> learn @ index : 0 

slice1 --> e @ index : 1 

slice1 --> tutorials @ index : 2 

The below example uses range to iterate over a Golang map. In the given example range keyword iterates over a range of site maps, where the keys and the values are

strings.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

     

   site := map[string]string{            //map declaration 

 

        "L": "Learn",  

        "e": "e", 

        "T": "Tutorials", 

    }  

 

    for k, v := range site { 

 

        fmt.Println(k, "=>", v) 

    } 

 

    fmt.Println("----------------------") 

 

    for k := range site { 

 

        fmt.Println(k, "=>", site[k]) 

    } 

Output:

 

L => Learn 

e => e 

T => Tutorials 

---------------------- 

L => Learn 

e => e 

T => Tutorials 

The below example uses range to iterate over a Golang string. The range keyword iterates over a range of text strings to provide the below-given output.

 

package main 

import ("fmt") 

 

func main() { 

/* var keyword assigns variable text with value “Golang” of string type */ 

  var text string = "Golang" 

   

  for idx, t := range text { 

 

        fmt.Printf(" index %d %c\n", idx, t) 

    } 

Output:

 

index 0 G 

 index 1 o 

 index 2 l 

 index 3 a 

 index 4 n 

 index 5 g 

Type: string, value: Golang 

In go programming language a channel is a pipe used by Goroutines to communicate with each other. The below-given program uses a range keyword to iterate over the

channel in golang.

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

     

    ch := make(chan string)  // channel declaration 

    go func() { 

 

        ch <- "hello" 

        ch <- "Learn" 

        ch <- "eTutorials" 

         

        close(ch) 

    }() 

 

    for n := range ch {   // range 

 

        fmt.Println(n) 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

hello 

Learn 

eTutorials 
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Golang packages

In this tutorial, you will learn about packages in Golang. The Go programming languages use different packages which we discuss in detail together with how to import

them to your program how to write a package etc.

In go programming language, programs are organized into packages. 

A package can be defined as a group of source files in the same directory which are compiled together. Variables, types, functions, methods, constants which are defined

in one source file are visible to other source files under the same package. 

In a simple way, the package can be defined as a directory with many source files that reside in the Go workspace. Each go program belongs to certain packages. Every

program has a common package i.e. main package.

Note: A package is composed of multiple files and the multiple files together form a package

A package is declared by a keyword package followed by a package name. The syntax used to declare a package is as shown below. 

Example: package main

 

package <package_name> 

There are two package types in Golang

Every go programming language begins its code with package main. The first line in the go source code is the declaration of the package for the main function. The

source code starts its execution from the main function, main() and execution will be successful only if the package responsible for execution is present in the source file

i.e. the package main.

 

package main    //package declaration 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() {       // program starts execution 

     

     

        fmt.Println("Hello world ")        

         

    }               //program terminates execution 

 

Output:

 

Hello world 

The fmt package in Golang includes different functions for formatting and printing output to the console. The fmt package includes the very commonly used formats in all

source files like Println, Printf, and Print.

Print Printf Println

fmt.Print() fmt.Println() fmt.Printf()

Prints the string or
contents inside the
parentheses ().

Printf has a similar
function to Print together
it prints a new line by
default.

Prints formatted string to
the console.

Eg  fmt.Print(“golang”)   Eg fmt.Println(“golang”)  
 

Eg
fmt.Printf(“%s”,golang)
the %s replaces with
golang value

In golang different formats, specifiers are used based on their data type such as %s, %d, etc. In below-given program

In go language, each data type has a unique format specifier.

Format specifier Data Type

%s string

%d integer

%g float

%t bool

 

package main 

import  "fmt" 

func  main() { 

   site := "Learn eTutorials" 

    fmt.Print("golang") 

    fmt.Println("golang") 

     

    fmt.Println("-----------------------") 

     

    fmt.Println("golang") 

    fmt.Print("golang") 

     

    fmt.Println("") 

     

    fmt.Printf("%s",site)   

} 

Output:

 

golanggolang 

----------------------- 

golang 

golang 

Learn eTutorials 

 In go programming language math package is composed of all mathematical functions. 

The syntax used to import a mathematical function to a source code is

 

import “math” 

Or 

import ( 

“math” 

) 

The math package is available for different mathematical calculations like

In go programming languages there are two ways of importing packages to a Go source file. In our previous tutorials, we have used a mix of these two types of importing

packages.

Exported names are visible outside the package and begin with capital letters, 

Unexported names are keywords that are visible inside the package are not exported and do not begin with a capital letter.

 

package main   //package 

 

import (               // Factored import statements  

"fmt" 

"math" 

) 

 

func main() { 

 // MaxInt64 is an exported name 

 fmt.Println("Max value of int64: ", int64(math.MaxInt64)) 

 

 // Phi is an exported name 

 fmt.Println("Value of Phi (?): ", math.Phi) 

 

 // pi starts with a small letter, so it is not exported 

 fmt.Println("Value of Pi (????): ", math.pi) 

} 

Output:

 

_/home/Tmkxll 

./prog.go:16:38: cannot refer to unexported name math.pi 

./prog.go:16:38: undefined: math.pi 

Note: The error can be solved by using math. Pi

When it is resolved resulting output is as shown below

Output:

 

Max value of int64:  9223372036854775807 

Value of Phi (?):  1.618033988749895 

Value of Pi (????):  3.141592653589793 

In the next tutorials, we will discuss some more packages available in golang like time, rand, etc in detail.
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Golang main() package

Golang fmt package

The program shows different print functions under fmt packages

math package in golang

  Abs function: Generates absolute value of a number

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "math" 

    ) 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println(math.Abs(-1.3)) 

} 

Output:

 

1.3 

1

  Trigonometric functions like sine, cos, tan, etc.

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "math" 

    ) 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println(math.Sin(3))      

               fmt.Println(math.Cos(10))  

    

} 

Output:

 

0.1411200080598672 

-0.8390715290764524 

2

  Log functions to calculate the logarithm 

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "math" 

    ) 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println(math.Log(9)) 

} 

Output:

 

2.1972245773362196 

3

  mod,ceil,floor functions

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "math" 

    ) 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println(math.Mod(14, 5)) // mod return remainder after div 

    fmt.Println(math.Ceil(45.5))  // rounds to up 

    fmt.Println(math.Floor(39.7)) // rounds to down 

} 

Output:

 

4 

46 

39 

4

   Max and Min function

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "math" 

    ) 

func main() { 

 fmt.Println(math.Min(7, 5))  

fmt.Println(math.Max(7, 5))  

} 

Output:

 

5 

5

How to import packages in Golang?

  Multiple imports statement First way of importing packages to Golang

 

// Multiple import statements 

import "fmt" 

import "time" 

import "math" 

import "math/rand" 

In multiple import statements, the packages are imported with the keyword import followed by the package name which is enclosed within double-

quotes.

1

  Factored import statements 

 

// Factored import statements 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "time" 

 "math" 

    "math/rand" 

) 

In factored import statement the packages that need to be imported are enclosed within parentheses ( ) which in turn begins with keyword import. Here

fmt, time, math, rand are different types of packages available in Golang.

2

What is exported and unexported names in Golang?
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Date and Time Package in Golang

In this tutorial, you will see the time package. In our previous tutorial, we discussed packages like main, fmt, math incorporated in go source code for helping a user to

write code in an easy and efficient manner. This tutorial provides information about the time package, how to use it in your Go program etc.

Go programming languages support time and duration packages. The package is imported to the source code by import “time” . This built-in package enables the user

to find related components of time like

●   Days (Monday, Tuesday….),

●   to compare duration between time

●   to find some time in minutes, seconds, nanoseconds

●   determines the time occurs before & after a specific time

●   a method called sub determines duration between time intervals

●   a method add advances or backward a given time duration

In go programming language the time package provides the facility to determine the current time using time.Now() .

 

T  := time.Now()    //local time 

The above syntax prints current time or local time in golang. In the same manner, UTC time can also be determined by appending. UTC()  to the above syntax.

 

T : = time.Now().UTC()   //UTC time 

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time"                 // imported time package 

) 

 

func main() { 

t := time.Now()       //local time  or current time 

T := time.Now().UTC()    //UTC time 

    fmt.Println(t) 

 

    fmt.Println(T) 

    //fmt.Println(time.Now())     2022-01-06 04:22:52.659567558 +0000 UTC m=+0.000115532 

 

    } 

 

Output:

 

2022-01-06 04:27:23.440296468 +0000 UTC m=+0.000059050 

2022-01-06 04:27:23.440296614 +0000 UTC 

Note:You can infer from the output when time.Now() or time.Now().UTC() is called provide the current date also 2022-01-06 in (year-month-day) format.

Go standard library’s time package provides a specific function to create time for a particular date. The Date() function used is to find the date in time. The output will be

of the form yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss + nsec nanoseconds

 

func Date(year int, month Month, day, hour, min, sec, nsec int, loc *Location) Time 

The format or syntax used to call a date function is

 

time.Date() 

Let us see an example

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time" 

) 

 

func main() {  

    fmt.Println("Current time ") 

    t := time.Now()     //current time 

    fmt.Println(t) 

    fmt.Println("................") 

     

    fmt.Println("Current time with UTC") 

    T := time.Now().UTC()   //UTC time 

    fmt.Println(T) 

    fmt.Println("................") 

     

     

    fmt.Println(" time created for a day") 

//takes a year, month, day, hour, minute, second, nanosecond, and location 

Created_Day := time.Date(2016, time.August, 18, 23, 15, 8, 4, time.UTC) 

   

     

    fmt.Println(Created_Day ) 

     

    } 

Output:

 

Current time  

2022-01-06 05:03:37.427431402 +0000 UTC m=+0.000048473 

................ 

Current time with UTC 

2022-01-06 05:03:37.427494967 +0000 UTC 

................ 

 time created for a day 

2016-08-18 23:15:08.000000004 +0000 UTC 

In go programming language time is formatted using the method given below. Using the Format() function desired output format can be passed between the

parentheses which get displayed in the console. One of the advantages of Format() is it helps in formatting date and time packages in a more flexible way

 

time.Format() 

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "time" 

) 

func main() { 

 

 // time.Now() function gives the current time 

 currentTime := time.Now() 

 

 // getting the time in string format 

 fmt.Println("Show Current Time in String: ", currentTime.String()) 

 

 fmt.Println("YYYY.MM.DD : ", currentTime.Format("2022-01-06 04:27:23.440296468 ")) 

 

 fmt.Println("YYYY#MM#DD {Special Character} : ", currentTime.Format("2022#01#06")) 

 

 fmt.Println("MM-DD-YYYY : ", currentTime.Format("06-07-2017")) 

 

 fmt.Println("YYYY-MM-DD : ", currentTime.Format("2022-09-07")) 

 

 fmt.Println("YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss : ", currentTime.Format("2022-09-07 17:06:06")) 

 

 fmt.Println("Time with MicroSeconds: ", currentTime.Format("2022-09-07 17:06:04.000000")) 

 

 fmt.Println("Time with NanoSeconds: ", currentTime.Format("2022-09-07 17:06:04.000000000")) 

 

 fmt.Println("ShortNum Width : ", currentTime.Format("2022-02-07")) 

 

 fmt.Println("ShortYear : ", currentTime.Format("06-Feb-07")) 

 

 fmt.Println("LongWeekDay : ", currentTime.Format("2022-09-07 17:06:06 Wednesday")) 

 

 fmt.Println("ShortWeek Day : ", currentTime.Format("2022-09-07 Wed")) 

 

 fmt.Println("ShortDay : ", currentTime.Format("Wed 2022-09-2")) 

 

 fmt.Println("LongWidth : ", currentTime.Format("2022-March-07")) 

 

 fmt.Println("ShortWidth : ", currentTime.Format("2017-Feb-07")) 

 

 fmt.Println("Short Hour Minute Second: ", currentTime.Format("2017-09-07 2:3:5 PM")) 

 

 fmt.Println("Short Hour Minute Second: ", currentTime.Format("2017-09-07 2:3:5 pm")) 

 

 fmt.Println("Short Hour Minute Second: ", currentTime.Format("2017-09-07 2:3:5")) 

 

} 

Output:

 

Show Current Time in String:  2009-11-10 23:00:00 +0000 UTC m=+0.000000001 

YYYY.MM.DD :  101010-11-09 00:107:1011.001096068  

YYYY#MM#DD {Special Character} :  101010#11#09 

MM-DD-YYYY :  09+00-10117 

YYYY-MM-DD :  101010-09+00 

YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss :  101010-09+00 117:09:09 

Time with MicroSeconds:  101010-09+00 117:09:00.000000 

Time with NanoSeconds:  101010-09+00 117:09:00.000000000 

ShortNum Width :  101010-10+00 

ShortYear :  09-Feb+00 

LongWeekDay :  101010-09+00 117:09:09 Wednesday 

ShortWeek Day :  101010-09+00 Wed 

ShortDay :  Wed 101010-09-10 

The time.Parse() functions take a string of time and layout as an input to create a new time. The Parse() function parses a formatted string and returns the value of time

it represents. 

Syntax to parse

 

func Parse(layout, value string) (Time, error) 

The function parse() takes two arguments respectively

Example

●  For parsing 2022-08-20, the layout string should be 08-07-02 or 2008-07-02 or something which maps correctly based on the above placeholder table.

●  Similarly for parsing “2022-Jan-30  Wednesday 12:19:25” the layout string can be “2006-Jan-02 Monday 03:04:05”

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    //Parse YYYY-MM-DD 

    timeT, _ := time.Parse("2006-01-02", "2020-01-29") 

    fmt.Println(timeT) 

 

    //Parse YY-MM-DD 

    timeT, _ = time.Parse("06-01-02", "20-01-29") 

    fmt.Println(timeT) 

 

    //Parse YYYY-#{MonthName}-DD 

    timeT, _ = time.Parse("2006-Jan-02", "2020-Jan-29") 

    fmt.Println(timeT) 

 

    //Parse YYYY-#{MonthName}-DD WeekDay HH:MM:SS 

    timeT, _ = time.Parse("2006-Jan-02 Monday 03:04:05", "2020-Jan-29 Wednesday 12:19:25") 

    fmt.Println(timeT) 

 

    //Parse YYYY-#{MonthName}-DD WeekDay HH:MM:SS PM Timezone TimezoneOffset 

    timeT, _ = time.Parse("2006-Jan-02 Monday 03:04:05 PM MST -07:00", "2020-Jan-29 Wednesday 12:19:25 AM IST +05:30") 

    fmt.Println(timeT) 

} 

Output:

 

2020-01-29 00:00:00 +0000 UTC 

2020-01-29 00:00:00 +0000 UTC 

2020-01-29 00:00:00 +0000 UTC 

2020-01-29 12:19:25 +0000 UTC 

2020-01-29 00:19:25 +0530 IST 

In the time package, several arithmetic operations are available as helper functions to set time and duration.

In Add() function there are two possible formats they are time.Add() & time.AddDate() 

Let us see with an example what happens when these formats used with time in Golang

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

   T := time.Now().UTC()     //UTC time 

   timeInFiveMin := T.Add(time.Minute * 5) //add 5 minutes more 

   timeInFiveMin1 := T.Add(time.Minute * 10) //add 10 minutes more 

   timeInFiveMin2 := T.Add(-time.Minute * 10)  // - sign indicate 10 min ago 

     

   fmt.Println(T) 

   fmt.Println( timeInFiveMin) 

   fmt.Println(timeInFiveMin1) 

   fmt.Println(timeInFiveMin2) 

} 

Output:

 

2022-01-06 09:14:14.228317512 +0000 UTC 

2022-01-06 09:19:14.228317512 +0000 UTC 

2022-01-06 09:24:14.228317512 +0000 UTC 

2022-01-06 09:04:14.228317512 +0000 UTC 

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

   T := time.Now().UTC()     //UTC time 

    

   // adds years, months, and days 

  inOneMonth := T.AddDate(0, 1, 0) 

  // inOneMonth is 1 month in the future 

 

 

  threeDaysAgo := T.AddDate(0, 0, -3) 

  // twoDaysAgo is 2 days in the past 

    

   fmt.Println(T) 

   fmt.Println( inOneMonth) 

   fmt.Println(threeDaysAgo ) 

   

} 

Output:

 

2022-01-06 09:19:44.567410824 +0000 UTC 

2022-02-06 09:19:44.567410824 +0000 UTC 

2022-01-03 09:19:44.567410824 +0000 UTC 

The sub functions in time allows to compare the difference between two times.

 

package main 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

   T := time.Now().UTC()     //UTC time 

    

   start := time.Date(2022, 2, 1, 3, 0, 0, 0, time.UTC) 

   end := time.Date(2021, 2, 1, 12, 0, 0, 0, time.UTC) 

 

   difference := end.Sub(start)  

    

   fmt.Println(T) 

   fmt.Println( start ) 

   fmt.Println(end  ) 

  fmt.Printf("difference = %v\n", difference) 

} 

Output:

 

2022-01-06 09:29:22.849925449 +0000 UTC 

2022-02-01 03:00:00 +0000 UTC 

2021-02-01 12:00:00 +0000 UTC 

difference = -8751h0m0s 

Some of the comparison function in Golang are 

●   time.After()   

●   time.Equal()

●   time.Before()

The format used is given below After () function determines whether instant of time T is after a. The return type is a boolean value.

 

func (T Time) After(a Time) bool 

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

 year2023 := time.Date(2000, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, time.UTC) 

 year2022 := time.Date(3000, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, time.UTC) 

 

 isYear2023AfterYear2022 := year2023.After(year2022) // false 

 isYear2022AfterYear2023 := year2022.After(year2023) // true 

 

 fmt.Printf("year2023.After(year2022)  = %v\n", isYear2023AfterYear2022) 

 fmt.Printf("year2022.After(year2023)) = %v\n", isYear2022AfterYear2023) 

 

} 

Output:

 

year2023.After(year2022)  = false 

year2022.After(year2023)) = true 

 

Program exited. 

The format used is given below Before() function determines whether instant of time T is before a. The return type is a boolean value.

 

func (T Time) Before(a Time) bool 

 

package main 

 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

 year2023 := time.Date(2000, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, time.UTC) 

 year2022 := time.Date(3000, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, time.UTC) 

 

 isYear2023BeforeYear2022 := year2023.Before(year2022) // true 

 isYear2022BeforeYear2023 := year2022.Before(year2023) // false 

 

 fmt.Printf("year2023.Before(year2022)  = %v\n", isYear2023BeforeYear2022) 

 fmt.Printf("year2022.Before(year2023)) = %v\n", isYear2022BeforeYear2023) 

 

} 

Output:

 

year2023.Before(year2022)  = true 

year2022.Before(year2023)) = false 

Program exited. 

The format used is to check that both instances of time are equal is given below with the Equal () function which determines whether instant of time T is equal to time a.

The return type is a boolean value.

 

func (T Time) Equal(a Time) bool 

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

first := time.Date(2020, 2, 1, 3, 0, 0, 0, time.UTC) 

second := time.Date(2021, 2, 1, 12, 0, 0, 0, time.UTC) 

 

equal := first.Equal(second) 

fmt.Println(equal) 

// equal is true if the both times refer to the same instant 

// two times are equal even if they are in different locations 

 

} 

Output:

 

false 

 

// Go offers extensive support for times and durations; 

// here are some examples. 

 

package main 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

 print := fmt.Println 

 

 // We'll start by getting the current time. 

 T := time.Now() 

 print(T) 

 

 // You can build a `time` struct by providing the 

 // year, month, day, etc. Times are always associated 

 // with a `Location`, i.e. time zone. 

 Time := time.Date( 

  2016, 07, 18, 15, 00, 58, 651387237, time.UTC) 

 print(Time) 

 

 // You can extract the various components of the time 

 // value as expected. 

 print(Time.Year()) 

 print(Time.Month()) 

 print(Time.Day()) 

 print(Time.Hour()) 

 print(Time.Minute()) 

 print(Time.Second()) 

 print(Time.Nanosecond()) 

 print(Time.Location()) 

 

 // The Monday-Sunday `Weekday` is also available. 

 print(Time.Weekday()) 

 

 // These methods compare two times, testing if the 

 // first occurs before, after, or at the same time 

 // as the second, respectively. 

                 print(Time.Before(T)) 

 print(Time.After(T)) 

 print(Time.Equal(T)) 

 

 // The `Sub` methods returns a `Duration` representing 

 // the interval between two times. 

 difference := T.Sub(Time) 

 print(difference) 

 

 // We can compute the length of the duration in 

 // various units. 

 print(difference.Hours()) 

 print(difference.Minutes()) 

 print(difference.Seconds()) 

 print(difference.Nanoseconds()) 

 

 // You can use `Add` to advance a time by a given 

 // duration, or with a `-` to move backwards by a 

 // duration. 

 print(Time.Add(difference)) 

 print(Time.Add(-difference)) 

} 

Output:

 

2022-01-06 12:00:58.741830042 +0000 UTC m=+0.000049115 

2016-07-18 15:00:58.651387237 +0000 UTC 

2016 

July 

18 

15 

0 

58 

651387237 

UTC 

Monday 

true 

false 

false 

47949h0m0.090442805s 

47949.000025123 

2.87694000150738e+06 

1.726164000904428e+08 

172616400090442805 

2022-01-06 12:00:58.741830042 +0000 UTC 

2011-01-28 18:00:58.560944432 +0000 UTC 

Analyze each function and its corresponding output. The time package in Go is very efficient, flexible, and easy to use and understand.
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Let us summarize the different time formats discussed above in a single program.
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Select in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn about the select  keyword. To understand this tutorial you should have a sound knowledge of channels and Goroutine in Golang. 

In go programming language a select keyword allows you to wait for multiple communication operations of Goroutines. The select in Golang is similar to switch cases.

The syntax followed by select statement follows a switch case pattern. The different cases in select statements perform a wait operation for each send or receive

operation from a channel. 

For example, consider two channels let it be Channel A and Channel B communicating with each other for some send and receive operations. They need to wait also for

achieving concurrency and synchronization which is supported in Golang by select statements. 

The select keyword defines a select in Golang. The syntax begins with select  keyword which is followed by curly braces with some case statements followed by some

expressions. 

Syntax

 

Select { 

Case <- first_channel (send or receive) 

//block1 

Case <- second _channel (send or receive) 

//block2 

default: 

    //block3 

} 

You can notice that the structure of select is similar to the switch case. So let us make it clear by discussing their difference.

select switch

In Golang Select Goroutines wait on
multiple communication operations.

In Golang a switch is a method to
represent if-else statements.

Select is used with channels and
Goroutines.

The switch is used with concrete data
types.

Randomly chooses one case from
multiple valid options.

In Switch, each case is executed
sequentially.

No fallthrough concept Require a fallthrough

Select is non-deterministic, because you
cannot predict which case runs first. It
selects randomly a case

Switch is deterministic i.e. we can
predict which instruction or block get
executed in if or if-else statement.

select syntax select { Case <-
first_channel (send or receive)          
//block1 Case <-second_channel (send
or receive)           //block2 default:        
//block3     }

Switch syntax switch statement;
expression { case expression1: //action
case expression2: //action default:
//action }

 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    ch := make(chan int, 4) 

    ch <- 1 

    ch <- 2 

    ch <- 3 

    ch <- 4 

    close(ch) 

    switch { 

    //case <-ch: //  invalid case <-ch in switch (mismatched types int and bool) 

    case <-ch == 1: 

        fmt.Println("Firstswitch") 

        fallthrough 

    case <-ch == 2: 

        fmt.Println("Secondswitch") 

    } 

Output 1 for first run

Output:

 

Firstswitch 

Secondswitch 

Second_select receiver 

 2 

Output 2 for second run

Output:

 

Firstswitch 

Secondswitch 

Second_select receiver 

 2 

The select  keyword chooses a case  in which a channel must be ready to perform a send and receive operation. When many channels are ready to execute i.e. to

perform a send and receive operation a case is selected randomly.

 

//PROGRAM USING SELECT KEYWORD 

package main 

import ( 

     "fmt" 

     "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

   

  A := make(chan string) 

  B := make(chan string) 

   

   

  go func(){ 

  time.Sleep(2*time.Second) 

  A <- "Hello " 

  }() 

   

  go func(){ 

  time.Sleep(1*time.Second) 

  B <- "Haaiii" 

  }() 

   

   

  select { 

   

  case rec1 :=  <-A: 

   fmt.Println("I recived from channel A \n ",rec1) 

  case rec2 :=  <-B: 

   fmt.Println("I received from channel B \n ",rec2) 

   

  } 

   

} 

Output:

 

I received from channel B  

  Haaiii 

In this program, we created two channels, channel A & channel B respectively. We have already discussed channel creation in our channel tutorial. So we are moving

forward without discussing channel concepts again

 

  A := make(chan string)     // created channel A  

  B := make(chan string)  // created channel b 

The program defines two anonymous functions (a function without names) which are going to be called by two Goroutines. The select keyword is used to wait for the

receiving end and wait on the receiving end of channels, i.e. channel A and Channel B depending on which channel returns first or which channel is contained with

information first will perform some actions.

 

go func(){                           //anonymous functions 

  time.Sleep(2*time.Second) 

  A <- "Hello " 

  }() 

   

  go func(){ 

  time.Sleep(1*time.Second) 

  B <- "Haaiii" 

  }() 

To channel A we have written information, hello and similarly a string Haaiii is sent to channel B . The program has two functions in which A is waiting for 2-sec writing

into the first one & B is waiting 1 sec. 

The select keyword is to wait on the receiving end of these two channels. Inside a select statement, there are switch cases with variable rec1 assigns that waiting on

the receiving end of A, if some information is received from channel A it is printed. 

Similar way channel B to perform. The output shown above makes the concept clearer.

The select keyword can block the case statements if they are not ready to operate

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    channel1 := make(chan string)     //created channel1 

    select { 

    case receive := <-channel1: 

        fmt.Println(receive) 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

fatal error: all goroutines are asleep - deadlock! 

 

goroutine 1 [chan receive]: 

main.main() 

 /tmp/sandbox2985791004/prog.go:8 +0x36 

 

Program exited. 

The above-given go program created a channel called channel1. Using the select statement only you can perform receive operation from channel1.In the above program,

no Goroutines are defined, without Goroutine it is unable to perform send operation. So in this program we created channel1 and select is waiting to receive from

channel1 but nothing to receive because it lacks Goroutines. This situation turns to deadlock which means the select statement switches to a blocked state.

The select concept is bound with channels and Goroutines. The multiple Goroutines in a go program that sends data tries to communicate through channels. In order to

facilitate traffic-free communication, select functionality is included in Golang. It controls the send and receives operations to be executed via channels without any

traffic. The select statement receives the data concurrently from one channel and executes it if it is in a ready state.

Note: Select statement bound to channel and Goroutines achieves synchronization and concurrency in go program.

Let us understand with the example discussed when select blocks a Case or Channel in the above session

 

package main 

import "fmt" 

 

func main() { 

    channel1 := make(chan string) 

    select { 

    case receive := <-channel1: 

        fmt.Println(receive) 

   default:                                                    //default statement 

        fmt.Println("Executes Default") 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

Executes Default 

Note: Like in normal switch cases, if all cases inside select are invalid then print the default statement.

When using the select to read channel, it will definitely do other things after a certain period of time, instead of blocking in select all the time. Below is a simple example:

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    timeout := make(chan bool, 1) 

    go func() { 

        time.Sleep(2 * time.Second) 

        timeout <- true 

    }() 

    ch := make(chan int) 

    select { 

    case <-ch: 

    case <-timeout: 

        fmt.Println("timeout 01") 

    case <-time.After(time.Second * 1): 

        fmt.Println("timeout 02") 

    } 

Output:

 

timeout 01 

Create a timeout channel, so that other places can use the trigger timeout channel to finish the select execution, or there is another way to write it through the time. After

mechanism.

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "time" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    timeout := make(chan bool, 1) 

    go func() { 

        time.Sleep(2 * time.Second) 

        timeout <- true 

    }() 

    ch := make(chan int) 

    select { 

    case <-ch: 

    case <-timeout: 

        fmt.Println("timeout 01") 

    case <-time.After(time.Second * 1): 

        fmt.Println("timeout 02") 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

timeout 02 

Let us check an example program

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    ch := make(chan int, 1) 

    ch <- 1 

    select { 

    case ch <- 2: 

        fmt.Println("channel value is", <-ch) 

        fmt.Println("channel value is", <-ch) 

    default: 

        fmt.Println("channel blocking") 

    } 

} 

Output:

 

channel blocking 

First, declare the channel with buffer size 1, and then drop the value to fill the channel. At this time, you can use the select + default method to ensure whether the

channel is full. The above example will output channel blocking, and we will change the program to the following

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

) 

 

func main() { 

    ch := make(chan int, 2) 

    ch <- 1 

    select { 

    case ch <- 2: 

        fmt.Println("channel value is", <-ch) 

        fmt.Println("channel value is", <-ch) 

    default: 

        fmt.Println("channel blocking") 

    } 

} 

After changing the buffer size to 2, you can continue to plug the value into the channel.

Output:

 

channel value is 1 

channel value is 2 
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Read and write file in Golang / File handling in Golang

In this tutorial, you will learn the most basic techniques using os. File. There are several ways that can be used for file operations in Go. In this tutorial you will learn how to

create, edit, read and delete files using Golang

In Go it's very easy to create files, just call the os.Create()  function and then enter the path of the file you want to create as a parameter. If it turns out that the file to be

created already exists, it will be overwritten. Can use os.IsNotExist()  to detect whether the file has been created or not.

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "os" 

) 

 

var path = "C:/Users/Desktop/Golang/Tutorials/test.txt" 

 

func isError(err error) bool { 

    if err != nil { 

        fmt.Println(err.Error()) 

    } 

 

    return (err != nil) 

} 

 

func createFile() { 

    // detect if the file already exists 

    var _, err = os.Stat(path) 

 

    // create a new file if it doesn't already exist 

    if os.IsNotExist(err) { 

        var file, err = os.Create(path) 

        if isError(err) { 

            return 

        } 

        defer file.Close() 

    } 

 

    fmt.Println("==> file created successfully", path) 

} 

 

func main() { 

    createFile() 

} 

Output:

 

PS C:\Users\Desktop\Golang> go run file.go 

==> file created successfully C:/Users/Desktop/Golang/Tutorials/test.txt 

PS C:\Users\Desktop\Golang> 

The os.Stat()  the function returns 2 data, namely information about the path being searched for, and an error (if any). Enter the function's return error as a parameter of

the os.IsNotExist()  function, to detect whether the file to be created already exists. If it doesn't exist, the function will return true.

The os.Create()  the function is used to create a file at a specified path. This function returns the *os. File object of the corresponding file. The newly created file status

is automatically open, therefore it needs to be closed using the file.Close()  method after the file is no longer used.

Leaving a file open when it is no longer in use is not a good thing, because it affects memory and access to the file itself, the file will be locked so that it cannot be used by

other processes as long as the file status is still open or not closed.

To edit a file, what you need to do first is to open a file with a write access level. After getting the file object, use the WriteString()  method to fill in the data. Finally, call

the Sync()  method to save the changes.

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "os" 

) 

 

var path = "C:/Users/Desktop/Golang/Tutorials/test.txt" 

 

func writeFile() { 

    // open file with access level READ & WRITE 

    var file, err = os.OpenFile(path, os.O_RDWR, 0644) 

    if err != nil { 

        panic(err) 

    } 

    defer file.Close() 

 

    // write data to file 

    _, err = file.WriteString("hello\n") 

 

    if err != nil { 

        panic(err) 

    } 

    _, err = file.WriteString(" golang\n") 

    if err != nil { 

        panic(err) 

    } 

 

    // save changes 

    err = file.Sync() 

    if err != nil { 

        panic(err) 

    } 

 

    fmt.Println("==> file successful") 

} 

 

func main() { 

    writeFile() 

} 

Output:

 

PS C:\Users\Desktop\Golang> go run file.go 

==> file successful 

In the above program, the file is opened with reading and writing access levels with the permission code 0664. After that, some strings are entered into the file using

WriteString(). In the end, all changes to the file will be saved by calling Sync().

The file you want to read must be opened first using the os.OpenFile()  function with the minimum access level being read. After that, use the Read()  method where

the parameter is a variable, which is where the result of the reading process will be saved to that variable.

 

package main 

 

import ( 

    "fmt" 

    "io" 

    "os" 

) 

 

var path = "C:/Users/Desktop/Golang/Tutorials/test.txt" 

 

func readFile() { 

    // open file 

    var file, err = os.OpenFile(path, os.O_RDONLY, 0644) 

    if err != nil { 

        panic(err) 

    } 

    defer file.Close() 

 

    // read file 

    var text = make([]byte, 1024) 

    for { 

        n, err := file.Read(text) 

        if err != io.EOF { 

            if err != nil { 

                panic(err) 

            } 

        } 

        if n == 0 { 

            break 

        } 

    } 

    if err != nil { 

        panic(err) 

    } 

 

    fmt.Println("==> file read successfully") 

    fmt.Println(string(text)) 

} 

 

func main() { 

    readFile() 

} 

Output:

 

PS C:\Users\Desktop\Golang> go run readfile.go 

==> file read successfully 

hello 

 golang 

The above code os.OpenFile()  is used to open the file. The function has several parameters.

The first parameter is the path of the file to be opened. 

The second parameter is the access level. os.O_RDONLY means read-only. 

The third parameter is the file permissions. 

The text variable is prepared with the type of slice []byte with an element allocation of 1024. This variable is in charge of accommodating the data resulting from the

file.Read()  statement. The process of reading the file will be carried out continuously, sequentially from the first line to the end.

Errors that appear when executing the file.Read() will be filtered, when the error is other than io.EOF then the file reading process will continue. The io.EOF error itself

indicates that the file being read is the last line of content or the end of the file.

How to delete a file is very easy, just call the os.Remove()  function, enter the path of the file you want to delete as a parameter.

 

package main 

 

import ( 

 "fmt" 

 "os" 

) 

 

var path = "C:/Users/Desktop/Golang/Tutorials/test.txt" 

 

func deleteFile() { 

 var err = os.Remove(path) 

 if err != nil { 

  panic(err) 

 } 

 

 fmt.Println("==> file deleted successfully") 

} 

 

func main() { 

 deleteFile() 

} 

 

Output:

 

Windows PowerShell 

Copyright (C) 2014 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 

PS C:\Users\Desktop\Golang> go run delfile.go 

==> file deleted successfully 
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